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Abstract 

This thesis aims to increase awareness of the paradox of shame and its function in 

human relationships so that an enhanced understanding of shame may be integrated 

with existing pastoral counselling practice. The project recognises the dual nature of 

shame in its potential to demean and diminish human identity, and conversely its 

capacity as a source of information to support growth into a healthy and mature 

identity. The research recognises the well-documented, destructive power of shame and 

then enquires into the alternative and under-researched power of shame to contribute 

positively to human relationships.  

The research project is a multidisciplinary exploration of the nature of shame as a 

relational emotion. As a pastoral counselling study, a theological thread follows the 

shame in the Adam and Eve story that is found in Genesis 3. The introductory chapter 

outlines the expansive topic of shame through public and therapeutic awareness and in 

human experience; as an emotion in comparison with guilt; as symbolised in language; 

and as it is presented in various contexts such as clinical practice, pastoral situations, in 

the biblical story and conversely its absence in theological discourse. The theoretical 

orientations of the study are set out: pastoral counselling, practical theology, the use of 

reflective practice and theological reflection all contribute to this project. The literature 

review is extensive, examining human experience, the polarities of shame, and the 

disciplinary approaches to shame:  psychology, sociology and theology, and the 

contribution they make to the practice of pastoral relationship counselling.  

The human research study forms the middle section of the thesis. This is a qualitative 

study using Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) as its methodology. Semi-

structured interviews were conducted with each of four experienced, practising 

relationship counsellors, who responded to questions about their work with shame in 

relationship counselling. The analysis of the data established eight themes: learning 

about shame, signposts to shame, living with shame, working with shame, discerning 

and responding to shame, the impact of shame in the therapeutic process, the risks and 

benefits of working with shame, and the paradox of shame. One participant’s data was 

analysed in the form of a case study because the nature of the data in that interview 

provided a first-hand view of the operation of shame within a relationship counselling 

interview. 
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The last section of the thesis discusses the findings of the human research study in a 

conversation between the report of the data analysis and the literature, establishing 

that there was significant correlation between the two bodies of material. The 

limitations of the study are stated and some suggestions for further research are made. 

Two related sets of application follow this conversation: theological foundations for 

shame in pastoral counselling, and working with shame in pastoral relationship 

counselling practice. A conclusion reflects back over the process of developing the 

thesis and its importance in my own personal, professional and spiritual understanding 

and growth. The thesis contends that there is a wider application for an understanding 

of the role of shame within relationships: in the family, the church, the community and 

the workplace. 



Masaccio, c. 1424-27, Expulsion of Adam and Eve from Paradise, south wall, 

Brancacci Chapel, Santa Maria del Carmine, Florence (Image: SCALA/ Art Resource) 

"Then the eyes of both of them were opened, 
and they realised they were naked ... " 

Genesis 3:7a (NRSV) 

vii 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The anguish of shame is seared onto a wall in an early Renaissance chapel in the south 

of Florence. Adam and Eve, once naked and unashamed, leave the Garden of Eden 

desperate to conceal all that has been exposed. No longer united, they are divided and 

alone. They hide what they cannot bear to be seen, and they hide from what they cannot 

bear to see. Masaccio’s visual narrative embodies the emotional turmoil of a couple rent 

apart by shame.1 Centuries of creative expression in the Western world bear witness to 

the entry of shame into human life in a story as told at the beginning of the Christian 

Bible in Genesis Chapters 2 and 3.2 In paint, stone and word, interpretations of the 

ancient Biblical story of Adam and Eve resonate with a familiar echo as we observe  this 

couple’s desperation to escape: from the  searching face of God, from the gaze of each 

other, and from their fear of what they see when they look at themselves. We know this 

echo and the pain it evokes in our very being. Do we, understand it, though? Can we find 

any useful meaning in it? Can we discern what happens when shame flares up in us, or 

when we see it flush through the body of another? Is it possible that our responses to 

shame can be used to contribute helpfully to our relational endeavours? And what 

might these insights mean for pastoral relationship counselling? These are among the 

many questions behind my desire to research the topic of shame for relationship 

counselling within a pastoral counselling framework. The research questions for the 

study are:  

How do insights about the nature of shame and responses to it enhance the understanding 

of couples and their relational dynamics?  What will such insights contribute to the 

practice of pastoral counselling?  

In this introduction to the subject of shame in relationships, the fluid function of shame 

in Western society will first be outlined, as a precursor for an assessment of how shame 

is shaping contemporary society. Shame in human experience is discussed from the 

perspective of phenomenology and language, clinical and pastoral experience. 

 
1 Masaccio’s fresco of the Expulsion of Adam and Eve from Eden (c. 1425) is found in the Brancacci Chapel 
in Santa Maria del Carmine in Florence.  
2 Among many examples are Rodin’s Eve (c. 1880) and Milton’s Paradise Lost (1667). 
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Theological tradition is explored for its various accounts of the story of Adam and Eve. 

The theoretical perspectives for this study are set out and the introduction concludes 

with an outline of the thesis as a whole. An autoethnographic factor has undoubtedly 

played a part in the construction of this study. My work as a pastoral counsellor is 

informed by the intersection between my experience and that of each individual and 

couple and has played a role in shaping the data that was gathered in the human 

research study. 

My subject for this thesis is contained within the field of relationship counselling, yet 

there is a wider field within which its findings may be applicable. I have written of the 

role of shame in the social milieu and the way public shaming of others has become 

commonplace. Shame breeds in an individualistic society where relationships with 

others have become casual, depersonalised and dispensable. The capacity for shame to 

be significant in positive and negative ways in relationships of all kinds has not been a 

consistent, deliberate focus for social, psychological or theological education, although 

that, too, may be changing as informed educators bring shame resilience into their 

teaching programmes. I expect that my study will contribute to that process. 

The heart of this research endeavour is to articulate the paradox of shame: to 

acknowledge and to challenge its potential to hurt others, and to reposition it as a 

valuable source of information for growth and maturity in individual and relational life. 

This focus is not intended to deny the destructive power of shame that has been so well 

documented in the therapeutic literature. Rather it is an attempt to address a different 

and equally challenging dimension of shame, one that has been little researched and 

documented in the context of relationships: the role that awareness of shame can play 

as a positive contribution to relationships. The inquiry is located within the therapeutic 

field as a pastoral counselling study. It explores, develops a rationale for, and articulates 

an approach to more deliberate, intentional work with shame in therapeutic work. 

1. Awareness of shame

(i) Shame in public awareness

It is important to recognise that the word ‘shame’ in contemporary Western discourse is 

most often used generically as an umbrella term embracing several slightly distinct 
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meanings of the word: for example, as a concept, an expressed or unexpressed feeling, 

or as a verb, namely, the act of shaming. Later these various discrete meanings will be 

teased out, but until then I will continue to use it in this generic manner unless 

otherwise specified. 

Although the concept of shame is present in all cultures (Moxnes, 1996, p. 19), the 

degree to which it is overt in the social individual, and in the moral values of individual 

communities, varies greatly across culture and time. In Western literature, the 

nineteenth century saw the publication of novels that portray shame in operation, in 

both its publicly sanctioned and privately perpetuated forms. These novels delivered 

social commentary through their subject matter and characterisations: for example, 

child labour (Dickens), the status of women (George Eliot; Jane Austen), and slavery 

(Harriet Beecher Stowe). Hawthorne’s The Scarlet Letter (1850) explores shame and 

shaming in American society of the mid-nineteenth century. 

Recent literature asserts that non-Western cultures conceive shame broadly as it relates 

to social contexts and interpersonal relationships, while in the West it is most 

commonly defined in narrow, individual and primarily negative terms (Chentsova-

Dutton et al., 2007; Lebra, 1971; Marks & Ames, 1995; Retzinger, 1996). Social history, 

however, records that it was not always understood in this way. This is well illustrated 

by Elias (1939) who documents the changing manners of Western civilisation over the 

previous several centuries. He highlights the fluidity of shame as it relates to the 

movement of the private/public boundary as it becomes subject to cultural change over 

time. Literary works by authors such as Shakespeare, Hardy, Hawthorne, Dostoevsky, 

Tolstoy, and more recently Faulkner and Morrison, portray the dynamics of shame in 

social change. Shame, according to Schneider (1977, pp. 40–55) and Wurmser (1981, 

pp. 63–67), is the guardian of this boundary between private and public life. 

In the twenty-first century the shame of individuals that once would have been private 

has become public knowledge through the far-reaching arms of the internet. In 1998, 

prior to the advent of social media, American President Bill Clinton’s affair with a young 

female staffer was transmitted online around the world, available for unfettered public 

scrutiny. In 2015, Monica Lewinsky spoke publicly, for the first time, about being driven 

to the brink of suicide by the public shaming that was directed to her for years after the 
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event (Stump, 2016). 

A contemporary debate about the effects and ethics of public “shaming” of individuals 

and groups through the medium of the internet has been widely reported in America. 

Ronson’s So You’ve Been Publicly Shamed (2015), ‘The price of public shaming in the 

Internet age' (Leopold, 2015) and ‘Shame has fallen out of fashion but it can be a force 

for good' (Burgo, 2017) bring the sides of the debate into sharp relief. Stearns (2020), 

clarifies the complex polarities involved in the shame experience, assessing that shame 

deserves “recurrent discussion as a constructive force, including its role in the…next 

phase of our political life and in the evaluation of contemporary leadership”.   

Australian journalists have commented on the local trend toward public shaming and 

the apparent motivations behind it. In 2016, public shaming was named as an 

“addiction” in an article citing the online response to yet another episode of offensive 

conduct by a prominent sporting figure (Hughes, 2016). He observes that the public 

scrutiny that comes with reporting such incidents attracts “a frenzy of rage and debate” 

from those who “get high on moral anger”. This article came to mind as I, along with the 

rest of the world, watched Australian cricket players front the media following the 

ball-tampering incident in South Africa in March, 2018. While it was necessary for them 

to take responsibility for their behaviour in the public arena, their confessions of guilt 

and their expressions of personal shame were subjected to extensive analysis in all 

forms of media. 

Various ethical dilemmas are raised when what had initially been private so readily and 

rapidly becomes public. Raicu (2016) asks if this kind of shaming is a contemporary 

expression of an age-old human response to the behaviour of others, or whether it 

constitutes a distinctive phenomenon. Certainly, the phenomenon of public shaming is 

not new. Hester Prynne, in Hawthorne’s novel The Scarlet Letter (1850), was made to 

wear an embroidered, scarlet-coloured “A” on her chest to identify her in her village as 

an adulterer. Ultimately, though, she was given the opportunity for repentance and 

redemption. By contrast, reputations may never be redeemed in an age in which 

information can never be destroyed. Surely a new dimension of this phenomenon is at 

work. 
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One reason given for the change in behaviour relates to the increasing ethnic diversity 

of Western societies, resulting in the expansion of populations which hold honour-

shame values (Georges, 2017). Although the concept of “shame and guilt cultures” 

identified by Ruth Benedict in 1948 continues to be much debated (Creighton, 1990; 

Crouch, 2015), it has become apparent that Western morality, once based on guilt, is 

moving towards shame. Australia, along with other similar cultures, is a multi-cultural 

society in which diversity is acknowledged with varying degrees of acceptance. It is 

recognised that shame is understood and used differently among cultures and that the 

function of guilt is similarly varied. Socio-cultural values can support or inhibit our 

willingness to express shame for our behaviour and to shame others for theirs; 

correspondingly these values can enhance or diminish the potential for reconciliation 

that comes with shame. 

Shame, then, is becoming more overtly present in Western society, but is it more 

accessible? The answer is most likely yes and no. It is certainly true that we are more 

aware of it because of the deluge of shame that has swept through digital platforms 

world-wide, delivering shame at the click of a button. American researcher Brené 

Brown has done much to remove the “taboos” associated with shame in widely-viewed 

TED events and her many books (2006, 2007, 2012a, 2012b; The Power of Vulnerability 

| Brené Brown, 2010). She has, it seems, given permission for the taboo on shame to be 

lifted and to become an important topic of personal and public discourse. There are 

arenas, though, where awareness of the significance of shame continues to be lacking. 

One of these is in the work of relationship counselling in secular and pastoral practice. 

(ii) Shame in therapeutic awareness 

While shame has achieved some prominence in the therapeutic literature since the 

1970s, this has largely been with an individual focus (DeYoung, 2015, p. 18), and for the 

most part addressed to its negative qualities (Deonna et al., 2012, p. xi). Within pastoral 

counselling literature, shame is mentioned but rarely discussed among individual issues 

such as depression, addiction and developmental difficulties. Shame has received little 

discrete attention despite its contribution to individual and relational distress. 
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Dearing and Tangney state that “despite its prevalence in the context of therapy, shame 

has rarely been the direct focus of intervention research of applied clinical writing” 

(2011, p. 7). Substantial works on relationships miss the opportunity to discuss shame. 

For example, in a work dedicated to intimacy in couple relationships, shame is 

mentioned but not elaborated upon (Carlson & Sperry, 2014). Further, significant 

awareness of the particular qualities that present with people who live with chronic 

shame is lacking in the training and formation of counsellors (Goodliff, 2005, p. 127; 

Powell, 2016, p. 10). Brown has illustrated the prominence of shame in everyday life in 

her widely-viewed public presentations, but despite the accessibility of her work, it has, 

as yet, had little impact on the therapeutic literature and training, particularly in the 

more specific field of relationship counselling (Epstein & Falconier, 2011, p. 

167,173,190; Greenberg & Goldman, 2008a, p. 322). This is beginning to change with 

some scattered resources from some theorists who are also practitioners: for example, 

(Greenberg & Goldman, 2008b; Jorgensen & Thomas, 2012; Kelly, 2012; Lee, 2008). 

Anecdotally, it seems that paying attention to relational shame has not only been rare 

and difficult for counsellors and couples alike, but little focused thought has been given 

to addressing it. While aware of Brown’s work in the public arena, research and 

literature, most of the counsellors to whom I have spoken have not integrated it into 

their own therapeutic modalities. 

2.  Shame in human experience 

(i) Shame is a paradox 

In this study I explore the idea that shame is a paradox. Shame has a dual nature in its 

potential to demean and diminish human identity, and conversely in its capacity as a 

source of information to support growth into heathy and mature identity. Past and 

recent formulations of shame present the notion that shame is a paradox. Ancient Greek 

society viewed shame as deeply felt and essential: “a vigorous emotional category [that 

was] fundamental to ethical behaviour” (Konstan, 2003, p. 1049). A contemporary view 

poses similarly ethical and emotional content: 

At times, [shame] is perceived as a central tool for navigating around our moral 
environment; at other times, it is taken, rather, to be a morally suspicious 
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emotion that we should do our utmost to rid ourselves of (Deonna et al., 2012, p. 
4). 

The Macquarie Dictionary’s (2017) definition of paradox contains scope for these 

formulations of shame:  

A paradox is a statement or proposition seemingly self-contradictory or absurd, 
and yet explicable as expressing a truth; a self-contradictory and false proposition; 
any person or thing exhibiting apparent contradictions; an opinion or statement 
contrary to received opinion.  

(ii) Shame is universal 

Shame is said to be “ubiquitous” (Lancer, 2015; Scheff, 2014; Stearns, 2017). It is a 

“quintessential human emotion [that] affects all our feelings about ourselves, and all our 

dealings with others … marriages, for example, are often environments of shame … To 

understand shame is, in some sense, to understand human nature” (M. Lewis, 1992, p. 

16). Nowhere is this more visible than in the literature of the ages, often cited to 

illustrate the nature of shame. Numerous literary characters from literature stir that 

familiar pain in the reader when their individual shame circumstances, or alternatively 

their shaming of others resonate with our own often private pain. Stories give words to 

that experience that is, as H.B Lewis astutely observed (1971, p. 37), a wordless state in 

which we all share.  

(iii)  Shame is an emotion 

While the term “emotion’” has not acquired a universal definition (Pattison, 2000a, p. 

21) shame and guilt are commonly named as emotions (Deonna et al., 2012, p. 4; H. B. 

Lewis, 1971, p. 3). They are believed to be “hard-wired into the brain and as such are 

universal in human biology. Culturally disparate influences influence the triggers that 

activate them and the manner in which they can be expressed” (Greenwald & Harder, 

1998, p. 226). Past experiences are known to shape the neural networks that organise 

emotions (Cozolino, 2010, p. 36). 

Social and emotion theorists attribute social and relational dimensions to emotion in 

general, and shame and guilt in particular. Ekman asserts that “the primary function [of 

emotion] is to mobilize the organism to deal quickly with important interpersonal 
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encounters” (1992, p. 171). Illustrating this claim, Greenberg and Goldman state that 

“shame signals that one’s acceptability to others may be in danger”, observing that 

shame causes people to retreat from social contact because of the fear that they are 

unacceptable (2008, p. 315). 

Shame is seen to be inherent in human experience and especially in couple 

relationships. Their intimate nature brings with it the capacity for vulnerability, for the 

exposure of individual inadequacy, failure and hurt (Epstein and Falconier, 2011, pp. 

167-170). Scheff asserts that shame is the master emotion because it functions in 

several ways (2003, p. 254). It signals moral transgression and threats to the bond in 

relationships, and it “plays a central role in regulating the expression, and indeed, the 

awareness of all our other emotions”. In this sense, he says, shame indicates more than 

a feeling of disgrace; although it is often operating outside of awareness, shame is a 

constant presence in social and relational contexts. 

(iv) Shame and guilt

Multi-disciplinary literature recognises that shame and guilt are prominent in human 

experience. Their separation into differentiated emotions with distinct qualities has 

become a tenet of modern psychology, where they are seen to play a “critical role” in 

development, whether “normal or pathological” (Ferguson & Crowley, 1997, p. 20). 

Identifying the separate emotions is seen to be helpful in client assessment and in 

development of focused interventions (Sanderson, 2015, p. 33; Thomas at al, 2004, p 

180). H.B. Lewis is credited for her “radically different and now highly influential 

distinction” between shame and guilt” (Tangney & Dearing, 2002, p. 18). In the context 

of the previous decades in which shame had been largely ignored in psychoanalysis, 

Lewis’s clinical research published in 1971 identified crucial distinctions between the 

two emotions that brought shame itself under fresh scrutiny, and cast a fresh look upon 

shame in comparison with guilt. She stated: “The experience of shame is directly about 

the self, which is the focus of evaluation. In guilt, the self is not the central object of 

negative evaluation, but rather the thing done or undone is the focus (H. B. Lewis, 1971, 

p. 30). The focus of each emotion is significant with regard to our response to them. As

Gilbert states: “[In guilt] our feelings are of wanting to repair, to reach out, whereas in 

shame, we want to pull away or attack”. He qualifies this generalisation by explaining 
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that when these emotions are activated together, as they often are, the fear of shame 

feelings about what we have done can make us avoid looking at our actions and owning 

our guilt (2010, pp. 238; 376). Lewis acknowledged the relationship between shame 

and guilt (1971, p. 29) , and “the intrinsic difficulties in identifying shame” (pp. 38-39). 

She noted that shame can be stimulated by guilt so that shame reactions can be 

confused or fused with guilt. This “merging” of shame and guilt is articulated by Lewis 

in her study which describes the need to unravel them in the process of therapy. 

Other writers comment on the way shame and guilt are closely linked and often occur 

together (Gilbert, 2010, p. 376; B. Williams, 1993, pp. 92–93), or in succession 

(Wurmser, 1987, p. 86). As they are commonly used interchangeably they are not 

readily articulated as distinct (Tangney & Dearing, 2002, p. 11). It would seem, then, 

that a general understanding of the relationship between the two is important, while a 

particular understanding of the hidden functions of shame that Lewis brought to 

prominence gives shame a valuable role in the assessment of, and therapeutic 

responses to, underlying and hitherto largely unrecognised emotional difficulties. 

Shame and guilt have been the subject of extensive psychological research over the past 

decades, while in Western Christianity they have received little analysis. Despite the 

presence of both emotions in the Biblical story of Adam and Eve, in theology guilt has 

been closely identified with the couple’s sin, while their shame and its function in the 

story, and its potential for explaining its relationship with human guilt, has been 

ignored. A small selection of contemporary theological literature uses Lewis’s 

definitions to highlight the emotions in the story, arguing that shame be given a role 

that reflects the testimony of the story and indeed of the Bible as a whole (Cozens, 2019, 

p. 14; Jamieson, 2016, p. 61). The importance of shame and guilt in the story, and the 

shades of meaning and significance attached to shame in human experience will be 

developed in the course of this thesis. 

(v)  Phenomenology and shame 

During the Enlightenment period, the commitment to reason and personal autonomy 

was accompanied by a corresponding determination that shame could be eradicated 

from human experience. A major challenge to this position came through Charles 
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Darwin’s research from 1838 onwards on the nature of humanity, in which Darwin 

concluded that shame was distinctively human and was experienced universally 

(originally published in 1872, available in Darwin, 2016, pp. 196, 207). Since the 1970s, 

the phenomenon of shame has become widely studied in multi-disciplinary fields 

(Pattison, 2000a, p. 1). 

Shame is considered a phenomenon in many texts. For example, Gilbert, Pehl, & Allan 

(1994) study shame from a phenomenological perspective, searching out its specific 

qualities as a lived, distinctively human experience. Naming shame as a phenomenon – 

as an observable human event – immediately recognises its experiential nature, 

although as Pattison notes, there is much debate about how shame is experienced, 

understood, expressed in language, and responded to in practice (2000, p. 39). 

(vi)  Languaging shame: words, their functions and meanings 

Swain coined the term “languaging” to describe how language symbolises internal 

experience in words and assists us to find meaning in our experience (2006). It is 

common to find the word ‘shame’ used generically as I have been doing here, although 

this usage does not always convey what is meant. Other words that “language” shame – 

that is, provide meaning for it – such as “shaming”, “ashamed”, “shameful”, and 

“shameless” are found in social discourse and in the literature, and need to be 

understood in their context. These different uses of the word “shame” and its cognates 

are important linguistic distinctions that will be observed when considering meaning in 

this thesis.  

(vii)  Clinical observations 

In my work as a pastoral counsellor I have long been alert to the potential for clients to 

be ashamed as they enter my counselling room, bent under any of the myriad problems 

that may burden the human spirit. Shame is but one among the human emotions that 

contribute to that burden, yet I have learned that its discrete characteristics demand an 

acutely sensitive response. I have not, though, always recognised the relational 

significance of this painful, barely acknowledged yet common human experience. 
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I had been working with couples for several years before I saw the power of shame 

when, in one memorable session, I watched it play out in my counselling room. 

A couple, married for only a few years, came to counselling because of enduring and 

destructive conflict. A characteristic pattern involved the wife attacking her husband with 

contemptuous remarks about his character and other personal characteristics, including 

his ability to get a high-paying job. These were delivered with an increasing intensity and 

power. The husband, who initially would be withdrawn and disengaged, would suddenly 

move into aggressive retaliation. Sharp, blistering remarks were delivered from a 

powerful and threatening posture.  

In this session, I saw the conflict in action. When her taunts hit their mark, he exploded 

into an outburst from which I felt myself recoil. It was only later, as I played this 

moment over and over in my mind, that the key  “actor” in the drama of this couple’s 

relational life came into view. Shame revealed itself as the driver of their ongoing 

marital distress. That insight repositioned this actor from one whose presence had been 

obscured in the wings to a central position on the main stage. Somewhat cautiously, I 

invited the couple to view this shame-character, now under the spotlight. To their 

credit, they saw the shame, could put words and history to their experience of it, and 

were willing to own their part in the long-enacted pattern of shaming each other. As 

they began to understand its meaning for themselves, they became more able to see its 

significance for the other. Slowly, vindictiveness and contempt were replaced by 

compassion and tenderness.  

With this and other couples, I learned to work with this newly discovered experience 

and found it led to significant change. I began to understand that shame, when triggered 

in relationship, is acted out in distance and withdrawal or in aggressive attack as a 

reactive response to underlying pain with a substantial history. Attention to shame by 

the counsellor and the couple, as it is triggered and responded to, is therefore crucial in 

the work of relationship counselling. Shame had revealed itself as a paradox. I was 

convinced that with all its negativity, it had a more positive role, although at the time I 

found this deeply confusing. I heard myself trying to understand these contradictory 

functions. My quest to understand it had only just begun. 
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(viii)  Pastoral observations 

Hints of shame, once its dynamics are understood, resonate in ordinary, everyday 

encounters. Pastoral theologian James Fowler, referring to shame, said “Now that I have 

eyes for it, I see it everywhere” (1996, p. 91). Unfortunately, not everyone discerns the 

presence and operation of shame. Pastoral practice is not commonly well-informed 

about the dynamics of shame, nor is it overtly committed to non-shaming behaviour. 

Awareness of shame and its dynamics would ideally become an element of training for 

pastoral carers, since pastoral work is inherently relational. 

Inadvertently, church teaching and practices can exacerbate shame for some people. 

Pattison provides a detailed critique of the ways in which theological images and ideas 

are used to explain the Christian faith. Because they can be variously interpreted, their 

meanings are “neither fixed nor stable”, and can therefore bring shame to one person 

while help and spiritual sustenance is provided to another. His conclusion is that 

pastoral practice needs to be aware that the interaction between “theological images 

and ideas from the Christian theological tradition” and “people’s conscious and 

unconscious beliefs and internal objects [are likely] to affect their attitudes and 

behaviour in relation to shame” (2000a, p. 231 f). These often-used images may be 

absorbed into the internal being of people whose self-image has been broken by the sin 

of another and then held within them as their own, personal sin that is not easily shed. 

As one writer says, its “shackles” never let go. “It whispers lies to your soul” (Caine, 

2016, p. 25). A third example relates to church practices, one of which is the 

misapplication of the doctrine of forgiveness. This practice has traditionally been 

addressed to guilt, which refers to a specific transgression of a law or an instruction. 

Shame is neither of these. When a person has become ashamed because of another’s sin 

against them, offering forgiveness is not only conceptually inappropriate but, as Donald 

Capps has suggested somewhat graphically, operates as a form of “conceptual violence” 

(Capps, 1993, p. 86). 

Among us in the church and the wider community are many high-functioning people 

who keep their shame well-hidden, “like a cloak that lives under the skin” (Watson, 

2006, p. 5). Others hide the source of their shame but not the struggles they face, 

especially in their relationships. For people who declare religious faith and those who 
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don’t, shame can be painful and debilitating and ‘chronic’, constant and unrelenting. 

Christian people, who share faith in the God of salvation and freedom, who belong to a 

Christian community, and who have available to them the theology, liturgy, worship and 

life of the church, continue to experience this kind of shame. It is not generally 

recognized that his will impact on relationships within the community of faith and how 

it might do so. As suggested in the previous paragraph, there is no ready answer to this 

conundrum. Learning more about its possible dynamics will help each of us to know 

better how to relate, in an informed way, to those who struggle with it. This will also 

contribute to reducing its impact and take some part in the long process of healing. 

It is not unusual to see shaming behavior on the platform of church governance 

meetings, where one person ‘scores points’ at the expense of another. Similar to that 

seen in the chambers of parliament, unchecked behaviour of this kind makes the church 

environment complicit in ‘sanctioned shaming’ as a tool for debate. The potential for 

shame is always there and can be deliberately exploited or consciously avoided. We 

may, if well informed and intentional in our actions and speech, avoid bringing it into or 

exacerbating it in pastoral contexts. 

(ix)   Shame in the Biblical story 

The story of Adam and Eve is found in the creation stories (Genesis 1-3) and contains 

the first appearance of shame in the Bible. The story itself is given little further place in 

the Bible but shame and the related concepts of guilt and honour are present 

throughout both of its Testaments, albeit with different emphases.  

 

In the Old Testament shame has a communal, corporate nature, in which the people of 

Israel are warned against being “put to shame” because of their sin. The notion of shame 

and disgrace is ever-present in all aspects of Biblical life (Jumper, 2013, p. 24) which is 

contrasted with the honour to which the people should strive (Matthews, 2011, p. 138). 

Shame and guilt are closely connected in the sense that wrongful actions (guilt) can lead 

to states of being (shame). Alternatively, shame that comes about in situations of social 

disgrace such as widowhood and childlessness are deeply felt consequences of 

circumstances rather than transgressions (Klopfenstein, 1972, pp. 208–209 , cited in 

Stiebert, 1998, pp. 61-62)) Sensitivity to the disapproval of others and the threat of 
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social sanctions helps to avoid shame (Matthews, 2011, p. 123), while becoming aware 

of one’s guilt that has been illuminated by shame can lead to repentance (McNish, 2004, 

p. 2-3; Patton, 2003, p. 44-45). Shame language is especially prominent in the Psalms 

and the prophetic literature (Avrahami, 2010, p. 299; Stiebert, 2000, p. 255). The 

message of the Old Testament, is, in essence, that God is to be held in honour. The guilt 

of the people and their shame at their failure will not ultimately triumph over God’s 

intention to bring all things under God’s feet. God will dwell with his people and bring 

blessing to his renewed creation (D. Y. Wu, 2016, p. 177). 

 

The New Testament gives account of the work of Jesus to bring about the new creation 

that is promised in the Old Testament. Jesus himself was born and died in shameful 

circumstances, while his life and teaching, documented in the gospels and explained in 

the rest of the New Testament, turned the worldly system of shame and its counterpart, 

honour, upside down. The gospel stories are permeated with shame in the lives of 

ordinary people. Jesus entered those lives; in seeing past their shame and isolation he 

offered them the bread and water of life (Cozens, 2019, pp. 68–72). He challenged the 

Jewish leaders, exposing their hypocrisy and their exclusion of the very people Jesus 

chose to honour. The Prodigal Son story in Luke 15 is one of many examples where 

Jesus overturns the prevalent view of who will be acceptable in God’s kingdom (Volf, 

1996, pp. 156–221). As Pattison declares, the relationships of this world are now 

inverted: “the first come last, the poor are rich, and the excluded and misfits are guests 

of honour” (2011, p 26). Other New Testament writers articulate the social and political 

use and misuse of shame, guilt and honour (see, for example, T. Wright, 2006, pp. 85–

89). The epistles are written to people in urban areas where values of honour and 

shame in the dominant Greco-Roman and the minority Jewish cultures were used as a 

social mechanism and a potent means of control. In the context of the re-defined values 

of newly-formed Christian communities, the first letter of Peter sets out to equip the 

Christian converts to withstand the shame of being levelled at them and to strengthen 

them in faithful perseverance (deSilva, 2003, pp. 160–162). Ultimately, Jesus, the King, 

endured the shame of the cross as he carried the shame of the world (Albers, 1996, p. 

352; Jamieson, 2016, pp. 113–114). 
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While the subject of shame in the Bible is extensive, I have chosen to pursue a narrow 

focus on the details that can be learned from the shame in this familiar text in the Bible 

because of what it has to teach us about the function of shame in human/divine and 

human/human relationships.  

(x) Theological observations 

This thesis argues that the story of Adam and Eve in Genesis 2 and 3 is fundamental to 

the understanding of guilt and shame in the Bible. In the Western Christian tradition, 

the common interpretation of the story centres on human sin, failure and unworthiness, 

and has been seen to depict human beings as inhabiting  a “deficit identity” (Andersen, 

2010).  Calvin, one of the most influential theologians of the protestant Reformation, 

drew images of the human in his Institutes of the Christian Religion (McNeill, 

1960/1960) which portray and extend this view of the human. “All children as without 

exception [are] defiled at their begetting (p. 248); we are “rotten branches” (p. 250), 

“perverted in every part of our nature (p. 251)”. These images are difficult to reconcile 

with the Psalmist’s image of the human as tenderly created, “knit together in my 

mother’s womb … fearfully and wonderfully made…” – known, seen and woven together 

(Ps. 139: 13-16). Calvin continues to influence Christian theology (Earngey & Gibson, 

2018, p. xvii; Reid, 1974, p. 179). When used in a contemporary setting, such as a 

baptism service, they may not resonate, and worse, may be the catalyst for rejection of 

the message they are employed to convey. In an actual example of this, a minister 

brought great distress upon a family when he baptised their children and declared 

“these children are diseased, diseased”.3 A different view of humanity is found among 

the writings of great Old Testament theologians, of whom Westermann is indicative. He 

notes the trajectory from Old to New Testaments that places all humans with their 

strengths and limitations within God’s eternal plan. “In both [Testaments] humanity is 

seen in all the positive aspects of its existence, as well as in its limitations imposed by 

sin and death” (1994, p. 29). 

The Western theological tradition has been built on the guilt of sinful humanity, but it 

has not adequately addressed the role of shame in human life, a failure poignantly 

 
3 This occurred in baptism service for my friend’s grandchildren. A strong Christian family, they felt the 
emphasis was wrongly placed, unexplained and unhelpful to the non Christian friends who attended.  
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described in Stockitt’s reflection on his pastoral encounters (2012, pp. 6–7). Goodliff, 

commenting on the failure of forgiveness to address shame (2005, pp. 6-7), proposes 

the need for a more balanced “theological story”. This, he says, will give primary 

attention to the life-giving, extraordinarily generous grace of God that is established in 

the gifts of creation in Genesis 1. Genesis 3 can be read in a manner that keeps that same 

grace in view: grace that does not cease or change in its nature even when ‘wounded by 

human sin’ (Anstey, 2017, p. 61). Expanding Goodliff’s metaphor, Stockitt says that sin is 

better defined as “a story that unfolds”, with dimensions of both guilt and shame (2012, 

p. 19). 

3. Theoretical orientations 

 
The roots of contemporary pastoral counselling were planted in the ancient traditions 

of Jewish and subsequently of Christian soul care, which has adapted over time through 

change in theological, liturgical and cultural contexts (Benner, 1998, pp. 21–41). The 

term “pastoral counselling” was initially applied in the twentieth century to the 

counselling conducted by pastors or ministers of the Christian church. Subsequently, it 

became the name for the legitimate sub-discipline that is today recognised 

professionally among mainstream approaches to counselling in the USA, the UK and 

Australia. Within those contexts and particularly in  Australia, distinctive cultural 

expressions and corresponding contextual challenges are found. The nature of 

Australia’s vast geography with dispersed city, country and remote communities has 

demanded that pastoral counselling develop a broad scope to embrace its varying 

practice contexts and the necessity for different approaches to practice (Meteyard, 

2009, p. 17). 

 

This research project is a pastoral counselling enquiry. By definition the adjectives 

“pastoral” and “counselling” locate the enquiry within an interdisciplinary field. This 

field includes secular and religious approaches to counselling that reflect the 

understanding of pastoral and spiritual that has, for many, replaced traditional religious 

belief and practice, and is thus applicable to a broader range of clients. Psychology and 

theology remain its foundational disciplines (McMinn & Campbell, 2007, p. 22), 

although the burgeoning field of neuroscience and interpersonal neurobiology as well 
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as social perspectives are increasingly drawn into this integrated approach to human 

experience (McLeod, 2013, pp. 47–51). 

Pastoral counselling has various articulations as a theoretical orientation to clinical 

practice (Cooper-White, 2004, p. 131; McFee & Monroe, 2011, p. 318; Snodgrass & 

Maynard, 2015, p. 5). The available literature reflects a limited consensus on either its 

definition or practice, and does not easily resolve the tension between 

theological/pastoral and psychological ontologies. The literature also reflects the range 

of pastoral counsellors’ theological perspectives, their levels of exposure to theology as 

an academic discipline, and the influence of these views on the content and process of 

practice. 

(ii) Practical theology  

Practical theology is distinct from other theological disciplines because it begins with 

human experience as the contextual and reflective ground for exploration of theology, 

church tradition and the social sciences (Swinton & Mowat, 2006, pp. v–vi). This sub-

discipline of theology reflects Rowan William’s insight  that “the theologian is always 

beginning in the middle of things” (2000, p. xii). Its pertinence for pastoral counselling 

practice lies in its critical examination of the interface between actual human 

experience and theology as it is taught and applied. An interplay between “religious 

experience and practice” and “contemporary experiences, questions and actions” 

creates “a dialogue that is mutually enriching, intellectually critical, and practically 

transforming” (Woodward and Pattison, 2000, p. 7). 

The key word in this definition is “critical”. Practical theology questions and challenges 

the accepted assumptions that underlie the expression and practices of theology and of 

the church. Cahalan and Mikoski assert that “the meaning of traditional teachings 

cannot be known apart from testing or assessment in human life”. Consequentially, they 

argue that some traditional theological tenets should be revised (2014, p. 5). The 

theological emphasis on guilt and forgiveness and the lack of inclusion of shame in 

doctrine or practice are cases in point (Goodliff, 2005, pp. 6–7; Stockitt, 2012, p. 8; 

Woodward & Pattison, 2000, p. 8).  
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These critical examinations of theology recognise that theological tradition is unable to 

provide everything that we need to adequately understand many of the issues that face 

the human in the contemporary world (Woodward & Pattison, 2000, p. 9). Practical 

theology is thus not afraid to question, to challenge, and to review doctrine and church 

practices that do not take into account, and respond to, the complexities of human 

experience. This thesis reflects on insights from theology, psychology and sociology 

using the model of critical conversation that is required of practical theology. This 

conversation is pursuant to the aim of the thesis, which is to improve the practice of 

pastoral relationship counselling. The discipline of pastoral counselling reflects on its 

practice in similar ways. The pastoral counsellor, also, begins “in the middle of things”, 

meeting the client in the experiences that trouble them. The counsellor reflects critically 

on the client’s experience and on their own response to that experience, drawing on and 

correlating insights from its relevant disciplines. This is so that the counsellor might 

understand it more deeply and respond to it more effectively. It is also with the aim of 

being challenged in their practice, and to review and refine that practice in the light of 

both client and counsellor experience. This approach to the topic of shame in pastoral 

counselling has been used in the thesis. 

(iii)  Reflective practice and theological reflection 

Reflective practice, as an approach to adult learning (Schön, 1991) is seen as integral to 

best practice in counselling and psychotherapy practice (Bager-Charleson, 2010). 

Theological reflection is a dimension of reflective practice that is pertinent to pastoral 

counselling. Yet while pastoral counselling texts declare an integrative approach to its 

main disciplines of theology and psychology, they do little to teach the process of 

reflection on theology and its integration into practice. 

Theological reflection is valued as a part of the discipline of practical theology, although 

the many approaches to it suggest there is no consensus about what it is and how it is to 

be done (Woodward & Pattison, 2000, p. 9). I have been encouraged by those who have 

defined it as an activity in practical terms (Green, 2009, p. viii), and who broaden the 

boundaries of who might “[do] theology”. Pattison contends that a person “who tries to 

understand their situation in the light of faith in the contemporary world is doing 

theology” (Pattison, 2000b, p. 137). Astley describes such a person as an “ordinary 
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theologian” (2002, p. 6). Theological reflection, as the critical work of practical theology, 

leads to action, with the capacity to be transformative in the life of individuals and the 

community (Green, 2009, p. ix). 

While this discussion of practical theology and theological reflection has implicitly 

referred to believers, pastoral counselling is not limited to those who profess Christian 

faith. The concerns that are relevant to Christians are, in fact, relevant to all human 

beings. “Profoundly religious questions … can be asked of completely secular 

situations”: questions about human origin and purpose, the presence of evil and its 

‘solution’, the source of trust in the present and hope for the future (Pattison, 2000b, p. 

141). 

(iv)  Approaching shame in pastoral counselling practiceI 

In proposing my framework for the theoretical foundations of pastoral counselling, I 

have outlined the value of practical theology as contributor to the interdisciplinary 

work of pastoral counselling for its commitment to theology, its use of theological 

reflection, and its integration of theology with other disciplines to inform its practice. 

My approach to practice has been influenced in essential ways by Dittes, whose seminal 

book Pastoral Counselling: The Basics (1999) addresses the most fundamental questions 

of practice. What am I doing when I am counselling pastorally, and who am I when I am 

doing so? These are, for Dittes and for me, ethical, practical and theological questions. 

While Dittes' philosophy is intended for individual counselling, I have adapted it to 

apply to the relational context and transferred principles that are pertinent to pastoral 

relationship counselling. 

The focus of attention in pastoral counselling is the person, not the problem. In pastoral 

relationship counselling, the relationship is the focus, with attention to each partner and 

their contribution to the difficulties they experience with a view to bringing new insight 

to their part in the relationship. This insight is critical to how each of them will live in 

the world and in their relationship, a step towards “maturity of person and faith”. 

Pastoral counselling is not a model but a means towards that maturity. In Anstey’s 

terms, maturity will include a greater sense of “wellbeing” (2017, pp. 62–63). My 

theological commitments are implicit, informing the “what”—the content—of pastoral 
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counselling (Dittes, 1999, p. 58). The means is the act of witnessing to the experience of 

others, initially in the form of the presenting problem, and ultimately to the matters that 

underlie it: 

the harried pilgrimage of a soul that has too often scurried in shadow. Lucid 
listener, the counsellor beholds what has been averted, attests 
 to what has been dismissed, hopes and shames alike … (Dittes, p. 57). 
 

The reality of human life is that many of us find it difficult to be open and vulnerable 

with each other. Couples, as intimate partners, perhaps find it even more so. What is 

implicit in couple distress is the paradox inherent in shame: that vulnerability and 

intimacy are risk-laden yet essential partners (Greenberg and Goldman (2008, p. 316). 

My role as the counsellor is to witness to a couple’s experience in a way that invites 

them to reflect truthfully on how they are living their personal and relational life, and to 

consider how this affects them as individuals and as a couple. This is the challenge they 

face in pastoral relationship counselling. 

In summary, pastoral relationship counselling is addressed to the very thing we human 

beings go to great lengths to avoid: disclosing ourselves – both to our own selves, and to 

others who matter to us. Couples who are willing to do so find their way towards the 

kind of relationship depicted in Genesis 2:25: to be open and vulnerable without shame. 

4.  The thesis 

(i) The voice of shame 

This thesis brings out a story of shame, one that I barely knew when I began. It has 

developed through reflection on my life experience and my perspective as a pastoral 

counsellor of two decades of clinical practice. It is also derived from my observations as 

a person of faith within a Christian community, and within a wider community 

representative of declared faiths and no faith. I have written it, therefore, largely in the 

first person as an authentic expression of my experience of living and sharing in the 

humanity of those around me, including my clients and colleagues. As Nash has 

highlighted, it is not possible to do value-free research. The capacity, therefore, to be 

reflexive, self-aware and able to critique is important. As Nash suggests, “values, beliefs 

and attitudes and the way they impact the research process” are essential contributors 
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to qualitative research (2015, p. 25). To declare an autoethnographic element is one 

way of enacting this statement. 

(ii)  Terminology 

I use the term “pastoral counselling” inclusively to describe counselling, therapy, and 

psychotherapy with a pastoral dimension. The term “pastoral relationship counselling” 

is used, particularly to clarify when I speak about relationship work rather than 

individual counselling practice. At times, I use “counselling” to refer to “pastoral 

counselling” for simplicity throughout the thesis. While the terms “therapy” and 

“therapist” are commonly used in the literature and are also widely used in Australia, I 

have avoided these terms in description of my own work so that the application of this 

study is accessible to a wider range of practitioners than may be implied by these more 

specialised terms. It is not always possible to avoid it and there are exceptions in the 

text. In the chapters that analyse the human research study, and consistent with the use 

of the term in the Australian therapeutic community, participants who are relationship 

counsellors use “therapy” and “couple therapy” to describe themselves and their work, 

and I have left these terms unchanged. 

I have chosen to avoid the use of pronouns to attribute gender, either male or female, to 

God (YHWH) in this thesis.  

(iii) Exclusions 

Culture is always relevant to the experience and expression of shame. I have 

acknowledged but not attempted to examine the myriad of expressions and 

understandings of shame in cultural diversity. This is a significant subject in its own 

right and there is not space to do it justice in a thesis of this length. I recognise, though, 

that cultural issues in many forms are present in all relationships. These may bring 

distinctive expressions to which a relationship counsellor must be curious, sensitive 

and adaptable. Awareness of my particular cultural values and the biases they bring is 

an essential quality for a relationship counsellor. This thesis is, therefore, written from a 

Western perspective, while attesting to the cultural diversity contained within it.  
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The constraints of this thesis, similarly, prevent me from paying adequate attention to 

shame as it pertains to particular groups of people in contemporary Australia society 

towards whom shaming has played out, and continues to do so. Two of these are the 

indigenous populations of Australia and the LGBTIQ+ communities. I am aware that the 

discrete issues for these groups require informed and committed attention. 

Nonetheless, I hope that much of what I say will be relevant to any intimate 

relationship. 

(iv) Thesis outline 

In this introduction I have set out my interest in shame, a brief overview of shame in 

human experience, and my theoretical orientation of pastoral counselling in relation to 

shame in general, and couples in particular. The activities of reflective practice and 

theological reflection as an aspect of pastoral counselling practice locate pastoral 

counselling as an expression of practical theology. Pastoral counselling is my theoretical 

orientation to this research project. 

The next chapter is the literature review, which begins with a brief overview of 

interdisciplinary approaches to shame scholarship and is followed by an outline of the 

polarised views that inform my view of shame as a paradox. Literature’s ideas on the 

nature of shame attempts to understand the phenomenon. A summary of approaches to 

shame in psychology, sociology and theology leads to literature on relational shame, 

shame in relationship counselling and a brief review of pastoral counselling literature 

addressed to relationships.  

Part II is devoted to the qualitative human research that I conducted with relationship 

counsellors about the function of shame in their clinical practice with couples. Chapter 3 

argues my choices for the research methodology as applicable to research on shame, 

and for the implementation of Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) for the 

research method. It introduces the human research study with participant relationship 

counsellors. Chapter 4 presents the participant’s responses in the interviews, analysed 

as a set of themes and in a case study. 
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Part III is addressed to the application section of the thesis. Chapter 5 presents the 

findings from the human research study with particular reference to the literature 

discussed in the review. It notes the limitations of the study and makes suggestions 

about further research. Theological foundations for pastoral relationship counselling 

practice are presented in chapter 6. These highlight the importance of a shame-sensitive 

theology to support the practice of relationship counselling. In chapter 7, theological 

principles for pastoral relationship counselling practice are developed and guidelines 

for working with shame are presented. 

Chapter 8 concludes the thesis with reflections over the processes of thought, research, 

and personal learnings that have brought it to fruition. It observes that the study is 

relevant for pastoral practice more widely with application to relationships in families, 

churches, other communities and the workplace. 
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Chapter 2  

Literature review  

The immensity and diversity of literature about shame has been explored in numerous 

reviews (Arel, 2015, 2016; Donohue, 2015; Dotson, 2010; Jumper, 2013; Meneses, 2011; 

Nash, 2016; Powell, 2016; Thomas, 2002). The range of shame literature contains 

contradictory claims about its value. The prevailing impression it leaves on the reader is 

that shame is largely an individual, pathological and negative phenomenon. The idea 

that shame might be a positive resource is found in a few notable works in the later 

years of the twentieth century. This notion has been taken up more actively in its final 

decade and beyond into the current century. Disappointingly, it has not yet become a 

prominent feature of the therapeutic literature for relationship counselling. Attention to 

shame as a theological or pastoral resource has similarly been limited but is emerging in 

some theological literature. For the purposes of pastoral relationship counselling, to 

date there is very little integration of the therapeutic and theological literature with 

regard to shame. Literature that highlights shame’s relational dimensions and brings 

these into theological discourse establishes the ground for the importance of 

engagement with shame in pastoral relationship counselling practice. Examining and 

suggesting ways to integrate these perspectives is the aim of this literature review.   

Consistent with the method of practical theology that underpins this project, the 

theological reflection begun in chapter 1 continues in this part of the thesis, seeking to 

make “explicit connections between belief and practice” (J. Thompson et al., 2008), in 

this case, contemporary thought and practice in pastoral relationship counselling. This 

approach to the literature will facilitate a clearer focus on the salient themes that arise 

in the human research study reported in Part II and enable a critical reflection on their 

relevance. In turn, some specific contribution to pastoral counselling practice will be set 

out in Part III, having been grounded in both literature and research outcomes. This 

literature review makes the first substantial contribution in this thesis to the research 

questions. 

The review is introduced with an overview of the different disciplines that have paid 

attention to shame with a selection of representative works, followed by an outline of 

the polarised views of shame that are found in the literature. This polarity gives initial 
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content to my claim that shame is a paradox. The rest of the review gives an account of 

the literary journey I have travelled to understand this phenomenon. Singular attention 

is given to the literature that throws the spotlight on shame in couple relationships and 

the corresponding work of pastoral relationship counselling. 

1. The experience of shame 

While I will be canvassing the theoretical literature on shame, the concept is best 

illustrated through stories of shame experiences. These give us access to the painfulness 

of shame and our typical responses to it, as well as to its possible destructive or 

constructive effects in our relationships. To illustrate this, I have chosen two stories of 

shame. The Adam and Eve narrative (from Genesis 2-3) which can be seen as the 

beginning of shame in history (Broucek, 1991, p. 4). An excerpt from Emma (Austen, 

1815/1980) is chosen from my recent research on the theme of shame in some English 

literature (Lehtinen, 1999).4 

The Genesis story sees a human couple who had been told by God, their Creator, that 

they were free to eat of any tree except one. Accepting this prohibition without question 

or protest, we are told that they “were both naked, and felt no shame” (Genesis 2: 16-

17; 25). Now, in chapter 3, the serpent challenges then to reconsider God’s words. 

So when the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and that it was a delight 
to the eyes, and that the tree was to be desired to make one wise, she took of its 
fruit and ate; and she also gave some to her husband, who was with her, and he 
ate. Then the eyes of both of them were opened, and they realized they were 
naked; and they sewed fig leaves together and made loincloths for themselves.  

They heard the sound of the Lord God as he was walking in the garden at the 
time of the evening breeze, and the man and his wife hid themselves from the 
presence of the Lord God among the trees of the garden. But the Lord God called 
to the man, and said to him, “Where are you?” He said, “I heard the sound of you 
in the garden, and I was afraid, because I was naked; and I hid myself.” He said, 
“Who told you that you were naked? Have you eaten from the tree of which I 
commanded you not to eat?”  The man said, “The woman whom you gave to be 
with me—she gave me fruit from the tree, and I ate.” Then the Lord God said to 

 
4 The text of Genesis 3 is taken from the New Revised Standard Version of the Bible, which will be used 
for all Biblical references in this thesis. The extract from Emma is taken from the 1980 Penguin paperback 
edition of the novel. 
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the woman, “What is this that you have done?” The woman said, “The serpent 
tricked me, and I ate” (Genesis 3: 6-13). 

On first reading, this emotionally-restrained telling of events veils the psychological 

power of the narrative. If we move slowly through each moment, we catch the turmoil 

into which this couple is thrown when they do that which had been prohibited.  

The second extract is less spare, but no less tumultuous. Emma is a young woman of 

fortune and opportunity. Miss Bates, Emma’s older, poor neighbour, has known Emma’s 

family all her life and even though in poor circumstances, has always been included in 

their social life. On a picnic with several friends and neighbours and in the hearing of all, 

Emma has ridiculed Miss Bates for her capacity to be very talkative, and very dull. 

Miss Bates, deceived by the mock ceremony of her manner did not immediately 
catch her meaning; but when it burst on her, it could not anger, a slight flush 
showed that it could pain her. 

“Ah! – well – to be sure. Yes, I see what she means … and I will try to hold my 
tongue. I must make myself very disagreeable, or she would not have said such a 
thing to an old friend” (Austen, 1815/1980, p. 364). 

Later and in private, Emma is reprimanded by Mr Knightley, another neighbour and 

close confidant who is Emma’s social equal.  

“Emma, I must once more speak to you as I have been used to … I cannot see you 
acting wrong, without a remonstrance. How could you be so unfeeling to Miss 
Bates? Could you be so insolent in your wit to a woman of her character, age, and 
situation? Emma, I had not thought it possible” (p. 367). 

Emma recollected, blushed, was sorry, but tried to laugh it off. “Nay, could I help 
saying what I did? - Nobody could have helped it. It was not so very bad. I dare 
say she did not understand me” (p. 368). 

Momentarily, Emma feels his words, but brushes them off. When he persists, she begins 

to absorb those words, and she becomes silent. Once alone, she feels them keenly. 

… The feelings which had kept her face averted, her tongue motionless … She had 
not been able to speak …[she] sunk back for a moment overcome … Never had 
she felt so agitated, mortified, grieved as any circumstance in her life. She was 
most forcibly struck. The truth of his representation there was no denying. She 
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felt it at her heart … Time did not compose her. As she reflected more, she 
seemed to feel it more (Austen, 1815, pp. 364–369). 

While detail in the Genesis text is sparse, Austen’s is keenly observed. In both scenes, 

shame is unnamed, but we recognise it. We know this experience. Researchers describe 

how, in shame, we “may feel paralysed, helpless, passive, childish, out of control of the 

situation. [We] may blush, tear, or have other unpleasant bodily arousal …[Our] impulse 

is to hide, whether it be covering the face with the hands, fleeing, or remaining 

motionless” (Retzinger, 1995, p. 1105). “The shame buried in memory seems to erupt, 

having lost none of its sharp pain” (Probyn, 2005, p. 2). “One wants to disappear, ‘sink 

through the floor’” (Pembroke, 2002, p. 143). 

When placed next to these narrative portrayals, the phenomenology of the shame 

experience detailed in the theoretical literature ring with truth. Shame is unexpected, 

we are powerless to avert it, and we are left bewildered in its wake (Lynd, 1958, pp. 21–

33). Lynd could be describing the turmoil into which Adam, Eve and Emma are swept.  

Austen evokes this unspoken, visceral distress. Emma is silenced, ‘agitated’, ‘mortified’, 

grieved’: ‘she felt it at her heart’. Schneider accounts for the response of withdrawing, 

hiding from view: ‘at its core, shame is intimately linked to the human need to cover – in 

particular, to cover that which is exposed’ (Schneider, 1977, pp. 29-30, italics original ). 

This meaning is closely associated with the word’s derivation and is often discussed 

(see, for example, Nathanson, 1987, p. 8; Pattison, 2000, p. 40). The urgent need for the 

couple to cover themselves and to hide finds its parallel in Emma’s relief when she can 

retreat from Mr Knightley’s penetrating gaze and sink back, alone, into the privacy of 

her carriage.  

Lynd discerns the meaning of these responses. “We are wounded when intimate and 

vulnerable aspects of ourselves are seen by others or by oneself alone, but “the 

exposure to oneself is at the heart of shame” (p. 32). The couple “see” their nakedness. 

Emma sees herself. For each character, this exposure provokes an immediate defence in 

order to avoid those feelings. The couple cover their bodies and hide from God; when 

they can no longer hide, they blame everyone but themselves. Emma blames Miss Bates 

for the flaws of character that invite ridicule. Theorists state that when shame arises, 

withdrawal or blaming and attacking behaviour occurs as a means of defence 
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(Greenberg & Goldman, 2008b, p. 23). Hiding, covering and defending are among the 

visible signs of the invisible, felt experience of shame. These are its traces, the effects it 

leaves behind (M. Lewis, 1992, p. 133).  

The felt distress of these two scenes leads to differing outcomes. When invited to reflect 

on their behaviour and to account for what they have done, the couple refuse to do so. 

Emma, on the other hand, stops defending herself and attends to her shame. Honestly 

faced, this felt encounter leads Emma to take the necessary steps of repair towards the 

one she had so carelessly wounded. Adam and Eve, conversely, avoid such honest self-

examination. They are unwilling to use this encounter with shame as an opportunity to 

reflect. Had they done so, they might have moved towards God in an earnest desire to 

restore the relationship from which they have turned. Instead, they remain defiant and 

isolated, separated from God and from each other. Here, then, is the paradox: felt shame 

is both the cause of distress, and the provider of an opportunity. Emma takes this 

opportunity; Adam and Eve reject it. Important themes are raised by these stories: the 

matter of guilt and its relationship with shame, the defences that so quickly arise, and 

the relevance of context to meaning in shame experience.  

2. The diversity of shame literature 

The vast body of literature that explores shame is bewildering in its disciplinary 

representations, its diverse perspectives and in the meanings that are claimed for 

shame. Wide ranging wide interest in, and opinion on, this topic is illustrated by a many 

substantial works. Classical studies are represented by works such as Williams’ Shame 

and Necessity (1993) and Cairns’ Aidôs: The Psychology and Ethics of Honour and Shame 

in Ancient Greek Literature (1993). Nussbaum’s Hiding From Humanity: Disgust, Shame 

and the Law (2004) and In Defence of Shame: The Faces of an Emotion (Deonna et al., 

2012) take a philosophical view, while Elias in The Civilising Process: The History of 

Manners (1939) and more recently by Stearns in Shame: A Brief History (2017) 

approach shame through the course of history.  

Therapeutic literature finds its first substantial attention to shame in H.B. Lewis’ Shame 

and Guilt In Neurosis (1971), with major works in the psychoanalytic tradition such as 

Wurmser’s The Mask of Shame (1981) and Morrison’s Shame: The Underside of 
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Narcissism (1989), in psychology Kaufman’s The Power of Caring (1980, 1992) and 

Shame: The Exposed Self (M. Lewis, 1992). Retzinger’s Violent Emotions: Shame and Rage 

in Marital Quarrels (1991) is an early examination of shame in relationship therapy, and 

Lee’s The Secret Language of Intimacy: Releasing the Hidden Power in Couple 

Relationships (2008) represents the Gestalt tradition in relationship therapy. Shame in 

the Therapy Hour (Dearing & Tangney, 2011a) is a recent compilation of essays from 

theorist/practitioners who represent the broadening range of theoretical stances since 

HB Lewis, and in many ways reflect her enduring scholarship. Counselling Skills for 

Working with Shame (Sanderson, 2015) is a practical contribution to working with 

shame in a variety of presentations.  

The insights of Lynd (1958) and Scheff in Microsociology: Discourse, Emotion and Social 

Structure (1990) draw from and extend existing views of shame in the social world. A 

range of historical, psychoanalytic and sociological sources are integrated in the 

extensive writings of Scheff (1997, 2003, 2011). Brown’s research on shame has 

reached millions through her translated writings (2006, 2012a) and several major 

internet presentations with world-wide coverage (B. Brown, 2010). Lee (2008) and 

Kelly (2012) are two among the few who write about shame as significant in the 

relationship counselling field. 

Theology as a discipline has paid little attention to shame until the past few decades. 

Practical theology, though, has brought some important works into the field. Pattison’s 

Theory, Therapy, Theology (2000a) is an in-depth, theological reflection on shame from 

multiple disciplinary perspectives. Stockitt’s Towards a Theology of Shame, (2012), 

Jamieson’s The Face of Forgiveness (2015) and Cozens’ Looking Shame in the Eye (2019) 

argue for shame to be recognised as central in theology. Finally, other literary genres 

such as novels draw rich pictures of shame in the lives of its characters: Anna Karenina 

(1878) and The Bluest Eye (T. Morrison, 1999) are two examples among many. 

Within these diverse fields a polarity of opinions about the value and functions of shame 

can be seen. Nathanson saw that shame had “many faces” (1987) and outlined the 

“paradox” it presented (1992, p. 31). Decades later, research articles also find these 

polarities, naming them “Shame in Two Faces” (Tangney et al., 2014) and “The Paradox 

of Shame” (Gausel et al., 2016). At the negative end of this spectrum lies the view that 
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shame is “a condition of lasting alienation, toxic unwantedness, and defilement that is 

deeply damaging to self and others” (Pattison, 2011). A powerful emotional, 

physiological, psychological and social phenomenon, it is “the silent epidemic” (B. 

Brown, 2007). Shame is seen as a significant factor in a broad range of problems. It is 

pervasive where sexual abuse has occurred (Feiring & Taska, 2005); correspondingly, it 

is a cause of mental illness (Gilbert, 2006; Rice & Fallon, 2011) and addictions  

(Bradshaw, 1988; Kaufman, 1992; Wiechett, 2007).  

The development of intimate relationships is disrupted by shame (Black et al., 2013; 

Greenberg & Goldman, 2008a) and also contributes to relationship and family 

breakdown (Epstein & Falconier, 2011; Mills, 2008). In the wider arena shame is seen to 

contribute to breakdowns in national and international political relationships (J. Jones, 

2011). Shame is associated with maladaptive emotional regulation, hostility and 

psychopathological symptoms (Velotti et al., 2017), and further, is implicated in 

proneness to aggression, domestic and socio-political violence (Braithwaite, 1989; 

Gilligan, 2001; Jenkins, 2006). It has a role in silencing and marginalising people (Gaita, 

2004) especially those in ethnic and sexual minorities (Longhofer, 2013; Nathanson, 

1992). Narcissism, a major psychological disorder of our time (Danielian & Gianotti, 

2012; Goodliff, 2005) similarly counts shame among its attributes. Shame can be a 

barrier to forgiveness (Baucom et al., 2009; Epstein & Falconier, 2011; Jamieson, 2016; 

Patton, 2003). Shame is not only a painful personal experience but is also a repressive 

and “genuine human affliction that requires acknowledgement and treatment” (A. P. 

Morrison, 1989). 

At the other end of the opinion spectrum lie claims that shame has positive, protective 

and ethical dimensions. Shame is “a mark of our humanity”, a source of information that 

“raises consciousness” and is thus “the partner of value awareness’’ (Schneider, 1977, 

p. xviii). Shame is necessary for social and moral development, and for shaping moral 

and political philosophy (Black et al., 2013, p. 646). It plays a significant role in human 

development (Cozolino, 2010, 2014; Erikson, 1950; H. B. Lewis, 1971; Allan. N. Schore, 

1998), for developing ethical practice of the self (Jenkins, 2009, p. 20) and for the repair 

of relationships in repentance, reparation and reconciliation (Augsberger, 1996; 

Jenkins, 2009, p. 21; Moore, 1996; Probyn, 2004). Shame is involved in the processes of 
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reintegration in the criminal justice system (Braithwaite, 1989) and in national and 

international processes of reconciliation (Ahmed, 2004; Dalziell, 1999; Gaita, 2004). 

Shame can be a motivator in recovery from addiction (Flanagan, 2013). 

 Shame is believed to be an essential part of any healthy relationship (Lee & Wheeler, 

1996; Lobb, 2008); the development and growth of intimacy (Lee, 2008; Kelly, 2012); 

and an important ingredient in the process towards forgiveness (Kelly, 2012; Lee, 2008; 

Menesis, 2011). Studies that have investigated the function of shame have found it to 

have positive dimensions (Boiger, 2017; Boiger et al., 2013; I. De Hooge et al., 2008; I. E. 

De Hooge et al., 2010, 2018; Gaspar, 2018; Greenwald & Harder, 1998). Further, an 

acknowledgement of shame, or shame in a “mature form” is an ethical imperative 

(Probyn, 2005; Schneider, 1987). It has particular qualities that allow it to illuminate 

guilt (Deonna et al., 2012, p. 184). In this regard, admission of shame for the act of 

shaming others increases the motivation to express contrition and make restitution 

(Gausel et al., 2015, p. 119). These views are summed up in these words from Lynd 

(1958, p. 257):  

The confronting of shame — and allowing shame to become a revelation of 
oneself and of one’s society … makes possible the discovery of an integrity that is 
peculiarly one’s own and of those characteristically human qualities that are at 
the same time most individualising and most universal. 

These disparate meanings for shame establish the outer borders and some prominent 

features of a rich, colourful tapestry. The whole design, though, would be incomplete 

without the muted colours, finely woven threads and subtle textures akin to the 

differentiated shame experiences that are found along the span of these polarised 

positions. As Lansky and Morrison (1997, p. xv) have suggested, it is more applicable to 

clinical practice that a “nuanced” appreciation of shame is integrated with psychic or 

clinical explanations. Recent studies indicate that, while shame can have destructive and 

constructive potential, “diverse evidence … calls for a rethinking of the established 

[negative] view of shame” (Deonna et al., 2012). There is also evidence that some of the 

shame dynamics typical of interpersonal relationships are present in other relational 

contexts such as institutions (Clough, 2010; Davidoff, 2002; Martin, 2000; Nash, 2016), 

pointing to shame as an important player on a bigger field. 
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3. The nature of shame  

Shame has been called “the feeling that dares not speak its name” (McNish, 2004, p. 30). 

It is “as central to the human experience as anxiety or suffering, yet is far more elusive 

in nature” (Kaufman, 1992, p. 7). Efforts to define and categorise shame are readily 

acknowledged to be complicated by “all the shadings that shame elicits” (Stearns, 2017, 

p. 17). Schneider, from the shame entry in The Oxford English Dictionary (1933 edn), 

lists “a sentiment, a state of mind, a disposition, an attitude, a feeling” to indicate the 

range of suggested meanings (1977, p. 19). The problems in defining shame are detailed 

by Pattison (2000a), who begins with the conundrum of emotion, for which there is no 

“universally agreed definition”. This confusion is equally true of shame, for which the 

metaphors of family resemblance (Pattison, 2000a, p. 63), or umbrella (L. Dolezal & 

Lyons, 2017, p. 2) gather up its varied multiplicity of expressions. Powell, too, relies 

upon metaphor in her study of shame for its ability to conceptualise the many individual 

domains of experience: “to throw light on the experience of shame and see deeper 

meanings, the essence of shame” (2016, p. 18). Schneider uses shame’s etymology to 

tease out its generic core, while exploring its expressions in context (1977, p. 29). 

Probyn doubts that any disciplinary “ownership” of shame has found the “right” 

approach to it, and she turns her attention instead to its varying descriptions and what 

they reveal about shame. With these observations in mind, I approach the literature to 

give substance to the nature of shame. 

Schneider presents the notion of paradox in his description of the “two faces of shame” 

(1977, p. 18). Discretion shame is the anticipatory sense of shame—as modesty, or 

discretion—that is experienced before an act which constrains behaviour that might be 

considered immoral or wrong. The perceptual quality of discretion shame reflects a 

proper ordering of behaviour so that this kind of shame is to be valued. On the other 

hand, disgrace shame is the “painful, unexpected and disorienting” experience that 

follows an act that contravenes that order. Schneider describes the impact of disgrace 

shame as “the disintegration of one’s world … to the point of being shattering”. 

Masaccio’s fresco captures this kind of shame in his depiction of Adam and Eve’s shame 

as a visceral, bodily experience. 
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Schneider’s work is important for his articulation of shame in these two dimensions. 

The human person needs a sense of shame to avoid doing what will make them ashamed, 

and to respond appropriately when they have succumbed. Conception of shame in this 

way owes much to the literature of ancient Greece (Cairns, 1993, 2011; Konstan, 2003; 

B. Williams, 1993), to Latin and to Modern German and French that have two or more 

words for shame that convey similar meanings (Schneider, 1977, p.18). While early 

English carried these more comprehensive aspects of shame (see, for instance, 

Flannery, 2011), the single word used in contemporary English does not reveal the 

weight it bears. Much of the confusion around shame in Western culture, Schneider 

claims, is because these two kinds of shame are neither distinguished from each other, 

nor is the relationship between them understood and valued (1987, p. 198). Concurring 

with this view is an assessment by Lasch (1992, p. 29) that disgrace shame has lost its 

moral resonance because it has come to refer to anything that “prevents us feeling good 

about ourselves” and is thus to be avoided, even abolished. 

Ancient Greek literature indicates that both concepts identified by Schneider were 

contained within its language used for shame, and there is a continuity from guilt to 

shame:  

We can feel both guilt and shame towards the same action … we let someone 
down; we feel guilty because we have let [someone] down; ashamed because we 
have … fallen short of what we might have hoped of ourselves. As always, the 
action stands between the inner world of disposition, feeling and decision, and 
an outer world of harm and wrong (B. Williams, 1993, p. 92). 

In more recent times, Erikson, one of the earliest in psychological theory to discuss the 

developmental trajectories of shame and guilt, recognised this merging of the two 

emotions, stating that shame “is insufficiently studied because in our civilisation it is so 

early and easily absorbed by guilt” (1950, pp. 252–253). H.B. Lewis (1971, p. 35) 

concurred with both of these stated views, noticing that shame and guilt can both be 

evoked in moral transgressions so that “the two states tend to fuse with each other” — 

they become almost simultaneous and impossible to distinguish—often, she notes, to be 

labelled as guilt. The assimilation may also, perhaps, be attributed to the somewhat 

incoherent experience of shame, which often renders the person experiencing it 
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wordless, and thereby silent. Having no language for the experience means there is little 

or no cognitive content to shame (p. 37). 

In modern discourse, therapeutic interest in shame and guilt has been drawn from 

anthropology, sociology and psychology since the end of the nineteenth century 

(detailed by Lansky & Morrison, 1997, pp. 3–37; reviewed by Scheff, 2000, 2003; 

outlined in Tangney & Dearing, 2002, pp. 12–14). When substantial psychoanalytic 

works published from the 1970s gave prominence to shame in its own right, the 

distinctions made between the two emotions brought more attention to shame than it 

had previously attracted. In her clinical work, H.B. Lewis (1971) found that shame was 

by far the prevalent emotion, although it was not always recognised and articulated.  

Lewis saw explicit distinctions between shame as it related to the self and guilt to 

behaviour (p. 36). Two simple questions differentiate them: “How could I have done 

that?” is an expression of guilt and “How could I have done that?” is one of shame. These 

distinguishing features of guilt and shame continue to be used in the therapeutic field as 

adaptations of Lewis’s definitions, and are found in much contemporary literature. 

Jamieson (2016, p. 62), a pastoral theologian, develops his view from Lewis. He defines 

guilt as the [felt] experience of doing wrong, focused on a person’s wrong behaviour, 

“knowing what we should do, and not doing it…Guilt fears punishment”. Shame is 

distinguished from guilt: being wrong - feeling existentially wrong and unworthy of 

belonging - is the [felt] experience of shame. “Shame is the awareness of who we should 

be and not being that person…shame fears loss of love”. The differences between these 

emotions have been extensively researched and the studies evaluated for their 

strengths and weaknesses (Giner-Sorolla et al., 2011; Tangney & Dearing, 2002).  

Lewis’s findings indicated that the inability to recognise and acknowledge shame was 

the cause of people’s difficulties for themselves and in their relationships, and this 

became the major subject of her work. The inability to recognise and own up to feelings 

of shame have led others to claim that this hinders people from acknowledging their 

guilt (Jamieson, 2016, p. 89; Patton, 2003, pp. 181–182). Shame took Adam and Eve into 

hiding, rather than face their guilt. Emma deflected the blame to the one she had 

shamed rather than consider her own guilt. Cozens comments on the value of facing 

shame so that guilt can be dealt with (2019, pp. 49–50). Be that as it may, research 
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studies demonstrate that the distinctions between shame and guilt are not commonly 

recognised in most people’s minds and are often used interchangeably (Tangney and 

Dearing, 2002, p. 11). It seems that therapeutic theory and practice that upholds these 

distinctions has not yet gained much traction in the community. 

Definitions of shame found in much of the therapeutic literature reflect the disgrace 

shame that Schneider describes: the feeling of shame’s wounding and the interpretation 

of diminishment, alienation and being unacceptable.  

Shame can be defined simply as the feeling we have when we evaluate our 
actions feelings or behaviour and conclude that we have done wrong. It 
encompasses the whole of ourselves; it generates a wish to hide, to disappear, or 
even to die (M. Lewis, 1992, p. 17). 

Shame is the affect of dignity, of defeat, transgression, and of alienation … an 
inner torment, a sickness of the soul (Tomkins, in Sedgwick & Frank, 1995, p. 
133).  

These definitions represent other important distinctions that need to be made about 

shame. Lewis’s definition is indicative of “immediate and all-absorbing” acute, reactive 

shame (Pattison, 2000a, p. 83). It occurs in response to situational events such as Emma 

experienced in the novel, in which people are distressed, sometime extremely so, by an 

incident, yet without the lasting consequences that impact on their internal sense of 

identity (Lehtinen, 1999, pp. 7–8). Episodes of acute shame are common for us all. They 

are usually observable in our reactions, of which Nathanson’s compass of shame gives 

an account. In his model, withdrawal from and avoidance of others, attacking others and 

attacking ourselves are typical responses to shame (1992, p. 303). Acute, reactive 

shame is deeply unpleasant, yet it has some adaptive purposes. It has an active function 

in relationships (Scheff, 2011, p. 33), alerts us to the vulnerability of one another 

(Whitehead & Whitehead, 2010, p. 146) and can motivate change (Cozens, 2019, p. 50; 

Epstein & Falconier, 2011, p. 170). 

Tomkins’ definition represents chronic enduring shame, an internalised, “deep sense of 

inferiority, inadequacy or deficiency” that is not temporary but enduring (Tangney & 

Dearing, 2002, p. 77). Chronic shame is “a constant experience, a perennial attitude to 

self, a dominant mood or a character trait (Pattison, 2000a, p. 7) that develops when 
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shaming experiences have been repeated and prolonged, sometimes beginning early in 

childhood and continuing into adult life. Particular kinds of experiences generate  

chronic shame: for example, those who have been abused sexually or neglected as 

children (Herman, 2011, pp. 261–275), those who have endured consistent poverty 

(Bennett et al., 2010; Bilo, 2017), and those who have experienced discrimination on 

the basis of race or sexual identity. It is likely that Miss Bates had long endured chronic 

shame because of her poverty and unmarried status. These contexts can result in a 

shame state in which a person lives, afflicted constantly by shame, even when they are 

not responsible for the behavior that has imposed shame upon them. “Shame wraps its 

deceitful tendrils around our hearts and whispers lies such as I am unlovely, unlovable, 

worthless, repelling, ugly, repulsing, horrid, loathsome…” (Caine, 2016, p. 44). 

These distinctions are of crucial importance for this thesis. One of the earliest “popular” 

works to discuss them is Healing the Shame That Binds You (Bradshaw, 1988). 

Bradshaw recognises the paradox of shame as both “nourishing … and toxic/life 

destroying” (p. 3), and he also makes explicit how this “healthy human emotion can be 

transformed into shame as a state of being … [that] becomes toxic and dehumanizing” 

(p. vii). The vast body of literature about this toxic kind of shame articulates and 

analyses the debilitating result of abuse and neglect that is not the result of the shamed 

person’s own guilt, having been brought upon them by the guilt of someone else. It can 

also be the result of long-term poverty, discrimination, and other forms of disadvantage 

that can be generational and not the fault of those who endure them. These kinds of 

imposed shame deprive people of worth and value and of the health and wellbeing that 

others enjoy and take for granted. In a careful articulation of shame’s distortions and its 

purposes, Schneider points out that shame, when it is used against people to demean 

and dehumanize them is a distortion of shame, not its essence (1977, pp. 27–28).  

A consideration of context relates to these two distinctions between experience of 

shame. While shame experiences are “always to some extent traumatic, [they] can be 

experienced on so many levels, from ‘small’ rejections to ‘great’ humiliations” (Skov, 

2018, p. 9). Context is a major contributor, if not the only one, to the perceptions we 

attach to shame and the severity of our response to it. Lehtinen (1999) draws out the   

significance of context in her analysis of Emma, where she compares the differences 
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between Emma and Miss Bates through the lens of shame. Emma’s status denotes her 

shaming of Miss Bates as a “great humiliation”. When Mr Knightley speaks to Emma 

about her behaviour, he is drawing her attention to her shameful behaviour. His is no 

sneering ridicule but a challenge to Emma to examine herself so that she will (rightly) 

become ashamed of her own shameful behaviour and rectify it. Austen conveys the 

depth of Emma’s pain, but this acute experience will not leave enduring scars, unlike the 

chronic shame that pervades the life of her poor, middle-aged, spinster neighbour.  

Responses to shame are usually unpleasant, at the least, but its impact is dependent on 

the relationship one has with the shamer, the intention of the shamer, and the life-

experiences of the recipient. Naming someone’s shameful behaviour in its context is not 

necessarily self-serving, contemptuous or nasty, but other-serving, seeking to right a 

wrong and to highlight injustice, or as a challenge to better behaviour. The gospels in 

the New Testament of the Bible relay stories of Jesus shaming the Pharisees in a similar 

way. The opposite occurs when, as Emma does, shame is used against another to elevate 

oneself in the eyes of others, to amuse an audience at the expense of another, and to 

demean and shame a person of less status or power. In these situations, disgracing 

shame is imparted to an undeserving recipient, who may absorb it as if it is their own. 

The significance of the person who imparts it or the event in which shame occurs, and 

the past experience of that recipient, influences their perception of shame and their 

response to it. 

Shame, while it is always uncomfortable, has two faces. One — disgracing, wounding 

shame — leads us to hide, to avoid, to deny. The other — discretionary, protective 

shame — is meant to encourage us to either avoid doing shameful things in the first 

place, or, perhaps more importantly, to own up to what we have done, or failed to do, 

and to put it right. While this refers to actions that may be classified as guilt, shame is 

the response that determines whether we face up to that guilt and put it right, or deny 

and defy its impact upon us (van Alphen, 2017, p. 85). While shame in much of the 

therapeutic literature is largely devoted to the individual manifestations of shame, to 

this point in the discussion of the literature the thread of shame in its relational context 

has been present but not highly visible. That thread becomes more central in the review 

still to come. Psychology, sociology and theology help to deepen our understanding of 
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the shame in relationship, the paradox it presents, and the value of seeing shame in this 

way. 

4. Psychology and shame  

Study of shame in psychology examines the way shame impacts on the human person in 

mind and behaviour. Until the 1990s the study of shame occurred largely within the 

psychoanalytic tradition5 which was conducted with individuals whose problems were 

viewed as pathologies of various kinds. Lansky (1995) shows how the early promise for 

shame study in Freud’s work was essentially eclipsed in favour of guilt until the 1970s, 

when substantial works by H.B. Lewis and Kohut (both in 1971) were published. 

Evidence that shame was prevalent and activated in clinical practice demonstrated both 

the social nature of shame and its hiddenness. Lansky saw “the subtlety and nuance of 

shaming experience in human transactions… the masked nature of shame experiences 

and … the intimate relationship of anger to antecedent unacknowledged shame” (1995, 

p. 1080). In these few words, Lansky’s remark captures the nature of shame and the 

difficulty for the clinician in addressing it. None of this has changed, but there are 

changes in therapeutic awareness, as is indicated in this section on psychology and the 

next on sociology.  

Despite the valuable works dedicated to shame published from 1970 onwards, shame 

has not become a central feature of psychological theory and practice. One contribution 

to this absence is the “cognitive revolution” of the early twentieth century, inspired by 

research into the brain. The cognitive movement assumed that the capacity for thought 

generated by the neocortex made this part of the brain the power base for influencing 

human experience. The dominance of cognitive theory over much of the twentieth 

century prioritised thought over feeling. By the end of the twentieth century, the 

emphasis had turned, and emotion was recognised as the primary organiser of human 

experience (Atkinson, 2005, pp. 18–19). Hence, until that point shame as an emotion 

had received limited attention among a narrow field of theorists and practitioners. This 

 
5 Psychoanalyis is a distinctive therapeutic tradition that developed within the field of psychology with 
the research and practice of Freud. The term ‘psychotherapy’ origi0nally referred to the practice of 
psychoanalysis but is now used more generically to refer to therapy that has developed from other 
theoretical models (ref).  
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began to change and the following list of publications substantiates the new emphasis 

on emotion that focuses on shame.   

In the widening therapeutic field of shame study, recent works of psychology include 

Shame and Guilt (Tangney & Dearing, 2002), and Understanding and Treating Chronic 

Shame (DeYoung, 2015). Representative research collections are Shame: Interpersonal 

Behaviour, Psychopathology and Culture (Andrews & Gilbert, 1998), The Self-Conscious 

Emotions: Theory and Research (Tracy et al., 2007). Addressing clinical practice is Shame 

in the Therapy Hour (Dearing & Tangney, 2011a), a collection of essays representing a 

wide range of therapeutic modalities. A text of therapeutic interventions that utilises 

the positive dimensions of shame is The Upside of Shame (Kelly & Lamia, 2018). 

Philosophy is represented by In Defence of Shame: The Faces of An Emotion (Deonna et 

al., 2012) and journal contributions  by Raba (2017) and Fuchs (2018) For positive 

psychology The Value of Shame and The Bright Side of Shame (2017, 2019) bring 

together in two sets of essays diverse illustrations of shame as a health resource in 

practice contexts.  

Established therapeutic modalities practiced today, especially in the field of relationship 

counselling, owe much to one practitioner of psychoanalysis and to some of those who 

took different paths. The first of these pioneers is the psychoanalyst H.B. Lewis. Lewis 

was a practitioner who recognised the relational function of shame through her own 

failure to acknowledge it in her clinical work. She carefully documented and reviewed 

her work to better understand the nature of shame and guilt as separate and related 

issues, and developed therapeutic responses that enabled shame to be recognised by 

her patients.6 Her extensive research has been influential in contemporary writing and 

verified in wide-ranging research (2011b, pp. 375–376; Tangney & Dearing, 2002, pp. 

18–25).  

 

A major contribution of Lewis’s work is the importance of shame being recognised and 

acknowledged. Multiple experiences could evoke shame, but when it is unidentified, 

unacknowledged, or bypassed, those experiences are unavailable for the client’s or the 

therapist’s attention. On the other hand: “At the moment the person himself says: “I am 

 
6 Consistent with the psychoanalytic practice, Lewis uses the word ‘patient’ in her written work.   
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ashamed, shame affect is likely to be diminishing” (1971, p. 196-97). Acknowledging 

shame when it arose between her and her patients not only had an impact on Lewis’s 

work but provided an important lesson about the significance of acknowledging shame. 

She realised that shame was not an “illness” but an emotional signal that needs 

attention and to be put into words:  

 

… [when] the natural, inevitable sequence from shame into humiliated fury and 
retaliation and thence into guilt for “unjust” or “irrational” rage is made available 
to patients… the root of shame in our lifelong attachments is made clear. Instead 
of [pathology] shame is seen as a means by which people try to preserve their 
loving relationships to others (1987, p. 2). 
 

Lewis was ahead of the development of counselling and therapy for relationships, but 

her ideas resonate in the couple therapy approaches to be taken up later in the review. 

The importance of recognising shame as an emotional signal was taken up by Scheff 

(2003) who saw it as critical for a social, relational theory of shame, and is consistent 

with emotion theory promoted by Greenberg and other emotionally-focused thinkers 

(Greenberg et al., 1993; Greenberg & Paivio, 1997; Greenberg & Safran, 1987). 

Greenberg’s early work with Johnson was a major influence in the development of 

couple therapy (Greenberg and Johnson, 1988) which continues to be a foundation for 

much of contemporary training for couple therapy. 

 

Among divergent paths, shame was noticed by developmental psychologists for its 

relational importance in infancy and is a key factor in attachment theory. Articulated by 

Erikson (1950), it was extensively researched by Bowlby (1951) whose derived his 

account of attachment theory from observations of the processes by which infants bond 

with their caregivers. A solid evidence-base from biological and social neuroscience 

now provides information about the development of shame within early relationships. 

With attuned caregivers, appropriate, “healthy” shame serves important behavioural 

functions. “Core” shame is absorbed early in childhood through repeated, negative 

attachment experiences that hinder the development of a strong, healthy self (Cozolino, 

2010, pp. 192–193, 2014, pp. 282–288; Kaufman, 1992, p. 8). This commonly becomes 

chronic, often dysfunctional shame. A caregiver’s response to her child’s distress 

becomes the child’s internalised, positive or negative “working model”. Shame is thus 

described as an “attachment emotion” (Schore, 1998, p. 57) that is mirrored in adult 
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attachment processes (Feeney, 2017; Johnson & Whiffen, 2006). These underlying 

models are one of the targets of adult therapy in cases where they undermine a couple’s 

ability to trust each other and become close.  

 

Affect psychology was developed by another psychoanalytically-trained researcher. 

Silvan Tomkins work in the 1950s and 1960s has become more influential in recent 

emotion theory than in his own time (Demos, 2019, p. 16; Nathanson, 1992; Sedgwick & 

Frank, 1995, p. 2). Kelly (2012) explains affect theory as “both an inborn, innate 

physiologic reaction and a learned response”. Affect is the biological base of emotion, a 

process in the brain that informs us about what is happening around us and to us and 

motivates us through feeling good or bad. Affect is the precursor of feeling, and both are 

involved in emotion (pp. 29-30). Tomkins thought of shame as an “affiliative” emotion, 

relating to the need for social and emotional bonds with others and thus the distress 

when these bonds were threatened (Demos, 2019, p. 244). Kelly’s thesis (2012, p. 30) is 

that ignoring or avoiding shame leads to “negative shame spirals” that destroy 

relationships. Alternatively, to be aware of shame in interpersonal relationships gives 

us access to the necessary information contained in shame that enables us to restore 

those relationships and regain the reasons we want to be in them. 

Emotion-focused practitioners draw upon attachment and affect theory as the basis for 

their therapeutic framework. The affect system, as the primary motivator of human 

behaviour, is designed to enable people to adapt as they need to. Shame is seen in 

patterns of behaviour that have been developed adaptively to enable people to cope 

with painful past experiences of being shamed. When they are brought into a couple’s 

relationship they are no longer adaptive but work against it, hindering their capacity to 

experience intimacy. Established patterns of avoiding shame need to be identified 

rather than hidden and unavailable so that they become available as sources of change 

and growth (Greenberg & Goldman, 2008a, p. 321). 

Where psychoanalysis operates in an individual paradigm, shame is seen as an 

individual problem. Gestalt therapy has been a significant contributor to the therapeutic 

understanding of and responding to shame. A fundamental tenet of Gestalt theory is 

that inherent in human beings is the need for connection in relationship. Shame is then 
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understood as a rupture in the intersubjective, field of relatedness where that “field” is a 

particular and desired relationship (Resnick, 1997, p. 265). Contact and support in 

relationships is critical for human beings, and the task of therapy is to support people to 

transform their shame experience into one that enables connection and restoration to 

occur in relationships where that support is sought. Wheeler’s Beyond Individualism 

(2000) sets this approach in stark contrast with individualism and defines the ‘field’ 

model as one of relational support in which shame can be dealt with. As will be seen in a 

later section, Gestalt therapy has given a substantial amount of thought to shame in 

couple relationships. 

The literature indicates that consistent experiences of childhood shaming carry into 

adult life and can have a serious impact on personal health (L. Dolezal & Lyons, 2017) 

and on human relating (DeYoung, 2015). In recent years theorists have drawn from 

affect theory to understand that shame, while it feels painful and negative, has adaptive 

functions (Kelly & Lamia, 2018; Lee, 2008). As H.B. Lewis expressed in different 

language, the dual nature of shame with its adaptive, purposeful and protective qualities 

are recognised for their value in changing clients’ experiences within the therapeutic 

relationship and by extension, other significant relationships. A theme in all these 

modalities is that shame needs to be recognised, acknowledged and understood for its 

function in individuals and in their relationships so that its negative, or “maladaptive” 

role can be addressed and its adaptive capacities can be harnessed for positive benefit. 

Psychology in a therapeutic context is usually directed to self-development, and where 

shame is concerned responds to the client’s wounded self. The well-researched social 

nature of the human (Atkinson, 2005, p. 49; Panksepp, 2002, 2009; Trevarthen, 2009) 

points to the equally important need for shame to be considered in a relational context. 

Cozolino’s claim that “relationships are our natural habitat” (2014, p. 4) is one 

conclusion that has been reached through neuroscientific research, giving credence to 

Kaufman’s “theory” that “shame arises interpersonally, primarily in interpersonal 

relationships. We have seen how attachment theory explains how shame develops 

through childhood experiences into a useful, adaptive emotion, or into an emotion that 

is  internalized and ultimately maladaptive. It is inevitable, then, that experiences of 

shame will be played out in the context of adult relationships. DeYoung declares that 
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while “shame feels like solitary pain, and chronic shame seems like a personal failing… 

shame in all its forms is relational” (2015, p. 18). It is now time to examine the relational 

and social dimensions of shame through a different lens: sociology.  

5. Sociology and shame   

Sociology is a broad arena in which the study of shame is typically approached through 

social and relational dimensions. Shame in social process has been examined in 

historical, social and psychological studies of shame over several decades by writers 

such as Mead and Cooley in the 1920s and 1930s and Goffmann in the 1950s whose 

work indicated that shame was always present in human interactions, although they did 

not always name this active presence as shame (Scheff, 2003, p. 243). Lynd’s publication 

On Shame and the Search for Identity (1958) was hailed by reviewers as going “farther in 

depth and in comprehensiveness than any other contemporary writing … on a complex 

and still unexplored phenomenon”.7 A large body of work by the sociologist Scheff 

includes the analysis and collation of the work of others to bring some significant 

insights about shame to social relationships and by extension, to relationship 

counselling (Scheff, 2000, 2003). 

Cooley’s recognition of shame as a social emotion was made explicit in his image of the 

"looking-glass self”’. He proposed that we imagine our appearance in the eyes of 

another, imagine that other’s judgment of that appearance, and feel either pride or 

shame in response to the opinion of that imagined other (1922, p. 184). What is 

perceived as that other’s opinion can become reality for the person who looks in this 

mirror. Cooley’s metaphor attracted Scheff’s interest and the image continues to be 

cited (see Madianou, 2011, p. 4). He could not have imagined his original idea was to 

become a feature of the social world in the twenty-first century. Cozens observes that 

social media makes it possible to choose how we are seen and what we see about 

ourselves: “we’re using social media the way Adam and Eve used fig leaves” (2019, 

p.56).  

In an age where psychoanalysis largely ignored shame, Lynd bypassed its dominance to 

capture the essence of shame as a felt experience. As a sociologist, she identifies the 

 
7 Reviews on back cover of Lynd’s book, 1958 paperback edition. 
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difficulties of experienced shame as they are described in a variety of literary genres 

and relates those experiences to the social world for their connections between the 

individual and others. At the individual and group level, shame is difficult for people, 

but facing it provides an opportunity for growth. These experiences were important 

findings for a phenomenon that had not been studied with any seriousness until the 

research for this work was undertaken by Lynd. And yet, the very difficulties that she 

describes are only part of the story she tells. She expresses aspects of the paradox of 

shame. The isolation of shame that she describes through her descriptions and literary 

references can be overcome if it is shared and communicated:  

… this communication can bring about particular closeness with other 
persons and with other groups. … If experiences of shame can be fully faced 
… If one can sufficiently risk uncovering oneself and sufficiently trust another 
person, to seek means of communicating shame, the risking of exposure can 
be in itself an experience of release, expansion, self-revelation, a coming 
forward… and entering the mind and feelings of another person (1958, pp. 
66; 249). 

Lynd’s relational understanding of shame underlines the value of sharing it with 

trustworthy others, and of the benefits to the person who shares it for their own release 

and growth.  

Moving forward a few decades, the work of early social researchers such as Cooley led 

Scheff to the claim that “shame arises because the self is social”. Scheff traces the 

development of a social view of shame through psychology and sociology. He was 

deeply impacted by H.B. Lewis, with whom he and his wife, Suzanne Retzinger, formed a 

close and mutually influential friendship.8 Scheff summarised Lewis’s key findings for 

their ongoing impact on shame thought (2003, pp. 247-248). These are extremely 

significant for their contribution to relationship counselling. They help to explain the 

role of shame in the practice of defensive behaviours and in the repair of relational 

ruptures when shame is acknowledged. This is evident in the contemporary approaches 

to counselling and therapy, although their origins in Lewis’s work are not generally 

acknowledged. 

 
8 The value of this relationship with Helen Block Lewis was discussed with me by Thomas Scheff in a 
personal conversation in Nebraska in 2011, pointing me to a now much used resource in my library.   
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To Scheff, shame has become a “taboo” subject that is hidden and avoided, always 

present in social relationships, and yet has largely disappeared from view (2003, p. 

240). Even so, shame is the premier social emotion — in fact, it is the “master emotion” 

(2011). We are always anticipating or managing shame so that it controls the 

expression and even our recognition of our other emotions, and surprisingly of shame 

itself: it “haunts all social interaction” (Scheff, 2011, p. 33). In a recognition and 

development of the thought of Lynd and Lewis, Scheff says the following:  

… acknowledgement of Shame can strengthen bonds, and by implication, lack 
of acknowledgement can create alienation … Acknowledged Shame, it seems, 
could be the glue that holds relationships and societies together, and 
unacknowledged Shame the force that blows them apart (2003, p. 258). 

The connection that Lewis had made between shame that is ignored, hidden or denied, 

and the response of anger and violence that commonly follows is evident in co-authored 

works by Scheff and Retzinger, who detail the role of shame in conflict, and worse in 

violence, hatred and resentment:  

A particular sequence of emotions underlies all destructive aggression: shame is 
first evoked, which leads to rage and then violence. But shame leads to violence 
under only one condition – that it is hidden to the point that it is not 
acknowledged or resolved … The denial of shame is institutionalised in modern 
societies. For this reason, the dynamics of shame are connected to social 
structure as they are to individual personality (Scheff & Retzinger, 1991, p. 3). 

When shame is acknowledged and communicated respectfully – that is, giving the name 

“shame” to behavior that is wrong without rejecting the person for their wrongdoing – 

the acceleration of violence is less likely to occur. The authors claim that shame is far 

more common in human affairs than is recognised, a link that is made by many other 

writers on the wider conflicts within society (Gilligan, 2003), and between societies, 

religious groups and nations (Jones, 2011). It seems, then, that identifying and 

understanding the negative outcomes of repressed shame for human relationships is 

vital if shame is to become known for its constructive possibilities in relationships at all 

levels. Probyn (2018, p. 4), who finds shame a “productive and relational process” 

defines  productive as neither good nor bad, but generative. To view shame as 

“generative” adds another metaphor to shame’s “faces”. 
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With all of this in mind, shame becomes significant in the microcosm of relationship life. 

Jenkins’ work with men who have abused their partners and others is set within the 

social and political contexts of power relations and practices that operate in our society 

and which contribute to, although do not excuse, violence and abuse (1990, 2006, 

2009). A fundamental aspect of Jenkins’ practice is the need for men to experience both 

shame and remorse, which he sees as an ethical necessity that “reach[es] towards the 

world of the other and motivates restorative action” (p. 21). None of this can happen 

without facing one’s shame. Jenkins pointedly distinguishes between shaming and 

facing shame. Jenkins sees facing one’s shame as an essential step towards a restorative 

journey: “when a man faces shame, he comes to his own realisations through 

recognising a contradiction between his ethics and his actions" (2009, p. 20). To enable 

someone to face their shame demands that the counsellor provides a “safe passage” for 

that person to discover and face what will be difficult and painful, but essential in his 

movement away from his own shaming behavior.  

The need for safe “passage” to enable sensitive disclosures is demonstrated in a social 

research paper that reveals the importance of making conversational space for shame. 

Owens (2006) describes a “failed” interview with a research participant in which she 

saw the woman’s shame, but failed to recognise it constrained the participant in her 

attempt to reveal her experiences of abuse. As the researcher, Owens reflects that she 

compounded that constraint in her attempt to avoid exacerbating the participant’s 

shame. She highlights the power differential at play, observing how she narrowed the 

conversational space for this participant by failing to take up the subtle clues to shame. 

In this case, making room for that shame may have reduced the participant’s own 

avoidance of it, and could have been a step in empowering this woman whose life had 

been crushed by others’ shaming of her. Through this interview, Owens became aware 

of the potential for interviews, as well as social conversations, to activate shame. She 

suggests ways of recognising shame and making it possible for the speaker to tell their 

story in a safe way. The paper’s relevance extends to relationship counselling 

interviews in which the counsellor is confronted with choices about managing client 

shame as well as their own.  
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A more recent contribution to shame study is the work of Brené Brown, a sociologist 

and academic who has achieved popularity through her discussion of shame with non-

academic audiences in the public arena. Her writing, TED talks and other public events 

have achieved world-wide coverage. Her human research produced the following 

definition of shame: “an intensely painful feeling or experience of believing we are 

flawed and therefore unworthy of acceptance and belonging” (2006, p. 45). Unlike other 

definitions which focus on the self, this one speaks of the fear of not belonging, or of 

being found unacceptable. Brown’s discussion of shame is characterised by her own 

openness and vulnerability, presented with humour that is honest and non-shaming. 

She takes the ordinary experiences of shame in life to make it visible and in doing so, to 

reduce its power. She challenges people to address their shame through the courage to 

be vulnerable and to share it with those who are worthy of such trust (2012a, pp. 46–

53). While shame is a difficult emotion, she brings it out of the darkness, thus, revoking 

the taboo that has kept shame unspeakable.  

In summary, shame is difficult. In this review, I have paid little attention to the 

substantial body of literature that deals with the negative impacts of shame. This 

intentional venture has sought to bring forward the smaller but increasing amount of 

literature that notes shame’s prevalence and highlights opportunities to address it, and 

that discusses shame’s potential as a creative resource that, well and carefully used, it 

valuable in therapy. A thematic thread has run through this discussion of shame in 

psychology and sociology: shame needs to be made visible in a context of respect and 

trust so that its power as a negative force can be diminished and its capacity for growth 

enhanced. It must, however, be shared for it to harness that power. Boiger highlights 

this relational imperative: 

 … shame can constitute a resource for both personal and social development: 
when appropriately acknowledged and not only dismissed as a threat to feeling 
good about oneself, shame can reveal one’s moral cages and, at the same time, be a 
guide to navigate them (2017, pp. v–vi). 

6. Couple relationships and shame 

Among the earliest publications on shame in couple relationships are Retzinger’s video 

studies of the shame-rage spiral identified by H. B. Lewis (1987), which were followed 
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by Violent Emotions: Shame and Rage in Marital Quarrels (Retzinger, 1991). Retzinger 

acknowledges this work has been hitherto “unexplored territory” through which she, 

with the help of couple clients, “mapped a passage” (1991, p. xvi). She demonstrates the 

function of shame as it plays out in actual couple therapy sessions, and her commentary 

offers a theory and method for working with couple conflict: the “why” is explained and 

the “how” is demonstrated with transcript from actual couple sessions. These reveal 

that working with shame needs to incorporate the skill of immediacy, in which it is 

attended to in its context and is not passed over. They also demonstrate the intimate 

nature of the work that makes it difficult.  

Notwithstanding the complexity of couple work, the value of literature that addresses 

shame in couple relationships is that it normalises shame for couples, revealing that 

moments of shame are likely to arise in the normal processes of life together. How a 

couple deals with these moments has a lot to do with their individual personal 

characteristics and past experiences, and on their ability to recognise what they are 

feeling, to communicate it to their partner, and to manage their own response (Epstein 

& Falconier, 2011, pp. 167, 169, 170). As we have seen from the work of Lewis, this is 

not so easily done, especially when shame is avoided by long-practised behaviours. It is 

important, therefore, that relationship counsellors are alert to the nature of shame, to 

the individual defences one or both partners have developed to avoid feeling it, and to 

the relational dynamics that exacerbate it. What follows here refers to literature that 

informs relationship counsellors about these dynamics and ways to address them.  

The way clinicians and researchers treat shame in couple relationships depends in part 

on what they understand a “couple” to be, and the place of intimacy within that 

relationship. Crawley and Grant note the factors that shape couple relationships and 

changes in the nature of coupling that relate to cultural, social and religious changes 

over time, but participation in an intimate relationship is assumed (2008, p. 1). Wheeler 

(1994) particularises the intimate couple, proposing the idea that such a couple 

promotes the health of both partners by supporting nurturing, and enhancing each 

other’s welfare. A sense of identification with my partner’s welfare is experienced as the 

enhancement or diminishment of my own (adapted from Wheeler, 1994, p. p 33-34). 

The association of empathy within identification is fundamental to close, mutually 
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rewarding relationships (Rogers, 1961). These notions are found in other writers’ ideas 

about couples (Gottman, 2011, p. 130; Melnick & Nevis, 1994, p. 304; Tatkin, 2011, p. 

17).  

The concept of intimacy is so often present in titles and content of writings by clinicians 

and researchers for couple relationships that it appears to be a decisive term (Atkinson, 

2005; Kelly, 2012; Lee, 2008; Wheeler & Backman, 1994). Yet it, too, lacks definition 

(Patrick et al., 2007, p. 360; Sperry, 2014). What is agreed upon is that 

intimacy is both an elusive and sought-after factor in relationships. The 
foundation and the structure of the relationship reside in the capacity for 
intimacy, the struggle to attain it, and the intrinsic anxiety associated with having 
it and losing it (Lynch & Lynch, 2008, p. 155). 

A study by Patrick et al. (2007) indicates that intimacy is a significant factor in marital 

satisfaction with many variables involved in its creation. While the therapeutic 

literature on the role of shame in couple relationships is limited, within its pages 

intimacy is closely linked in the paradox of shame. Kelly writes:  

Despite the power of shame to destroy relationships … [there is] another side of 
shame, a side that makes it one of the most powerful and potentially useful 
features of our biologic make up … Shame is a powerful gift we have inherited 
that can help us keep our imitate relationships happy, healthy and loving (2012, 
pp. 14–15). 

Epstein and Falconier compare the negative effects of shame experiences with positive 

function of shame and guilt which, once recognised and acknowledged, can motivate 

change (2011, pp. 180–181). Intimacy involves people allowing themselves to become 

vulnerable with each other. When partners are able to do this, safely and without being 

shamed, the shared vulnerability deepens their intimacy, and “can produce a tie that 

binds forever. However, when shame remains impermeable, unexpressed, and 

unshared, then intimacy is prevented” (Greenberg & Goldman, 2008a, p. 316). Lobb 

adds the concept of empathy, which is essential to intimacy but is usually difficult for 

the person who is trapped in shame.    

It is only if we are “naked” before the other, if we are fully present in the here 
and now with the other that it is possible to support the evolution of the 
excitement of the encounter to reach this goal, we must recognise our own fears 
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(and the objections which, in consequence, we develop towards the other) which 
clothe the most intimate part of our person: and we must also recognise the 
experience of the other (2008, p. 90).  

Each of these cited writers represents different therapeutic modalities: Kelly, working 

with Affect Theory, Epstein and Falconier with Cognitive-Behavioural Therapy, 

Greenberg and Goldman with Emotionally-Focused Couples Therapy and Lob with, 

Gestalt Therapy. Although their therapeutic approaches are different, they share the 

view that shame, vulnerability and intimacy are closely linked, the themes of Brené 

Brown’s work mentioned in the previous section. 

Several written works articulate the paradox inherent in the fact that shame is hidden in 

couple relationships and yet it has the power to disrupt intimacy, reduce closeness, 

limit safety and diminish martial satisfaction. Lee’s doctoral thesis on internalised 

shame in marital intimacy (1993) was followed by his book chapter ‘Couple’s Shame: 

The Unaddressed Issue’ (1994). In this Lee reveals the operation of shame operates in 

couple systems, setting out the ways in which couples’ internalised shame are set off by 

“trip-wires” and launch “a full shame attack” (p. 270). Balcom et al note the need for a 

systemic approach to address this powerful phenomenon (1995). 

 

Lee’s passion for shame as a “hidden power” with positive value in couple relationships 

led him in the following decade to The Secret Language of Intimacy (2008). In this work 

of essays, Lee details a workshop he developed to facilitate couples’ understanding of 

their relationship system and the role of shame within it. Several essays by other 

clinicians in the same publication unpick the details of the shame dimension in 

relationship counselling. In the same year, Greenberg and Goldman’s publication 

Emotion-Focused Couple Therapy set out their approach to several identified emotions, 

including a substantial chapter on shame (2008a, pp. 315–348). In Kelly’s The Art of 

Intimacy and the Hidden Challenge of Shame (2012) and a subsequent chapter in The 

Upside of Shame (Kelly & Lamia, 2018, pp. 154–168), emotion and attachment theory 

are demonstrated approaches to relationship counselling.  

In this limited range of literature, there is a common view that shame is inevitable in 

couple relationships and of critical importance in relationship counselling. Summing 

this up, Lee says “it is only when we care that we are susceptible to experiencing shame” 
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(2008, p. 11). Partners in intimate relationships are connected by strong emotional 

bonds, the maintenance of which is a primary motivator of human conduct (Cozolino, 

2014; Johnson, 2011; Solomon, 2009). Our relationships are supported by our desire 

not to hurt those we love, and are damaged when we act in hurtful ways (Epstein & 

Falconier, 2011, p. 190; Lee, 1994, p. 287). Lee distinguishes between the feelings of 

shame that help partners to take responsibility for themselves and hinder the desire to 

hurt the other, and the internalised shame that is enacted in the repeated, spiralising 

cycles of hurt that cause ruptures in the relationship (Retzinger 1991). 

Metaphors that are applicable to relationship counselling are found in the literature. 

Kaufman’s image of the “interpersonal bridge” (1992, p. 17) is often cited by others for 

its value in a variety of contexts (see Royer, 2008). The metaphor images the bond of 

trust, openness and vulnerability that is essential in significant relationships. Kaufman 

views shame as a reaction to some kind of severing of the bridge: resonance with the 

breaking of “the bond”, a metaphor of H. B. Lewis. The bridge must be rebuilt with 

attention to shame. With further resonance of Lewis, he says “What needs to happen in 

approaching a person who carries much shame is an open validation of those feelings. 

Shame has to be actively approached, not avoided or denied” (Kaufman, 1992, p. 139). 

Bowlby’s attachment theory has already been mentioned for the significance of shame 

in ruptures and relational repair in children’s relational development (Schore & Schore, 

2008); Kaufman brings that same need to repair into adult relationships in therapy; 

here is its applicability to relationship counselling.   

 

Shame has undergone a twenty-first century renaissance in the understanding of 

attachment in adult relationships (Johnson, 2011).As part of our social neurobiology 

(Cozolino, 2014, pp. 281–288), it warns us of possible impending abandonment and as 

such has the potential to be a positive force: as Lewis, and later, Scheff, expressed it, 

shame is a threat to “the bond” that needs to be repaired. However our usual response 

to shame is to move away from rather than towards the person who has hurt us: “Shame 

seems to be related to feelings of inferiority, worthlessness, and helplessness as well as 

a tendency to withdraw and hide from interactions with the offending partner” 

(Mikulincer & Shaver, 2005, p. 159, italics mine). Shame is a significant factor in these 
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references, although it is not to be seen as an isolated agent of difficulty in couple 

relationships.  

Literature on couple relationships contains a considerable amount of content around 

negative emotions such as anger and the conflict it generates between the partners. 

While such literature makes only passing, if any, reference to shame, the excellent 

resources for relationship counselling demonstrate that shame is a significant lens, 

albeit not a solitary one, through which couple relationships ought to be viewed.  

All the same, it is somewhat surprising that there continues to be very little discussion 

of shame in the recent literature, especially those that take a renewed account of 

attachment theory. I refer to The Emotionally Focused Casebook: New Directions in 

Treating Couples (Furrow et al., 2011) and publications about intimacy such as 

Recovering Intimacy in Love Relationships: a Clinician's Guide (Carlson & Sperry, 2014) in 

which it is mentioned in passing, if at all. Shame, if as Scheff suggested, is the master 

emotion, it is likely to function in all relationships. The relationship counsellor who 

recognises this will also be aware of the likelihood that shame will be present in all their 

work with couples. They will develop their own strategies for recognizing it so that they 

are competent to work with shame.   

There are several contexts in which awareness of shame in relationship counselling is 

additionally important. One of these is the prevalence of shame where couples have 

experienced trauma (Geib & Simon, 1994). This may have been childhood trauma, or 

the trauma experienced as adults in relationships where there has been violence or 

particular forms of intractable conflict, and where couples remarry following violence 

and other forms of abuse in a previous relationship (Scheff & Retzinger, 2000; Velotti et 

al., 2017; Wall, 2012). Extra-marital affairs are a discrete context for trauma. Shame is 

part of that trauma, albeit experienced in different ways. While shame is not always 

owned in other couple relationship problems, it is commonly expressed in the context 

of an affair (Meneses & Greenberg, 2011, p. 498). Shame responses may be 

gender-specific (Kadin & Lusterman, 2012, pp. 237–238) and trauma-related (Geib & 

Simon, 1994, p. 253). The shame is likely to be multifaceted and needs to be managed 

without the relationship counsellor evoking more shame (E. M. Brown, 2013).  
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Trauma is likely to be present in same sex couple relationships because of the stigma, 

alienation and rejection experienced by one or both partners through long-held 

community attitudes. While there is a greater social acceptance of the wider 

expressions of sexuality in LGBTIQ+ relationships, past trauma from discrimination is 

not so easily erased, and for some the fear of it will continue to be present (Curtis, 1994, 

pp. 193–194; Singer, 1994, p. 175). While trauma is not the only difficulty that may be 

encountered in gay relationships, shame in general may be significant. Longhofer writes 

that engagement with shame in these contexts “may be the most important factor in 

producing and maintaining the therapeutic alliance”(2013, p. 297). 

The distinctive challenges for working with men in couple therapy are well-represented 

in the literature, and shame is identified as one of those challenges. An often-referenced 

paper claims that men are vulnerable to shame in ways not commonly recognised  

(Osherson & Krugman, 1990). Shame is prevalent when men become depressed, and 

has significant implications for the work of counselling in this context (Shepard & 

Rabinowitz, 2013). In a book by Shepard and Harway (2012), shame is identified as one 

of the five major challenges in conducting male-sensitive couples therapy. 

While working with shame in couple relationships is delicate, the paradox that is 

inherent in shame comes to the fore in this kind of counselling. Greenberg and Goldman 

(2008a) articulate this paradox in their comment that “shame is a critical barrier to the 

realisation of intimacy in couples. If therapists are to help couples succeed in achieving 

intimacy they must help them to face their shame and understand its disruptive impact 

on their relationship”. The authors comment that while “anxiety signals that one’s 

survival is in danger, shame signals that one’s acceptability to others may be in danger” 

(p. 315). A detailed explanation of how shame functions in different presentations of 

couple relationships is followed by a step-by-step approach to treating shame in 

couples. The work involves a delicate but necessary approach to helping clients 

acknowledge and experience their shame rather than avoid it. “Many clients report that 

the most helpful and healing aspect of treatment involved revealing their vulnerable, 

disorganised, and hidden aspects of self, and having these received by their partner, and 

then by the therapist” (p. 349). 
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In a study on forgiveness, expressions of shame by an injuring partner were noted to be 

significant in the process towards forgiveness being offered by the injured partner. 

These were not maladaptive, self-flagellating expressions of shame, but “served to 

communicate that having hurt the other had a tremendous impact on the way the 

injuring partner views himself” (Meneses & Greenberg, 2011, p. 498). The expression of 

shame by the injurer was found to be important in two specific ways: it was central to 

forgiveness, and a necessary step to the rebuilding of trust. Deep remorse for the injury 

is demonstrated, and “signals that the impact of taking responsibility is so deep that it 

evoked a change in the injurer’s identity” (pp. 498-499). 

A last comment from the literature on relationship counselling is directed to the 

therapeutic relationship between the couple and the counsellor. Greenberg and 

Goldman remark that ruptures in the therapeutic relationship occur when the 

counsellor has “unwittingly shamed” one or other partner by some form of 

misunderstanding or misattunement (p. 349). Counsellors, themselves, are also 

vulnerable to experiencing their own shame, either because of unintentionally shaming 

their clients or because the content of the work with the couple activates personal 

experiences that counsellor has faced themselves. Shame in its various iterations can be 

equally difficult for the counsellor as for the client. It is therefore of crucial importance 

that the counsellor attends to their own shame experiences in supervision or in their 

own personal therapy; a failure to do so it likely to undermine the counsellor’s capacity 

to “be with” their couple clients’ shame. Shame in the therapeutic relationship is 

discussed in the literature and articulates Brown’s remark: “that’s the paradox here: 

Vulnerability is the last thing I want you to see in me, but the first thing I look for in you” 

(p. 113). Working with couple relationships necessarily draws on these themes which 

are the core of shame: fear of vulnerability, and the courage to face it. Brown has given 

an entry point to common, yet unspoken experiences that have found acceptance across 

age and culture. The literature indicates that relationship counselling must make space 

for these themes in therapeutic practice. 

So far in this literature review I have put forward some of the literature that recognises 

and acknowledges shame in relationship counselling. A discipline that has traditionally 

failed to acknowledge shame in human relationships is theology. The recognition of 
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shame in the biblical story of Adam and Eve makes it necessary to examine the 

contribution of theology to interpretations of the story and to consider how these 

contribute to the understanding of shame from the perspective of pastoral relationship 

counselling. 

7. Theology and shame  

In my early search of the theological literature I found writings that provide an 

overview of shame in the Bible. Wiher (2002), for example, gives examples of shame 

and guilt in scripture from the Old and the New Testaments. Georges and Baker (2016) 

write about honor and shame in the world of the Bible. Stockitt (2012) explores the 

narratives of the Bible to present a view of shame from different perspectives. 

Additionally, there is a substantial body of work on shame as it is paired with honour. 

This literature, which first emerged in the early twentieth century within 

anthropological approaches to biblical studies, explored the nature of cultures in binary 

terms: individual/collective, guilt/shame and honour/shame. Numerous critical studies 

of these pairings have been reported over the course of the century. In the 1980s a “new 

wave” of approaches to Biblical studies with regard to honour and shame began to 

emerge in the light of a growing consciousness that the world of the Bible was a 

Mediterranean, collective, “honour-shame” culture (D. Y. Wu, 2016, p. 8). Honour and 

shame, in this context, are seen by the relevant field of scholars as the prominent social 

values in the Bible. Consequently, because mainstream interpretation of the Bible has 

developed through a Western, individualistic lens, a proper understanding of the 

culture in which the text is set has been obscured and thus the meaning of that text is 

also obscured. Among those who have written extensively to correct this myopia are 

prominent New Testament scholars Malina (2001), DeSilva  (2003), and Crook (2009); 

in the Old Testament, (Laniak, 1997; Matthews, 2011; Matthews & Benjamin, 1994); 

and in the field of mission, (Georges & Baker, 2016; Wiher, 2002; J. Wu, 2012). This 

scholarship highlights the Eastern and Mediterranean context with the communal, 

collective dimensions of culture in which the biblical texts are set as a crucial factor in 

their interpretation. While I held in mind these serious considerations for interpretation 

of Genesis 3, I also found very little that aided my understanding of the text itself, which 

is rarely mentioned in this literature. 
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There has been substantial criticism of this field of study and of the “Context Group” of 

which Malina has been a leading member. Stiebert (1998, 2000, 2002), Avrahami 

(2010), D.Y. Wu (2016), J.Wu (2018), and McConnell (2020) are among those who have 

raised what they see as important issues. The substance of these is that the model is 

inclined to be prescriptive, using generalisations for complex concepts and omitting 

other important contextual factors for interpretation (McConnell, 2020, p. 14). More 

specifically, Avrahami argues that the imposition of social science methods to 

discussion of biblical texts is “deductive rather than inductive”. There is, therefore, a 

lack of attention to the semantic contexts for the use of honour and shame and the 

relevance of that context for establishing the nuances of meaning in the original 

language (Avrahami, 2010, pp. 296–297). 

Of further concern to these scholars is that the common attribution of honour and 

shame to a social context pays inadequate attention to God’s honour, asserting that the 

Bible’s use of shame and guilt can only properly be understood in the light of God’s 

honour (D. Y. Wu, 2016, p. 169). This matter is given little attention within the model of 

Malina and the Context Group to which he belongs. Wu, in particular, notes the model 

defines honour anthropologically and socially while failing to recognise that it is God’s 

character that is the source and the definition of honour (p. 170). Similarly, he shows 

the critical importance of shame in human and human-divine relationships (p. 172). 

Stiebert notes that anthropology has contributed substantially to biblical studies on 

honour-shame. In the same period, during which honour-shame has had its resurgence, 

the Biblical studies field has barely drawn upon the resources of the discipline of 

psychology where the study of shame has been prominent (Stiebert, 2002, p. 167). 

Some of these scholars have provided some important assistance in my queries about 

Genesis 3, still to come in this section of the review. 

The apparent significance of shame as a factor in the Adam and Eve story in Genesis 2 

and 3 led me to examine the text more closely through the eyes of both biblical scholars 

and theologians. The results were mixed, highlighting several issues: in particular, 

whether the story was fundamentally about shame or guilt, and how each of these is 

interpreted in relation to sin and therefore to healing and salvation. The more I 
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investigated these themes, the more significant I understood this story to be, leading me 

to study it more closely for the purposes of this thesis. 

The story of Adam and Eve in Genesis 2 and 3 is considered to be highly influential for 

historic, Western Christian theology (Moberly 2009, p. 70; Arnold, 2009, p. 29), and is 

“deeply rooted in Christian consciousness and culture and even beyond” (Birch et al., 

2011, p. 30). In the Christian era, the development of an elaborate, guilt-focused 

theology of sin from Genesis 3 and a corresponding set of doctrines has become the 

framework to describe and explain human nature (Goldsworthy, 2020; I. A. McFarland, 

2010; Morgan & Peterson, 2013). Asserting its wider remit, some writers assess the 

story to be pervasive in its shaping of Western civilisation (Boyce, 2014). “Few stories 

in the history of the world have proved so durable, so widespread, and so insistently, 

hauntingly real” (Greenblatt, 2017, p. 16). These and many other texts focus on Adam 

and Eve’s guilt, the familiar, derivative account of human sin and the corresponding 

matters of salvation. However, in these theological texts there is not much, if any, 

attention to the shame that is featured in the story or attempts to explain its 

relationship with sin. 

Literature in the Western tradition that discusses sin without reference to shame is 

varied in its approach. The tradition as we know it today is grounded in Augustine’s 

reflections on Genesis 2-3 as a literal account of human sin and human culpability (seen 

in his major commentary, AD 415/1982). It is centred on human sin which “so 

corrupted human nature that they are congenitally guilty” (McFarland, 2010, p. 5). This 

emphasis on sin as guilt became the cornerstone of the Western Christian theology that 

continues to hold its structure together. McFarland’s discussion of Augustinian sin with 

its revisions and developments traces the shifts in thinking about original sin and “a 

radical dehistoricizing of the fall” that have occurred in Christian thinking over time, 

particularly those challenges arising in modernity (2009, pp. 1–3; I. A. McFarland, 2010, 

p. 40).  

Two written works locate the conversation about sin in theology in the context of 

contemporary secular culture, but in different ways and arriving at different 

conclusions. McFadyen (2000), like McFarland, reflects on the nature of original sin and 

sin in modern theology and engages in critical “concrete conversations” that test 
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theology against specific “concrete pathologies” of human sin. The second work is Fallen 

(Morgan & Peterson, 2013, p. ?), a set of essays that retain an essentially classical view 

of “The Fall” and a lens trained on a guilt-laden conceptualisation of human sin. As a 

reflection on the traditional view of sin through a range of topical lenses, it is 

comprehensive and thorough, but it is essentially uncritical in its defence of its position. 

In contrast, McFadyen’s critical approach arrives at a non-pathological but concrete, 

relational view of sin. What these contrasting works illustrate is that even within 

contemporary systematic approaches to theology, there is a range of views about the 

nature of human sin, although the issue of shame continues to be missing from its 

literature.  

Many scholars of the Bible disagree fundamentally with classical theology’s 

interpretations of Genesis 3 and the enduring conceptions of the story perpetrated 

through “careless, popular theology” (Brueggemann, 1982, p. 41). They contend that the 

text has been given meanings that were not intended by its author(s) and dispute, 

therefore, the weight that the story of Adam and Eve has been made to bear (among 

others, Birch et al., 2011, p. 29; N. T. Wright, 2015). The meanings have been seriously 

challenged by recent cultural/literary and scientific studies (Dumbrell, 1984; LaCocque, 

2006; Provan, 2014, 2015; Walton, 2010, 2015). The designation of the story as “the 

Fall” as an event that has impacted forever upon the human race is neither grounded in 

the text itself nor developed in other parts of Scripture (Biddle, 2005, pp. 2–8; 

Brueggemann, 1982, pp. 41–44; LaCocque, 2006, p. 13). 

Additionally, the traditional theology of sin derived from the story is seen as an 

inadequate account of a much more organic, relational problem that is integral to 

covenantal theology (Biddle, 2005, pp. 117–126; Brueggemann, 2009; Fretheim, 2005; 

C. J. H. Wright, 2005). Alternative readings of Genesis 3 highlight “key issues omitted or 

slighted in the traditional formulation of the story” (Biddle, 2005, pp. 5–15). One of 

these key issues is the emphasis on the couple’s sin as guilt and the omission of shame 

as an interpretive key to the story. Insight about shame from two sources of literature 

have bearing on this thesis about its role in couple relationships: Biblical scholarship 

and practical theology. 
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While it is rare to find shame addressed directly by Old Testament scholars, their work 

provides an indirect pathway to shame through its exploration of the relational nature 

of God, his covenantal commitment to relationship and the impact of sin on that 

relationship. Central to some recent Old Testament scholarship is a return to creation 

theology and a corresponding theology of God as by nature relational, self-giving, and 

responsive to the circumstances of human beings (Fretheim, 2015, p. 187). A God who is 

seen in this way unsettles our perceptions of what a God should be like (Brueggemann, 

2009, p.4). Theology that presents God in this way is seen by some of its proponents as 

part of “recovering” a proper place for creation in Biblical theology that had become 

marginalised over the twentieth century (Fretheim, 1984, 2005).  

This position is not without controversy. A strident supporter of “classical Christian 

theism” such as Dolezal (2017), argues against such a view, presenting it as a grave 

theological error that is incompatible with Biblical truth. A set of essays edited by Matz 

and Thornhill (2019) invite readers to make up their own minds through their 

examination of divine impassability and passability, each from “strong” or “qualified” 

perspectives. Weinandy (2000), who holds a traditional position on God’s impassability, 

avoids judgment of particular positions, demonstrating that “seemingly incompatible 

truths are not incompatible and actually complement one another… [it is] precisely 

because [God] is impassable that he is loving and kind” (p. 37). He does, however, 

caution against seeing issues such as this completely closed, because “the open-ended 

nature of true theological and doctrinal development is that we are ultimately engaged 

with the mystery of God in himself and with his actions in time and history” (p. 36). 

 
The concept of covenant in the Old Testament is God’s declaration of relationship with 

the human community of Israel and is articulated in the various covenants recorded in 

the course of Israel’s history. While the word “covenant” is not used in Genesis 1-3, the 

allusion is recognised in the symbolism in these chapters and by scholars of both 

Testaments (Anstey, 2017, p. 62; Barth, 2004, p. 262; Dumbrell, 1984, p. 33). In the Old 

Testament the terms of relationship and the process of its repair and restoration are 

defined in covenant (Brueggemann, 2009, p. 9). The centrality of covenant in the 

Hebrew Bible gives rise to the relational view of sin that permeates its theology. As 

Biddle demonstrates through its semantic context, the key term used for “sin” refers to 
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the idea of “breach”, or breaking away: “the breaking away of a thing or person from an 

owner … the breaking away of one’s self from a community”. Israel’s basic sin, its 

“rebellion”, does not consist in ethical transgressions or moral failings but in 

fundamental rejection of its exclusive covenant relationship with YHWH” (Biddle, 2005, 

p. 20). Wu (2016, p. 135) emphasises the significance of Israel as a partner with God in 

covenant, whose terms “provide the concrete parameters of right relationship with 

YHWH”. LaCocque(2006, p. 97) similarly, pronounces sin as “the breach of covenant 

between God and his people; sin is idolatry, unfaithfulness, spiritual apostasy, 

unrighteousness. In short, sin presupposes relationship and covenantal ties with God”. 

While God is committed to relationship, the “defiance and denial” that is involved in 

human sin must be overcome if there is to be healing of the relationship (Brueggemann, 

2009, pp. 171-72). 

While covenant is widely discussed within Old Testament literature, reference to and 

discussion of shame is rare and unsubstantial (Pattison, 2000, pp. 190–91). The 

significance of shame in covenant theology was raised but not examined by Olyan 

(1996). Jumper (2013, p. 3) makes the connection explicit, concluding through his 

examination of language that shame, in its context (and in its pairing with honour) 

informs our understanding of God’s covenants with God’s people. While the context and 

content of the language of shame in the Bible has not always been prioritised in Biblical 

studies (Avrahami, 2010; Jumper, 2013; Stiebert, 2000, 2002; D. Y. Wu, 2016), study of 

this language in context brings an important contribution to the discussion for this 

thesis.  

The word used for shame, or more correctly, the reference to the absence of shame in 

Genesis 2:25, is derived from the Hebrew root bôsh (Seebass, 1974, pp. 52–53), which is 

the most common shame root in the Hebrew Bible (Avrahami, 2010, p. 298; Jumper, 

2013, p. 104). It is almost exclusively found in the Psalms and the prophetic literature 

where it is used extensively, and is rarely found outside of those contexts (Seebass, 

1974, p. 52).9  These Biblical texts refer to the time of Israel’s exile to Babylon (Jumper, 

2013, p. 3; Klopfenstein, 1972, pp. 29, 118; Stiebert, 2000, p. 255). Wu (2016, p. 170) 

 
9 bôsh is found in Genesis 2:25, and in 2 Samuel 19:6, the only two uses of the word outside the poetic and 
prophetic literature (Avrahami, 2010, p. 299).  
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contends that bôsh appears at critical points in the biblical story that demonstrate its 

importance in Israel’s relationship with God, “bringing down our previously 

overinflated self-perception before YHWH”.10 The prophets bring repeated messages of 

warning to Israel that their shame ought to lead them to repentance: “without shame, 

however, the people are likely to continue on their path to destruction” (Jamieson, 

2016, p. 58). This scholarship, by drawing together semantics and context, mounts a 

significant challenge to the traditional view that Genesis 3 is essentially about human 

guilt. This is not to assert that guilt is not present; rather, it supports the argument 

made by some practical theologians that shame in the context of relationship is the 

interpretive key to the text. 

In the case of bôsh, its particular meanings may reflect its normal English usage as 

“shame” but also “frustration, failure, lack of trust … dismay, disillusionment, and 

despair” (D. Y. Wu, 2016, pp. 100–101). These scholars claim its correct meaning is 

“disappointment” (Avrahami, 2010, p. 308; LaCocque, 2006, p. 138; D. Y. Wu, 2016, p. 

100) occurring in the context of “a disconnection between expectations and reality” 

(Avrahami, 2010, p. 308). Shame as disappointment because of “misplaced trust” 

(Jumper, 2015, p. 112) is expressed by Seebass (1974, p. 52) as:  

the idea … that someone risked something … and thus undertook a daring 
venture. Now he receives the consequences of that venture so that he must suffer 
the opposite of what he sought … something that was inherent in the risk he 
took.  

In his major shame study, Klopfenstein (1972) refers to “the association of shame with a 

ruptured relationship, once founded on trust and loyalty” that is evident in Genesis 3. In 

the prophetic literature, shame or shaming is not a symptom of guilt but “Yhwh’s 

instrument for revealing or punishing guilt”11 (cited in Stiebert, 1998, p. 48). 

Any of these meanings illuminate the human couple’s experience of shame depicted in 

Genesis 3. Their expectations of greatness are disappointed when they put their trust in 

an untrustworthy creature. They are left disgraced and afraid. As Wu indicates, “dismay, 

 
10 Consistent with Wu’s study of Ezekiel and the relationship of Israel with God at the time of the book’s 
writing, in the text he uses the name YHWH that God gave himself and by which Israel understood him as 
their God.  
11 The spelling of Yhwh in this form is used by Stiebert in this reference. 
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disillusionment and despair” are part of the shame experience following their 

misdirected hope. Their shame reflects their fall from honour as God’s faithful 

creatures: they reached for more than they were created to be and so become less than 

they were before. In so doing, they turned away from the one from whom their own 

honour was derived. In this articulation of the couple’s shame, the semantic significance 

of bôsh is set in its dramatic context, revealing the impact on the couple at the level of 

identity and place and their despair at the loss they have incurred. In contrast, the God 

who loves them yearns for their restoration and invites them to return. The story 

details the human capacity for turning away from their relational vocation, the 

consequences of doing so, and the means to repair what they have broken. In this story 

of divine-human and human-human relationships lies a model for the couple 

relationship. I will return to this model in chapter 7. 

The most substantial examination of shame in theology is undertaken by practical 

theologians. A wide-ranging review of their contributions was undertaken by Pattison 

in Shame: Theory, Therapy, Theology (2000a), a study that functions as a critically 

reflective, comprehensive encyclopedia of shame contributions across a range of 

disciplines. Pattison gives little attention to the story of shame in Genesis 3 but provides 

an extensive criticism of the guilt emphasis in traditional Western theology and the 

ways the church teaches that theology through its doctrines, liturgies and practices. 

Other critiques of traditional Western Christian theology, its preoccupation with guilt, 

its teachings and practices that exacerbate, rather than relieve shame, are many 

(Andersen, 2010; Binau, 2002; Cozens & Ochs, 2019; Jamieson, 2016; Nash, 2020; 

Pattison, 1998; Rhoads & Rhoads, 2011; Stockitt, 2012; Thomson, 2008). While much 

could be said about these failures, there are some theologians who have contributed 

much to a constructive theology of shame. 

Bonhoeffer, although not a practical theologian, is assessed in Pattison’s survey of 

theological contributions to shame to have made “one of the most complete, 

comprehensive statements about shame of any twentieth-century theologian” (2000a, 

p. 193). In his Ethics (1955), Bonhoeffer views the importance of shame in the Genesis 

story as a profound response to the loss of relationship between the human couple and 

God. Shame, as “a marker of the ontological condition of being no longer united with 
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God”, has become a prevailing sign of relational breakdown, an ongoing problem for 

human beings (p. 192). In Creation and Fall (1959) Bonhoeffer expands this discussion 

and although it is brief, he provides a theological and relational definition of shame: 

Instead of seeing God man sees himself … in his disunion with God and with men. 
He perceives that he is naked. Lacking the protection, the covering, which God 
and his fellow man afforded him, he finds himself laid bare. Hence there arises 
shame. Shame is man’s ineffaceable recollection of his estrangement from the 
origin … Man is ashamed because he has lost something which is essential to his 
original character, to himself as a whole … he is ashamed at the loss of his unity 
with God and with other men (1955, p. 147). 

Until the twenty-first century, there was little comprehensive discussion on the shame 

in Genesis 3, but three practical theologians and a Christian psychiatrist have turned 

their attention to this theological theme. Stockitt (2012), Jamieson (2015) and Cozens 

(2019) are three pastoral theologians whose work has been constructive in my 

theological reflection on shame as I have sought a theological foundation for pastoral 

relationship counselling. While distinct in their approaches to the subject they share an 

understanding that shame is an underestimated and profound problem in human life: 

an encountered, relational experience in the lives of themselves and other human 

beings. Its significance in human sin needs to be understood and integrated into our 

theological understanding of human behaviour. Each author acknowledges that the 

world around us does not recognise sin in its traditionally expounded forms. By 

proposing shame as an “alternative diagnosis” of the human problem, they invite 

reconsideration of the traditional theological answers to it (Stockitt, 2012, p. 7).  

For Stockitt, the centrality of relationship for human life underpins everything in the 

Bible: for this we are created and without it we are diminished. Loss of relationship is 

the most significant result of human sin. Beginning with God as a relational being, the 

human’s intrinsic relationality indicates our “belonging” in community. When we fail to 

recognise and acknowledge “the other” in that community, we begin to divide ourselves 

from relationship and we open the door to shame. Shame, as a dimension of sin, will 

necessarily have a relational dimension – “a sense of being out of relationship in some 

profound way, where the sense of belonging to a community is ruptured” (pp. 13-14). 
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Stockitt describes sin as “a story that unfolds, and its characteristics and effects have 

both a shame and guilt dimension” (p. 19). The broken commandment and the guilt that 

goes with it are not the beginning of sin; that story is initiated the very moment the 

couple turned their heads away from their Creator. The image of the face, turned away, 

hidden and covered is the epitome of shame (pp. 20, 26). The result is a broken 

relationship, a rupture that is felt in their being as shame. The narrative depicts how sin 

occurs and its consequences: broken commandments lead to broken relationships.  

Jamieson’s The Face of Forgiveness (2016) is a pastoral theology of shame and 

redemption. His premise is that Christian theology has contributed to Christians’ 

hesitation “in acknowledging sin’s reality” because shame, rather than guilt, is “the 

interpretive key [to human sin] (pp. 15, 22). He asks: “what if our essential problem is 

not our failure to behave but instead our failure to recognise the truth of who God is and 

who we are in relation to that God?” This is the heart of Jamieson’s understanding of the 

behaviour of Adam and Eve. “We hide from the God who approaches not because of who 

he actually is, but because of who we fear him to be” (2016, p. 36). Jamieson examines 

guilt and shame from psychological and theological perspectives, and applies this 

understanding to the story of the human couple. His critique of the major atonement 

theories brings him to his own theory of Christ’s atonement in the context of shame in 

which the loving face of Christ meets our downturned, shamed faces with love that 

never turns away (Jamieson, 2016, pp. 111–116). 

The third pastoral theologian is Cozens, whose work on shame includes a co-written 

theological paper (Cozens & Ochs, 2019) and a book that brings Cozen’s profound 

insights about shame to a distinctively pastoral, practical response to shame (Cozens, 

2019). In the minds of the paper’s writers the shame devices used by the story’s author 

are not “peripheral” details but intentionally make shame the “interpretive key” to 

Genesis 3 [that] is primary to the exegesis of this passage” (Cozens & Ochs, 2019, p. 

192). Cozens clear, practical discussion of the effects of shame as opposed to guilt not 

only clarifies their differences but make it imperative that we understand “where guilt 

stops and shame begins” (2019, p. 45).  

While he is very clear that experiencing shame is always difficult, sometimes 

excruciatingly so, and shaming others is always wrong, Cozens is also clear that shame 
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is dealt with by owning up when we have something to be ashamed of when we have, in 

fact, done something wrong. Adam and Eve refuse to do this, because they have turned 

God into “their accuser”, with consequences that play out “vertically” in the God-human 

relationship and “horizontally” in human relationships with each other (2019, pp. 18–

21). Confession, he says, is a step to recovering from shame. It is “a radical act of trust” 

which is only able to be a healing act if it is done in safety, in the hearing of someone 

who will be gracious, genuine, and trustworthy. But, he says, it is the only way of 

overcoming shame (pp. 118-123). 

The last contributor to the study of Adam and Eve’s shame for this discussion is 

Thompson (2010, 2015). He is not a practical theologian but a Christian psychiatrist and 

writer whose neuroscientific training adds another dimension to our understanding of 

the Genesis story. I am uncomfortable with some of his interpretations and there are 

some with which I strongly disagree. Nonetheless, I bring his work to this review 

because his descriptions of how shame works biologically and neurologically are 

applied to the story itself in explanation of how the characters are impacted by shame. 

He helps us to see how shame undermines our capacity to function rationally, to 

perceive reality and to make considered decisions, and to drive us to end its pain with 

methods that end up causing us, and others, distress rather than relief. Read with 

discernment, this is a useful resource for understanding shame and its impact, and will 

be of assistance to pastoral relationship counsellors as they negotiate this difficult work 

in practice. 

In summary, then, the Western theological tradition has been challenged for its narrow 

interpretation of the story in Genesis 3 and the pastoral implications of ignoring shame 

and its relational consequences. There are alternative ways to view this text that are 

central in its depiction of shame and offers much to theological understandings of 

shame for pastoral counselling, which will be set out in Part III of this thesis. 

8. Pastoral counselling literature and shame 

Unlike the broader pastoral field where shame has been on the literary agenda for at 

least three decades, pastoral counselling literature that features shame as a discrete 

subject is scarce. Most texts for training in pastoral counselling make some reference to 
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shame, but these are mostly either superficial or they reflect the classical view of sin 

and the Fall with little or no reference to shame. Clinton, Hart and Ohlschlager (2005) is 

a comprehensive text for Christian counselling with eminent writers included in its 

pages. The book’s index makes several references to shame that, on examination, 

present the word but neither examine or discuss its significance in the context. A 

general text for pastoral counselling edited by Snodgrass and Maynard (2015) is 

another, more recent example that similarly disappoints. A brief reference to the shame 

in Genesis 3 is made in one essay (Fox et al., 2015) but there is little theological 

substance and few useful insights. The rest of this text also mentions shame only in 

passing which is surprising for a text of this decade at a time when it has been placed on 

the public agenda by scholars such as Brené Brown. 

Shame is even more scarce in texts specifically for pastoral relationship counselling. 

Sells and Yarhouse (2011) make some cursory comments about shame on several pages 

in an otherwise excellent text on couple conflict, but these are inadequate to capture its 

relationship to that conflict or to provide ways to deal with it. Ripley and Worthington’s 

training text for Christian relationship counselling (2014) is also a very useful text, but 

contains no discussion of the concepts of shame or guilt and their part in couple 

difficulties. It is difficult to understand this omission in Christian texts that draw 

otherwise from psychological insights. 

The theological beliefs that inform pastoral counselling practice form a crucial 

dimension of the framework that guides a practitioner’s assessment and interventions. 

A well-regarded text called Sin and Grace in Pastoral Counselling (McMinn, 2008) is a 

valuable work, with a strong theological foundation of sin as inherent, a “white noise 

that is always on” (p. 38). He articulates a worthy goal: to help people move out of 

shame-based self-focus toward a more compassionate and complete view of self and 

others” p. 33). It is unfortunate, then, that McMinn dismisses shame as worthy of 

discrete attention by the counsellor. He says: 

guilt promotes empathy by allowing one to see how personal choices have 
harmed others. Shame inhibits empathy by promoting self-focus … a therapist 
can help nudge a client away from shame and toward a more empathic other-
oriented perspective (p. 47). 
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While there is value in this approach, it would be constructive if McMinn devoted some 

attention to the nature of shame, how the counsellor might assist clients to understand 

it in their own context and how to help them to use it “generatively”, to use Probyn’s 

hope-laden term (2018, p. 4). Instead, he appears to prioritise guilt over shame. Later in 

the book he returns to the idea of shame in a reference to the Adam and Eve story. He 

points out that shame was the immediate response of defying God, and they hid 

themselves from God and from each other. “We are still hiding”, he says (p. 151). He 

explains sin further, calling it primarily a relational issue rather than “any behavioural 

or attitudinal violations”, but he misses the opportunity to offer any explanation of the 

couple’s shame and its function in that sin. 

In contrast, Patton sees shame as a major barrier to accepting forgiveness in pastoral 

ministry and in pastoral counselling (2003, pp. 11–13). As the normal Christian 

response to guilt, forgiveness is taught as an imperative for the Christian life. However, 

says Patton, “shame must be understood before human forgiveness can be understood. 

The pastoral counsellor who is to assist persons in their problem with forgiving must be 

very familiar with the function of shame in human life” (2003, p. 39). He explains that 

some clients who have felt “sinned against” rather than having “sinned” need to be able 

to feel and acknowledge the shame of hurt and rejection. Only then can they consider 

the relevance of guilt and forgiveness. “Guilt can more nearly be dealt with according to 

rational principle, whereas shame is inevitably relational and personal” (p. 39). In 

Patton’s experience, dealing with shame and guilt must be seen as a matter of ordering: 

shame, then guilt.  

Thomas (2002) makes a theological case for the order that Patton proposes. She writes 

about shame in the “Culture, the Church and the Clinic”, highlighting the way shame and 

guilt have been conflated in theology with the consequent bypassing of shame as a 

dimension to sin. Her examination of the various theological contributions to shame 

lead her to “recover” shame in a theological focus by comparing the interpretations of 

Irenaeus with Augustine. Her conclusions, which are also drawn from her parallel study 

of shame in culture and in psychological practice, is that the relational context of the 

Genesis 3 events is central to the appearance of shame, as is God’s response to the 

shame. She argues that God acts first to remediate the relationship: in other words, he 
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addresses the broken relationship (shame) before the broken commandment (guilt) (p. 

44). In her thesis and in a subsequent paper written with other authors (Thomas et al., 

2004), Thomas details the order of the pastoral counsellor’s work in addressing these 

two emotions: even though they may be mixed together in the client’s story, shame 

needs to be addressed before guilt can be effectively responded to in the form of 

forgiveness.  

In summary, the work of pastoral counselling may need to be involved with the 

unravelling of people’s shame. It can help them to bring their shame into the open and 

to deal with being ashamed, whether the shame has come about because of their own 

actions or they carry it because the shame has been brought upon them by the actions 

of others. The work of forgiveness is often associated with being released from shame, 

but as Patton and others have pointed out, there is an appropriate order with which to 

help people who experience these emotions.  Theology has not yet come to terms with 

shame, although this literature review argues the case that it must. The literature of 

pastoral counselling, also, needs to better articulate theological foundations that will 

support working with shame in pastoral practice. 
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Chapter 3  

The Human Research Study: Research Methodology 

The central concern of this enquiry is the experience of shame in couple relationships. 

This section of the thesis recounts the human research study that was undertaken to 

investigate this experience and to consider the contribution made by its findings to the 

research questions:  

How do insights about the nature of shame and responses to it enhance the 

understanding of couples and their relational dynamics? What will such insights 

contribute to the practice of pastoral counselling? 

The first of three chapters gives an account of the research methodology used for the 

study. The second records the findings of the study itself, presented in the form of 

master and sub themes and a case study as is consistent with the chosen research 

methodology. The final chapter of this section discusses the emergent themes in 

conversation with the theoretical literature. It concludes with the limitations of the 

research and suggest further studies that may emerge from this discussion.  

The question to be addressed in this chapter is “how can the experience of shame 

experienced by couples be examined and articulated?” In this chapter, I give an account 

of my choices as a researcher regarding methodology. I explain the selection of a 

qualitative enquiry as grounded in the nature of shame as a hidden phenomenon and 

pastoral counselling as a process of self-disclosure. I acknowledge the apparent 

contradictions between qualitative paradigms and practical theology. I explain the use 

of a phenomenological methodology as an appropriate method for a study in pastoral 

relationship counselling. In a discussion of the role of the researcher as “relational” and 

an “insider” I make a case for reflexivity in the research endeavour. The research design 

is outlined, including details about the participant interviews. The steps that were taken 

to analyse the data and to ensure the quality and trustworthiness of the research are set 

out. Finally, I refer to the ethical issues that were relevant to the human research study, 

including the Application for Ethical Approval. Documentation for participants is 

included in an Appendix at the end of the thesis. 
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1. Reflective enquiry  

My approach to reflective practice was discussed in Part I. Reflective enquiry involves a 

counsellor’s search for understanding about a matter of concern to a client. Such a 

search has the dual functions of therapeutic practice and research, because it involves 

examining a problem, reflecting on it, responding with interventions and re-examining 

the response for the effectiveness of interventions. As counsellors reflect upon and 

evaluate their therapeutic practice, they take into account their “evolving self-other 

understanding and growth”. They adapt their way of working with that client in 

response to what they are learning (Finlay, 2011, pp. 6-7). 

When I began to recognise shame as it played out in my relationship counselling work, 

my enquiry found that shame was not “simply” one of the many complexities in 

relationships. It became apparent that the way shame was discussed in the therapeutic 

literature failed to capture its diverse meanings and did not adequately recognise just 

how important a contribution would be made to relationship counselling practice if 

greater attention was directed to shame. My curiosity demanded that I investigate the 

role of shame in the relational life of couples as well as individuals. Seeking a way to 

pursue this enquiry led me to the series of choices that are now to be discussed: a 

qualitative paradigm, a phenomenological research philosophy and finally to the 

methodology of Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA). 

My first consideration was the nature of the shame experience. Shame is neither 

inherently concrete or tangible, and it is as difficult to measure as it is to define. 

Kaufman summarises the intangible nature of shame succinctly: “shame is as central to 

the human experience as anxiety or suffering, yet it is far more elusive in nature. Shame 

lies hidden behind inaccurate words, symbols that fail to grasp the inner experience of 

the self”’ (1992, p. 7). 

While there is indeed some difficulty in finding language for shame, I found qualitative 

studies that had investigated experiences of shame. A study of experiences of mothers 

who have eating disorders yielded the meanings that these mothers attributed to shame 

in their lives (Rørtveit et al., 2010). Another study of the lived experiences of shame that 

were encountered daily by homeless men described these as common, unexpressed and 
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largely unrecognised (Fall, 2014). I sought, therefore, a qualitative research paradigm 

and methodology because I had seen how it could give words to these internal, hidden 

experiences. 

The nature of pastoral counselling was my second consideration. The process of 

pastoral counselling involves “witnessing’ to client experience in a way that attending 

closely and deeply to their experience as they understand it, to their lens of meaning, 

and to the impact of that experience on their life and relationships (Gill-Austern, 2003, 

p. 84). The experiential nature of shame as elusive and difficult to symbolise in 

language, and the pastoral counselling endeavour as witness to the lived experience of 

shame, directed the methodological choices made for this study, in particular the central 

choice of a qualitative study. 

2.  A qualitative approach to enquiry 

Qualitative research is described as an exploration of how people make sense of their 

lived world, and the discovery of the extended, deeper significance that that is 

contained in experience (Finlay, 2011, p. 8; McLeod, 2015, pp. 95–96). It is applicable to 

counselling research because of its capacity to be sensitive and “attuned” to the nuances 

of inhabited human experience, as well as the ways this experience is constructed and 

reconstructed by the individual (McLeod, 2011, p. 1). It brings into view and gives voice 

to “the less tangible meanings and intricacies of our lived world” (Finlay, 2011, p. 8). 

Each of these statements affirm the pertinence of qualitative research to a study of the 

ubiquitous yet elusive experience of shame in relationship. Similarly, they reflect the 

nature of this research project as grounded in practical theology, which begins with 

human experience. Pastoral counselling practice, as an applied form of practical 

theology, does the same. 

Qualitative enquiry is used to investigate topics which have been inadequately 

researched, and to enhance comprehension of a process or phenomenon that is not yet 

well understood (Morrow, 2007, p. 211). Shame has seldom been studied for the role it 

plays in relationships. The diverse elucidations of shame, as discussed in the literature 

review, draw attention to the role of interpretation and cultural interpretations that 

influence how shame is understood by the individuals who experience it. It is likely that 
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the interpretative dimension of shame could be pursued in different ways by the 

multiple research paradigms that are available. Not all of these, though, lend themselves 

equally to a study centred on pastoral counselling. 

An interpretivist-constructivist paradigm is congruent with the contemporary practice 

of counselling and therapy, which is both interpretive and constructive. Morrow (2007) 

argues that this approach takes into account the subjective meanings of participants, 

the contribution of the researcher, and the possibility of meanings that are co-

constructed between them. McLeod adds that this paradigm is not only concerned with 

insight into existing meanings and how they have been constructed, but also with new 

meanings and the way they are made (McLeod, 2001, p. 16). 

3. Phenomenology, pastoral counselling and research  

Phenomenology is a collective term that includes a philosophy and an approach to 

research (Finlay, 2008, p. 1). Phenomenological research is conducted using one of a 

range of research approaches from the interpretivism/constructivism paradigm. The 

philosophy was a product of the Enlightenment movement and thus involved in the 

search for “truth” about the world and human experiences within it. For Edmund 

Husserl, the founder of phenomenology, such truth was to be found in everyday, lived 

experience: ‘in our emotions, actions and perceptions of things and relationships’ 

(McLeod, 2011, p. 24). 

Van Manen expresses phenomenological research as “the study of the lifeworld – as we 

conceptualise, categorise, or reflect on it…[it] aims at gaining a deeper understanding of 

our everyday experiences” (2016, pp. 28–29). To look at experience “itself” is to grasp, 

or attempt to grasp, what is pre-reflective: what actually happens as the experience 

occurs. In order to do this, we ‘bracket’ off, or put aside, the systems through which we 

have seen, judged and categorised experiences. In so doing we become more aware of 

the factors that are involved in constructing experience. This is not an attempt to be 

unbiased so much as to see things afresh. ‘The process involves putting aside how 

things supposedly are, focusing instead on how they are experienced’ (Finlay, 2008, p. 

2). 
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While van Manen promotes seeking the “pre-reflective” as the key goal of 

phenomenology (2018, p. 1961), Smith argues for both, citing “the important 

contribution [of reflective accounts] to a broader and more holistic view of 

phenomenological research” (2018, p. 1956). Both reflective and pre-reflective 

experiences of shame will be examined in the study. 

Phenomenology’s “easy affinity” with psychology, and by extension with counselling 

and therapy (McLeod, 2011, pp. 86–87) makes it a worthy partner in pastoral 

counselling research. One reason is the crucial role of perception in appreciating 

personal experience. A second, related aspect is the need to put aside assumptions that 

block our perception of ‘the thing’ so that the ‘essence’ of the problem is revealed. 

For Finlay, phenomenology is the link between an apparently remote, “lofty” endeavour 

of research and the “coalface” of the counselling room (2011, p. 3) because it seeks out 

the many-layered, visceral and sensuous nature of direct experience when it reflects on 

the emerging awareness of ”the thing itself” (2011, p. 3). Smith et al comment that 

direct experience provides a different kind of information than that which comes 

through our pre-existing systems of interpretation and categorisation (2009, pp. 12-15). 

The interpreted experience of shame is an example of the influence of these pre-existing 

systems. Shame is commonly experienced viscerally, and it is most often interpreted 

through past experience, together with belief and cultural systems as either “bad” or 

“good”. A phenomenological approach to shame would be to allow ourselves to become 

aware of it as the “thing itself” – shame as we become conscious of its experiential 

content – without interpretation or judgment. This is particularly relevant where 

emotion is concerned.  

The acceptance and understanding of experience is the first aim of phenomenological 

research. The engagement of critical reflection on experience both identifies and 

questions the state of affairs being experienced, essential if the research is engaged for 

the purpose of change. Without critical application: 

At best, this entails a failure to capture new meanings and a loss of opportunities 
for revivifying the understandings that possess us. At worst, it allows oppression, 
exploitation and unfreedom to persist without question (Crotty, 1996, p. 7). 
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The critical edge demanded here was expressed in my desire to challenge psychology’s 

narrow conceptions of shame as well as the lack of engagement with shame in the 

clinical and pastoral counselling practice literature. My study endeavoured to make 

more explicit the feelings that are implicit in shame experience and to give language to 

the meanings made of these feelings.  

It was with a phenomenological sensibility – an approach and attitude to being 

phenomenological that involves “seeing afresh” (Finlay, 2014, p. 122) – that I undertook 

phenomenological research. This research project aimed to bring new light to the 

significance of shame and its place in human life. Examining shame experience, 

encountering it in its essence, allowed it to be questioned and considered afresh.  

4. Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis  

Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) is a qualitative methodology that takes 

an experiential approach to health psychology research (Smith, 1996). It is now widely 

established as a method for diverse research topics in counselling psychology (Smith & 

Osborne, 2015, p. 26), and is supported by a significant body of empirical research that 

illustrates its diverse applications12 (McLeod, 2015, p. 146). It distinguishes itself from 

other qualitative methods in its intensive, detailed analysis of small samples, empathic 

engagement with first order accounts, and the second-order overt, interpretative nature 

of that analysis (Larkin et al., 2006, pp. 103–104). Phenomenology, hermeneutics and 

idiography are the primary sources that inform IPA.  

The phenomenological roots of IPA have already been introduced. Since the 

interpretative aspect of experience is an ongoing contributor to it, it follows that 

hermeneutics is another important philosophical foundation of IPA. Hermeneutics is 

about examining what has been put into language. Hermeneutic phenomenology takes 

into account the context in which language captures lived experience: the embodied, 

interpersonal and social, cultural backgrounds in which humans live and act. Access to 

 
12 Finlay (2011, p. 139) states that 293 papers were published between 1996 and 2008 that present 

empirical IPA studies. Since then its application has broadened to fields other than health studies such as 

Library Information Studies (VanScoy, A., & Evenstad, S. B., 2015) and sport coaching (Callary, B., 

Rathwell, S., & Young, B. W., 2015). 
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such human experience, however, is “both partial and complex”, because of the co-

constructive process between researcher and participant that creates the participant’s 

account (Larkin et al., 2006, p. 104).  

Heidegger’s theory of interpretation and empathic responsiveness takes a relational 

viewpoint on human behaviour and the individual's ability to make sense of it. Humans 

are not isolated but intersubjective: they “communicate with and make sense of each 

other" (Smith et al., p. 17). 

Merleau-Ponty enlarged the awareness of “other” with his belief that human 

interpretation occurs primarily through the individual’s “embodied self”. Physiological, 

sensory perceptions of experience are more accessible and concrete as distinct from 

abstract and cerebral concerns and it is crucial to engage with them (2009, p. 19). 

Effective writing about the experience of another will, therefore, communicate ‘a bodily 

sense’ of having been there (Todres, 2007, p. 11). 

Other important contributions to hermeneutics resonate with my planned human 

research study: the concept of intuition, visible and concealed meanings that are 

distinct yet connected, and the idea that interpretation is iterative; we need to be open 

to the ongoing dialogue between what we bring to a text, and what the text brings to us 

(Smith et al., 2009, pp. 22–27). There are parallels with these in the pastoral counselling 

process, and I expect it will be similar in the research process. 

These selections of thought behind phenomenological hermeneutics summarise a 

critical consideration involved in any attempt to acquire first-hand descriptions from 

participants: that is, human meanings are always a function of our relationships with 

people and objects in the contexts of our lives. A phenomenological researcher aims to 

listen to what is beyond these relationships, and to set aside his or her assumptions and 

expectations. It is inevitable that the researcher will fall short, and so my attempt here is 

tempered with a keen awareness of that very fallibility. Larkin et al comment that 

researcher success is not dependent upon being able to reveal the “pure” experience of 

a participant: “it will be dependent upon our being prepared to do the most sensitive 

and responsive job we can, given our inherent epistemological and methodological 

limitations” (2006, p. 108).  
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Idiography is the third major theoretical contribution to IPA. In contrast to research 

with groups or populations that looks for generalised findings, IPA addresses itself to 

the “particular” through detailed data and deep, thorough systematic analysis. A second 

feature is its commitment to understanding the phenomena in question in their 

particularity, from the perspective of particular people in a particular context. This 

group is defined by the relevance and significance of the research problem (Pietkiewicz 

and Smith, 2012, p. 4). Smith et al comment that the emphasis on the particular is not to 

be associated with singular, individual focus. Unique embodied experience is not 

isolated within the individual but is relationally embedded: “experience is understood 

to be an in-relation-to phenomenon”. The individual does, however, hold a personally 

unique perspective on their relationship to, or involvement in that phenomenon (2009, 

p. 29, italics original). 

IPA is idiographic in that it works with either single or small numbers of case studies, 

which may describe something that exists or happens rather than how often it occurs. 

An unusual or distinctively interesting case may have the function of challenging 

existing theoretical claims; it may disconfirm pre-existing expectations, or reveal the 

unexpected. Disparate outcomes question assumptions, preconceptions and theories. A 

single, thoroughly detailed case study can be equally as valuable as a series of individual 

cases that are drawn together to suggest more general claims. Either of these can be the 

“result” of IPA studies (Smith et al., p.31).  

These points about idiography suggested IPA as a suitable methodology for my study, 

which draws on a small sample. It will research the perspectives of relationship 

counsellors who have thought about shame in their work with couples, which, as I have 

demonstrated, has received little attention in the literature. These counsellors brought 

into the open a relatively unexplored field and therefore a fresh perspective to 

relationship counselling.    

Critics of the method refer to the small samples and the lack of generalisability that such 

a sample can indicate. Be that as it may, the proposed sample size for this project is not 

only representative of the problem being researched but is in fact advantageous for the 

study.  
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Pringle et al.’s discussion and critique of IPA highlight several aspects of the method’s 

limitations and set out some of the processes that are suggested to address it (2010, p. 

20). Transferability, for example, can be overcome by providing a coherent statement 

about the inevitable limitations of this kind of study. It is possible however, to 

counteract those limitations with a written account of the study that, if “rich and 

transparent enough, and sufficiently related to current literature, the reader should be 

able to assess and evaluate transferability” (Smith et al., 2009, p. 51). 

5. The researcher 

McLeod defines the researcher as the “main instrument” of the research (2015, p. 97) 

“Relational research” is a term that honours research encounters that are relational, 

interactional and mutually active and observes that data is co-constructed through this 

negotiated process (Finlay & Evans, 2009, p. 29). Finlay also uses the term “co-

researcher”, which implies respect for the research participant and their contribution, 

and reflects the significant degree of trust that is placed in them. As she sees it, data is 

born of the encounter between researcher and co-researcher (2009, p. 29). In a similar 

way to pastoral counselling, the process involves the researcher’s use of self: it is more 

about “how I am” with the other, and less “what I do to them”. 

Another dimension of relational research is that of “insider research”. IPA researchers 

often have a loosely defined insider status because researcher and participant have a 

common interest in the project. In a project on shame, researcher and participant will 

share a common experience, and as fellow relationship counsellors will share a 

professional life. Both these elements also bring an autoethnographic dimension to the 

research. I am mindful, also, that the positive aspects of insider and autoethnographic 

research bring risks that must be mediated. The use of a purposive sample, which will 

be discussed shortly, increases the likelihood of insider research in the descriptions 

given above. While not “intimate insiders” where long-term or close friendships are 

involved, shared professional experiences with potential participants bring shared 

understandings. I need to be wary of making assumptions about context and content: 

things that may otherwise slip, unseen, behind the “appearance” of familiarity.  
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The complexities of such research are balanced with the use of reflexivity, a skill which 

is critical for qualitative research in interviewing, note-taking and analysis of the data. 

The need for a researcher to strive for self-awareness reduces their risk of being 

blinkered by preconceptions and increases their capacity for insight. As the researcher 

reflects back on their experience, it becomes available to inform the process of inquiry 

and its outcomes. Ultimately, reflexivity contributes to the integrity and trustworthiness 

of the research (Finlay, 2011, p. 23). (McLeod, 2011, p. 48). The rationale for this 

process is especially relevant to this kind of research because it analyses the research 

process to identify where subjective and intersubjective material may have influenced 

the research without it being recognised. 

6. The research design 

The most challenging aspect of the research design was the selection of participants for 

the study. In the early stages of planning the study I sought the advice of colleagues, 

supervisors and others who had ethical expertise to find a way to access suitable 

couples who had worked with shame in relationship counselling to be participants. 

Ultimately, I was unable to establish a way forward because of the potential risk of harm 

that may be involved in using this group. I chose, then, to interview relationship 

counsellors about their work with couples. This had the advantage of hearing the 

experience of relationship counsellors with the appearance and function of shame in 

their couple counselling work, what they thought about it, and what they actually did in 

relation to it. The disadvantage of this approach was that I would not receive first-hand 

accounts from the couples concerned. The data, which would therefore be second hand, 

would be interpreted through the participant’s own lenses of which they may or may 

not be aware. Nonetheless I chose the path with less ethical minefields and when it 

came to conducting the interviews and analysing the data, I kept these potential 

difficulties in mind. Having made that choice I worked through the formal ethical 

requirements to gain approval for the study, an application that was duly submitted to 

the Ethics Committee of Charles Sturt University and that was formally approved. 

The study was designed for a purposive sample as applicable to a small study that seeks 

insight into a specific phenomenon. Bryman speaks of purposive sampling as essentially 

strategic, because participants are chosen for their relevant expertise (2008, p. 458). 
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Expertise makes it likely that the sample will “represent a perspective, rather than a 

population”, one of the desired outcomes for an IPA study (Smith et al., 2009, p. 49). 

This study sought the perspective of experienced relationship counsellors who 

recognise the significance of shame in their work with the hope that their perspective 

would shed light on best practice in pastoral relationship counselling. The sample size is 

commonly small in purposive sampling, and is relatively homogeneous, consistent with 

the purposes and goals of the research (Sandelowski, 1995, p. 179). In IPA, Smith et al. 

(2009, pp. 3–4) relate these choices to the need for detailed, idiographic and descriptive 

data that can be analysed closely for its convergences and divergences. 

I made several initial attempts to recruit suitably qualified participants from the 

websites of the relevant Professional Associations for counselling and psychotherapy. I 

chose relationship counsellors with whom I have had no personal or professional 

relationship and submitted the Participant Information Sheet as part of the email After a 

few weeks no positive responses had been received. Since I had heard, anecdotally, that 

take-up rates for research participants are commonly low, I was not unduly surprised, 

although a little discouraged. Following discussion with my supervisors I decided to 

take a different course and made use of professional “opportunities” – as suggested by 

Smith et al (2009, p. 49). I made direct approaches by telephone to colleagues I knew 

within the profession. In order to comply with the University’s ethical requirements I 

considered the risks posed by dual relationships and excluded anyone with whom I had 

a current personal or professional relationship, or any relationship of dependency 

present or past.  

My approach to several known relationship counsellors found a common and keen 

interest in participation in my study. I raised the question of dual relationships with 

each participant so that there was an opportunity to discuss this matter if they had any 

such concerns. None of those approached responded with ethical concerns or hesitation 

about the risks mentioned above. The sample was finally settled with four experienced 

counsellors, most of whom have been working with couples for twenty years or more. 

Gender participation was representative of the profession with one male and three 

female counsellors. In socio-demographic terms, they each worked in different parts of 

the major city in which I live. I expected this would yield discussion that reflected some 
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diverse cultural backgrounds, however this was not the case. The counsellors 

themselves all identify themselves as white, Western and ‘Anglo’. 

Following a telephone discussion and then an invitation offered to the four potential 

participants, an email was sent to each with an approved Participant Information Sheet 

and Consent Form attached (see Appendix for copies of these documents). Once these 

were agreed to, a further phone call made arrangements for an initial semi-structured 

interview with each participant of approximately 1.5 hours. Three interviews were 

conducted in the participants’ own consultation rooms, and in my consultation room for 

the fourth as this suited that participant. Participants agreed to the interviews being 

recorded and transcribed. All participants agreed to my proposal to mail to them the 

transcripts of interview for their review and comment. While there is a reference to two 

interviews in the documentation, some unexpected personal circumstances made a 

commitment to two interviews unlikely at the initial contact stage, and a second 

interview was not ultimately able to be conducted. 

I did not set out to recruit practising Christian participants, since the pastoral 

counselling nature of the project did not necessarily restrict either the participants or 

the context being explored within an exclusively Christian framework. It was 

circumstantial that those who consented had all, for varying periods of time, identified 

with Christian faith and community. An expressed current, active faith was represented 

but not common to all participants in the group. Each participant, however, was willing 

to reflect and comment on the relevance of church, faith and/or spiritual issues in 

relation to the work they do with couples and the possible contribution of these to the 

experience of shame. The sample, therefore, was reasonably homogeneous in terms of 

their experience and expertise as well as their cultural identity including their religious 

and spiritual awareness. Each participant, though, reflected the idiographic nature of 

the research method by presenting their individual approach to the topic of shame and 

to the faith dimensions as they understood and experienced them. This was likely to 

bring diversity to their conceptualisation of pastoral counselling and the relevance of 

psychology and theology to that particularity. More will be said about this in the 

discussion chapter. 
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To conclude the discussion on sampling it is important to note some of the advantages 

and disadvantages of homogeneity. The aims of an IPA study and the application of its 

procedures call for a participant group that is relatively uniform. This is not to privilege 

any one group, but rather to collect data in such detail that its analysis will yield 

detailed variability within a group whose appearance, in the broad sense, is remarkably 

similar. The disadvantage is that the case accounts, necessarily, will be localised and 

analysis cannot be generalised. As Smith et al suggest, however, “a rich, transparent and 

contextualised analysis of the accounts of the participants” can be seen to offer 

theoretical transferability (2009, p. 51). Any reader is free to evaluate the analysis in 

regard to similar contexts and to assess it against the available literature. The IPA study, 

if it sheds light in this broader context, is then able to be considered for its effectiveness. 

The advantages and disadvantages of homogeneity are also relevant to this study of 

shame, because the study participants are Western, white and ‘Anglo’, and most of the 

clients discussed were of similar cultural identity. The study is potentially useful, and 

theoretically transferable, to similar groups of counsellors and clients.  It may be of 

limited value in terms of direct transferability to different ethnic groups. However, it 

could, for example, be used effectively as a model to explore shame within a 

homogeneous group with a different ethnic identification, so that comparisons could be 

made. The study is likely to provide a useful starting point to develop other studies on 

shame in relationship. 

7. Analysis, reporting of findings and discussion 

Prior to analysing the data I sent each participant a copy of the transcript of interview 

for their comments. One participant responded with a request for a few corrections to 

transcriber errors, which I made. The information generated by each participant couple 

therapist was read several times, initially as textual analysis to develop a basic 

descriptive core of experiences and participant meanings. Detailed notes were recorded 

on the transcripts which continued to be added on each subsequent reading. These 

notes, line by line, examined the content of the statements, the language used and 

comments on the embodied presentation where relevant. They also included my own 

reactions to the participants’ remarks, noting in particular where these reactions 

impacted how I responded, in turn, to the participants. I analysed participant 
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experiences, their claims about those experiences, their understanding of them and my 

corresponding understanding. Repeatedly, I asked myself: “how does the participant 

understand this statement, or this idea, or this experience?” A second set of tentative, 

interpretative queries followed: “how do I understand what they are saying to me? And 

how does it contribute to my understanding of this phenomenon, shame? What is the 

picture that is emerging?” The idiographic nature of each participant’s account was 

evident in these initial readings, as were the insider and relational aspects of the 

research approach for their co-creative contribution to the emerging story of shame. An 

understanding of the significance of these was sought in the ongoing process of analysis 

interpretation.  

Noting, questioning and re-examining contributed to a deeper process of interpretation. 

Tables of data were developed to capture the emergent themes. Similarities and 

disparities were recognised, questioned and interpreted, and allocated to the categories 

of master themes and sub-themes. Consistent with the methodology of IPA, layers of 

interpretation were identified in two ways: through the co-creative process of relational 

research with the participants and through my own process of engagement with the 

interview material over time. This material forms the content of chapter four, the 

substance of which is then critically examined in chapter five, where in conversation 

with the literature the study is examined for its similarities and divergences, and 

discussed for its reliability, generalisability and transferability. 

8. Ethical concerns 

The ethical complexities of a study that interviewed couples themselves proved too 

complex to work through in the early stages of planning the study. I was unable to 

establish — among colleagues, supervisors or those to who I turned for ethical advice 

— a way to access suitable couples as participants because of the potential risk of harm. 

I chose, then, to interview relationship counsellors about their work with couples. This 

had the advantage of hearing directly what experience counsellors had of shame in their 

couple counselling work, what they thought about it, and what they actually did in 

relation to it. The disadvantage of this approach was that I would not receive first-hand 

accounts from the couples concerned. In hearing couple experience second-hand and 

indirectly, I was aware that they would be interpreted through the participant’s own 
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lenses of which they may or may not be aware. On balance, I chose the path with less 

ethical minefields and kept these potential difficulties in mind as I conducted the 

interviews and analysed the data. Having made that choice and worked through the 

formal ethical requirements to gain approval for the study, there were still specific 

ethical issues that exercised my mind. 

The first of these was that of confidentiality. Consistent with their ethical responsibility 

for this issue, participants were unable to provide the level of detail that would have 

been desirable for a richer study. A few shared some client work that was de-identified 

without names of contextual details. One spoke in more detail about a particular case, 

but his focus was largely on himself and his response to the incident he reported rather 

than the details of the client couple to whom he referred. This limited the depth that 

might have been available had this not been a concern. In writing up the study. As I 

wrote up the study I found that, even with the care that had been taken by the 

participants, I needed to further change some of the information so that any details that 

might identify the participants or their clients was not included. A further concern was 

that the field of relationship counsellors is small in Australian communities and it was a 

risk that even discussing their work context and experience might make it possible that 

other counsellors might recognise their voices in the written word. This risk required 

considerable thought as I wrote up the interviews so that their privacy might be 

maintained. I emailed one participant to check on some details and if writing up those 

details was of concern as it occurred to me that the identity of that participant might be 

revealed. Reassured, I was able to proceed without worrying about the consequences of 

including those details. 

The second issue relates to the relationship counsellor participants who were my peers, 

and was specifically related to the topic of shame. Some concerns I had about 

interviewing such experienced counsellors about shame had been generated from an 

article I mentioned in the literature review on participant shame in interviews (Owens, 

2006). Her article is written in support of collaborative interviewing, and describes the 

importance of making ‘conversational space’ for participant shame in interviewing. She 

describes her own failure to do this, and the results of that failure. Owens made me 

aware that, within the generosity of these experienced counsellors in opening their 
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work and themselves, there was a potential for these research conversations to become 

sensitive. Despite our equal status as counselling professionals, the power imbalance 

inherent in the role of researcher could have created an environment in which shame 

can arise. It was possible I would be seen as the “expert”, with a hierarchy of knowledge. 

The fact that shame has been so little discussed in the relationship counselling context 

might have given rise to fears of being judged – or shamed – if they felt in some way 

ignorant or lacking in light of my questions.  

I was aware that any perception of power and expertise would not protect me from 

potential attacks of my own shame as I interviewed experienced and respected 

practitioners, some of whom had been in practice longer than me. While this was not an 

ethical issue as such, my work could have also been under some kind of scrutiny – 

perhaps more so because I occupied the researcher role. A very high capacity for 

awareness was needed in these interviews, at every level. As Owens helpfully observes, 

“shame, when it enters an interview, tips an already loaded scale” (p. 1167). 

In response to the potential for shame to arise in these interviews, I realised that my 

best preparation was connected to my insider status as a researcher, and my 

determination to conduct myself as a relational researcher. My attitude of respect for 

their personhood and their professional expertise facilitated working as co-researchers: 

practitioners whose experience I value and from whom I am eager to learn, and in 

whose presence I was willing to be vulnerable. Releasing control and sharing power 

made it possible to be an interviewer who was collaborative, empathic and transparent.  

Practicing reflexivity was to be an essential factor in making me more likely to recognise 

difficulties and be able to address them should they arise. Part of my ethics permission 

required that I provide information about a designated support person who would be 

available for contact should a participant require it.  

This chapter has articulated the development of my thinking towards the study that is 

the subject of the next chapter: an examination of how the participants make sense of 

shame as it appears in relationship counselling. In conclusion I summarise the task 

ahead of me in the words of Jonathan Smith, the founder of IPA: 
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The primary role of the researcher is (a) to invite the participant to share this 
sense-making; (b) to act as a witness to its articulation; (c) and then, in turn, to 
make sense of it (Smith, 2018, p. 1956). 

With all of this in mind, the IPA study is presented in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4 

The human research study: analysis 

In this analysis of the research data obtained from practising relationship counsellors, 

stories of shame are brought to life. The stories are born of collaborative research 

partnerships, in which the co-operative engagement between researcher and 

participant took interviews beyond questions and answers to deepening conversational 

encounters. As human experiences met in these encounters, a multi-faceted story of 

shame began to ‘unwrap itself’ (Finlay & Evans, 2009, p. 30). The personal experiences 

and the theoretical foundations of the relationship counsellors whose work is featured 

in this analysis are integral to their therapeutic responses to shame. Their reflections on 

these dimensions, my engagement with the participants in my efforts to understand 

their experiences, and layers of interpretation they generated, illustrate the 

interpretative approach to phenomenology that is characteristic of IPA. 

The analysis begins with an introduction to the participants and their approaches to 

shame. Participants have been given pseudonyms, chosen alphabetically from A to D. 

Where participants spoke of actual cases from their practice, names were not used and 

identifying details were removed. I have given these couples their own pseudonyms, 

following alphabetically from those allocated to the participants. The master themes 

and respective constituent themes that arose from close and repeated study of the data 

revealed layers of meaning that are listed and then unfolded in more detail. The final 

part of the analysis is one participant’s reflection on a clinical case he had discussed in 

his interview. In the chapter to follow, the themes of the story as presented here will be 

brought into conversation with the literature that was reviewed in Part II, and the 

pertinence of this discussion to the practice of pastoral relationship counselling will be 

made explicit. The role of the researcher will be reviewed and an assessment of the 

quality of the study will be made.  

1. The participants’ experience 

The particular, idiographic experience that is sought by IPA manifests its “uniquely 

embodied, situated and perspectival nature”. In research, this requires both detail and a 

thorough and systematic analysis of that detail, as well as a recognition of the contextual 
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world in which that experience is located (Smith et al., 2009, p. 29). With this in mind, 

the four participants are introduced in their individual contextual worlds as 

relationship counsellors, providing snapshots of their wider thought and practice that 

will come into focus through the analysis. 

Anne 

Anne formed her ideas about shame though her experience as a counsellor of individual, 

adult survivors of child sexual abuse, when from the 1980s she worked in a counselling 

agency13. Here, like many of her generation of counsellors, she trained as a relationship 

counsellor in the Emotionally Focused model developed by Greenberg and Johnson 

which has been highly influential since its publication in 1988.14 Although the model is 

experiential and highly attuned to human emotion, Anne says that shame did not 

feature in her training for relationship counselling and she has not used it in any 

conscious way in her work with couples. 

I do often name it, at least in my own thinking, with individuals, and particularly 
with the abuse work. To me, shame was the biggest issue, even bigger than the 
abuse, but not thought about in the couple work …It is a very sensitive area, I 
think, because it is such a – it has such a deep impact on people … I may work with 
it, but it's not ‘out there’.  

Anne prefers to speak of couples’ vulnerability and their varied responses to it. 

Becoming vulnerable is Anne’s indicator that a level of emotional safety in the 

therapeutic relationship has been reached that enables the couple to deal with the more 

difficult and unshared matters that concern them. Her approach to practice 

demonstrates a high value for safety, a “holding space” in which “if there's something 

like shame, then there's more room for them to feel confident to discuss that or to bring 

out the secrets that they're holding”. 

Bob 

 
13 At that time, much individual and relationship counselling was conducted in ‘agencies’ run by churches 
and other organisations. Training was offered in conjunction with client experience and supervision so 
that skilled relationship counsellors were ‘grown’ within these agencies.    
14 Called ‘Emotion-Focused Therapy for Couples’, this model was “ground-breaking” (Anne’s words) at 
the time she was training and has continued to be one of the major modalities used in relationship 
counselling in varied cultural settings worldwide. It has been empirically researched over time for its 
process and efficacy. In Australia, it continues to be used commonly for relationship counselling.      
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Bob, similarly, declared that shame has not featured in his training as an experiential, 

Emotionally Focused counsellor, nor in the professional reading and development he 

has done over many years of practice. He had not thought much about it until recently 

and was putting his ideas into words as we sat together.  

First thing I thought when you asked me was ‘misunderstood’. And I would 
include at times myself in that, and by that I mean sometimes hard to recognise 
in therapy … Usually something has to have occurred for a person to have 
experienced shame. My observation is it doesn't seem to be an emotion that 
‘initially’ arrives as opposed to say other ones like anger, guilt, fear, sadness –   
someone's needed to have been shamed for them to be able to feel it.  

Bob disclosed that he has been reflecting on shame because of a recent session with a 

couple he had seen for some time, Ed and Fran, in which, too late, he recognised he had 

inadvertently triggered shame for Fran. As a result, the session had broken down. As we 

spoke together, Bob revisited the session, looking explicitly at the way shame had 

played out for Fran, and also for himself. A more detailed discussion of his session 

follows the thematic analysis of the four interviews. 

Christine 

Christine, like Bob and Anne, works from an experiential and Emotionally Focused 

training framework whose theoretical base is psychological. She is highly attuned to 

shame in the couple relationship. Christine’s work is informed by her own experiential 

and intuitive awareness of shame, and her understanding of what is behind it. 

CHRISTINE: I – I guess I see shame as how you start to see yourself in childhood, 
and it stays with you into adulthood … but I think there's also a shame that we 
take from relationships in the present as well. But I think they're very connected. 

HELEN: So there's something about shame that is particular to ‘me’ [and my 
early experiences] that then might be activated by things that happen now. So 
it's got something to do with others, it's also got something to do with ‘me’. 

CHRISTINE: Yes. Yep, yep. So what others do to trigger what happens within 
yourself.  

HELEN: I'm curious about this – where do you think you got this understanding 
from?  
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CHRISTINE: I think from working with clients and from my own journey. 

HELEN: So it's very experiential then? …  you're seeing it as being real and active. 

CHRISTINE: It's what I've felt, yeah, it's active – what they've brought from their 
childhood that's now triggered in their relationship.  

In Christine’s experience there is something tangible about shame and the place it 
comes from. Christine feels it and uses that ‘felt sense’ as she works.  

Dianne 

Dianne, too, is keenly aware of the activity of shame in her couple work because of the 

ways in which her personal, clinical and professional learning experiences have exposed 

her to its impact on couples. Dianne’s practice as a couple counsellor is embedded in a 

social and ‘political’ framework that examines power relationships and how they are 

impacted by patriarchy in societal and religious contexts. This framework brings gender 

and power to bear on her interest in emotional and psychological health. Dianne works 

very deliberately, although not explicitly, with shame. She makes a clear distinction 

between the shame that is felt by a person who has been shamed by the actions of 

someone else, and the shame that someone feels because of their own actions.  

And sometimes, being ashamed – um, rather than being shamed by others, can 
actually be – and I’m not saying this is always, but can actually be a path into 
some kind of conversation around people’s ethics, which always interests me. So 
you have people who feel ashamed, men who have engaged in abuse or violence, 
or some kind of violation of their partner’s boundaries, or others. Sometimes, 
they can feel ashamed because they are not acting congruently with their own 
ethical intent … and I have found that the experience of shame… leads to a sort of 
‘cracking open’ the potential to have a conversation about people’s ethical 
intentions in their marriages, their coupled relationships, in their lives. 

“Being ashamed”, as Dianne has seen in her clients, is the experiential dimension that 

brings the awareness so necessary for change to occur. In this way, shame is an 

important indicator for the client, but only if they have some understanding of what it 

means. In this allusion to the paradox of shame Dianne’s work illustrates the adaptive 

that shame can operate adaptively when a person is able to able to face up to the 

inconsistencies between their value system and their behaviour. 
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As these brief snapshots reveal, each participant’s approach to their practice brought 

something individual to the data. Nonetheless, all participants presented shame as 

significant in client experience, although clients’ awareness of shame is acquired in 

different ways.  

2. Themes in the story of shame  

Eight master themes are identified, each of which is elaborated by its respective set of 

constituent themes. Knowing shame speaks of how participants have acquired 

knowledge in formal and informal ways. Signposts to shame facilitate our ability to read 

what is implicit. Living with shame articulates several contexts in which shame is 

experienced in discrete ways. Working with shame: the therapeutic relationship and the 

therapeutic process are presented as two successive and related themes. Impacted by 

shame recognises how the therapeutic process affects the counsellor. The risks and 

benefits of working with shame are set out, and the analysis concludes with the paradox 

of shame as an expression of the major finding of the data analysis. 

(i) Knowing shame: formal and informal ways of knowing 

Common to participants was a lack of formal counselling training about the nature and 

function of shame, and about the qualities that distinguish it from other emotions. All 

participants were aware of shame and its association with individual experiences, 

particularly the early trauma of childhood neglect and abuse to which Anne referred. 

Dianne found that her professional interest in specialised topics led her to intentional 

learning about shame in adult relationships which has become integrated within her 

practice.  

The participants’ learning about shame has, for the most part, been acquired informally 

through personal experiences and the accumulation of actual clinical experience. As Bob 

inferred, without such contact it is difficult to recognise the prevalence of shame in 

client responses and to interpret whether a client’s behaviour is influenced by shame. 

His recent encounter with it has heightened his awareness of how “delicate” a subject 

shame is. 
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Christine describes a dual process that involves what she feels and what she sees: the 

subjective and objective sources of information from which she draws as she works 

with couples. “How I work is based on theory, but as I’m talking with you I’m actually 

thinking about experience of clients, I’m thinking about my own experience”. 

HELEN: I’m curious about this idea that because you know what it feels like, 
therefore you can see it there …  So that might be a visual thing, but you've just 
spoken about something else, as if "I know it here in me and so I know it there in 
them too".  

CHRISTINE: I think there's both. I think there's both a ‘knowing’, because of a 
feeling, a ‘seeing’ something and knowing that feeling. I think there's also a 
knowing because you see what's happening for that person or between that 
couple, those two individuals in that relationship. And you see reactions, you see 
reactions that you know are coming from somewhere. Like maybe coming from a 
hurt place. 

Christine’s use of metaphorical language for shame experience enriches its meaning by 

giving it context. Shame comes from a "hurt place" – an embodied awareness located 

somewhere in the self. 

‘Knowing shame’, then, comes when counsellors become aware of their own or others’ 

encounters with shame and have experienced its impact. In their descriptions, 

participants draw on their own reflexivity to inform and develop their work. The 

knowledge gains substance through intuitive and interpretive experiences and the 

ongoing, reflective processes in which these counsellors engage. 

(ii) Signposts to shame: reading the implicit 

Phenomenology seeks to understand “the thing itself”. It was evident that participants 

could describe shame through indications that shame is present in the client experience. 

Shame is unseen but implicit in a wide range of explicit, observable ‘activity’ that is 

distinct from other emotions. Three sub-themes are grouped here as pairs of opposites 

that reveal some of the markers for shame: it is hidden, yet observable; silent, yet heard; 

strange, yet familiar. These participant observations give content to the paradox of 

shame. 
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(a) Shame is hidden but observable in reactions in bodily responses and overt 

behaviours. Participants gave examples of reactions and defences as possible indicators 

of shame. 

CHRISTINE: We're working with the reactions to shame … reactions to not 
feeling loved, the reactions to not feeling worthy, the reactions to whatever it is 
… working with what - what's happening between the couple that's making it 
difficult for them to communicate, to hear each other, to understand each other 
… [We are] seeing a reaction that shows that the individual, a member of the 
couple, can't let something go, can't – seeing they're sparked by something. 
Maybe knowing what – ‘normal’ is not quite the right word, is it? But knowing 
what a normal response might be to that, so you can see what a ‘heightened’ 
response to that is … So an ‘over the top’ anger response, a ‘hurt’ response, a ‘not 
having a voice’ response, that shows you that there's something going on for that 
person, underneath what's happening. 

Bob notices how a person ‘looks’, the hint of fear that accompanies shame, and the 

reactions that come with it. In embodied terms, “fear” creeps onto a client’s face: 

It's sometimes a look in a person's eye – they don’t look angry, they don’t look 
sad. They look – it looks a little bit like fear, you know. Like if I was to say that 
they've got more of a fear look on their face. But then the look is incongruent 
with the conversation, sort of stuff, which is a marker for me.  Sometimes clients, 
will shut down – or they'll divert or … 

Anne notices signs of shame in individuals that sometimes play out in their couple 

relationships: 

Disempowerment would be one thing, I think.  To me, shame has a big impact on 
their self-esteem, and so if they're feeling really stuck or not free to make change, 
then – then often shame would be something I'd explore. It seems such a 
debilitating thing … There's a couple, [Greg and Harriet] that I would think about, 
where Greg was repeatedly saying, "Whatever I do for you, it's not good enough", 
and he was very stuck in disempowerment. And he definitely has a background 
of shaming in his family of origin, that was being projected into the relationship. 

Anne sees this defensive behaviour, expressed in anger, as a common presentation with 

couples. Greg’s anger, as she understands it, is his reaction when he perceives criticism, 

to which he is vulnerable. Harriet, in response, finds it difficult to talk with him because 

he “gets angry all the time”. She explains: 

And that's probably a pattern I would see in couples, that they show anger to their 
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partner, rather than vulnerability. 

Dianne finds “Men … have a very strong kind of defensive response”, such as “self-

justification, rationalising and self-entitlement” accompanied by “other-blaming 

defences in which responsibility for oneself is denied: 

 … “there’s nothing I can do, I’ve tried everything”; “Nothing works”; “I have to 
raise my voice”; or “I have to act in particular ways that are damaging… because I 
don’t have a choice”. 

(b) Shame is silent, yet audible in words and their content, as well as the volume 

and tone in which they are expressed. Bob hears a change of voice tone as a herald to 

avoidance of topics that may be shame-filled. Christine interprets a client’s silence as a 

‘not having a voice’ response. The shame is also implicit in client statements that betray 

a deep-seated, poor self-image. For example: 

ANNE: The husband was repeatedly saying, "Whatever I do for you, it's not good 
enough.  I never measure up". 

DIANNE: “How could anybody care for me, love me?” 

BOB: "I'm never any good, no one's ever going to love me" and "Doesn't matter I 
do, I can't please him. Doesn't matter what I do, he's never happy". 

These examples indicated a visceral sense of inevitability and hopelessness that was 

communicated by the client to the participant in the counselling process. Their content 

illustrates that, when a counsellor knows something of the background of a client, such 

statements can be interpreted as indicative of previous shaming. When that background 

is not yet known, they are ‘possible’ pointers to shame in that client’s experience. 

(c) Shame is strange, yet familiar, held deep in a person’s experience. Each 

participant claimed that most people have experienced shame in some form earlier in 

life. Three participants talked about this experience. When shaming words or activities 

are “imposed on” (Anne) or “imparted to” (Dianne) a child, especially if this occurred 

often or in severe forms, the shame may be absorbed and become a part of that person’s 

‘way of being’ in the world. Later, in their adult world, that dormant shame is awakened: 

it is unexpected, and yet, for them, it has a familiar echo. 
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DIANNE: You can react to shame in a very disproportionate manner, depending 
on the stories of your life that you live. If you’ve got an abuse and trauma history, 
each and everything you do is kind of put through that grid. If you like, 
everything you do just shows that you’re a worthless person, then no matter 
what you do, anything, is put through that grid of ‘you’re a worthless person’. 

Christine shares this view: 

It’s the same: what they've brought from their childhood that's now triggered in 
their relationship … We can walk around in the world feeling ashamed about 
self… it’s that core thing that can be at the base of what affects how someone can 
be with themselves or with someone else in the world. 

Later, she adds: 

CHRISTINE: And I think you and I might know a lot about shame, and – and our 
own feelings of shame, but the average person doesn't have such an 
understanding. 

HELEN: That doesn't mean, does it, you're saying they don’t know shame? 

CHRISTINE: Oh, they know shame, but they don’t know what they know. They 
might feel bad, they might feel yuck, they might feel – so in fact that yucky feeling 
is there for them, and understanding is put around it. 

Bob describes this triggering for a client, evidencing shame as an unexpected 

experience that has touched – “set off” – something already there: 

I've had the occasional client that I think I've inadvertently hit shame without 
seeing it and it's evoked in them a very strong emotional reaction, which is 
[then] very defended back … It's almost like it's set something off. Do you know? 
I use the word incongruent … All of a sudden there's this huge reaction, but the 
reaction is not consistent with what we're talking about, and you know … 
someone gets really distressed and upset. 

In each of these examples, what is hidden, silent and strange becomes visible to the 

counsellor in reactions that are seen, are heard, and – in some way the client ‘knows’ in 

the deep places within themselves – are familiar. These articulations of shame’s hidden, 

silent and unexpected qualities help us to understand how shame is often missed – or, 

as Bob asserts, “is misunderstood in therapy”. In this theme we have seen how client 

shame is implicit but inadvertently becomes explicit through reactions. These three 
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sub-themes reflect the inherent paradox in shame. The next theme articulates the 

contextualisation of shame. 

(iii)   Living with shame: contextualising experience 

This master theme groups together several constituent themes in which shame is 

experienced in ways that are particular to context: infidelity, addictions, experiences of 

past shaming, gender, generation, religious beliefs, and ‘ordinary’ events. These 

constituent themes are put forward by one or two participants only, raised as discrete 

examples of experienced shame. I discerned three loosely defined groupings around 

different kinds of context. The first of these indicates that shame is inherent in certain 

discrete relationship problems: for example, sexual infidelity, addictions and past 

experiences of severe shaming by another person such as sexual and domestic abuse. A 

second group of constituent themes perceives that some contexts contribute to the way 

shame is experienced and whether it can be expressed: a person’s gender, the 

generation in which they were born and have grown up, and religious belief systems. 

Less recognised is the final constituent theme in which shame is triggered by the 

ordinary moments and events that occur between couples, and – as is likely – in other 

relationships. 

The following words introduce this master theme, asserting that the shame each of us 

carries about aspects of ourselves has some influence on how we relate to ourselves and 

to others. ‘Feeling bad about self’ may be especially active in our intimate relationships.   

CHRISTINE … we can walk around in the world feeling ashamed about self, not 
just related to relationships. But related to other things we feel we haven't done 
well and the things that we don’t feel like we've been competent at … that's 
shame about self, overall self. But then we can actually go and be very clever at 
school … [that’s] the way that we actually show that we are okay in the world - 
do really well at school and whatever … it's that core thing that can be at the base 
of what affects how someone can be with themself or with someone else in the 
world. 

Bob presented a list of early experiences that his client, Fran, had encountered as a child 

that, to adapt Christine’s phrase, made Fran “feel bad about herself” and readily able to 

drop into shame. 
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(a)  Shame is inherent in context 

Three contexts were mentioned that are, by their nature, associated with shame: 

infidelity, addiction and abuse and violence.  

Infidelity 

Infidelity can take emotional, financial, sexual and other forms. Shame, not surprisingly, 

is commonly named as a response to sexual infidelity, a common form of which is “the 

affair”. Dianne was the only participant to speak of affairs. While she noted that there 

can be “a huge spirit of defence about an affair”, it is one of the few subjects where she 

finds men and women are more likely to say “I’m so ashamed of what I’ve done”. Her 

experience indicates that guilt about an affair can give way to shame that is so acute that 

it can pose a serious mental health risk, particularly when men’s affairs are discovered. 

I’ve seen people with such deep shame after affairs, such deep shame … I am 
thinking particularly of men at this point, um, who – and again, I think gender 
training comes into this –- who feel the most inordinate shame about an affair. I 
had one not that long ago actually, um, that more details were exposed over the 
months. 

In this case, the affair itself was enough context for the husband’s acute shame for what 

he had done, but he endured further shame when his partner in the affair sent a train of 

emails to his wife and to his boss: 

The shit hit the fan so much that this man’s shame was to the point where I 
thought that he could self-harm … I was very concerned for his mental health … 
That degree of shame …“I’m the world’s biggest asshole, how could anybody do 
anything as bad as what I’ve done?” 

The exposure of the affair reveals this man’s behaviour to his deeply wounded wife. At 

the same time, it exposes him to himself. Shame takes him to the core of his being and 

he asks of himself: “who am I that I would do such a thing?” Becoming ashamed is like 

looking in a mirror in which he sees himself, stripped of pretence. It convicts him of his 

wrongdoing and brings him face to face with himself. Then there is the shaming 

instigated by his partner in the affair. Her weapon of choice is public exposure while she 

takes no responsibility. His “inordinate shame” became unbearable and lead to his “total 

emotional collapse” (Dianne’s words). With regard to the man’s partner in the affair, 
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questions arise in my mind: what is the function, for her, of the shaming behaviour she 

directs to the man with whom she entered the affair?  

Addiction 

Shame is also associated with addictions. One example of addiction, pornography, is, 

like an affair, usually a secret activity. Shame and fear are close companions with its use 

because of the fear of exposure and, for many, the shame of being powerless to 

overcome it. Christine spoke of its impact on a couple, Iain and Jan, with whom she had 

just begun to work. Iain had recently told Jan that his repeated issue with pornography 

had resurfaced, and he has talked specifically about feeling shame.  

HELEN: Now, he owns up to it. "I've done this again and I'm ashamed". What 
does it do to the relationship?  

CHRISTINE: So what it does do to them is he's built a wall, and then she knows 
about i t, so she builds her wall. And so then there's a wall, a solid wall between 
them. 

HELEN: What does she do? 

CHRISTINE: Yeah. She's angry - she is really angry with him, but she sort of gives 
up. She's hurt, she’s – 

HELEN: So it's like she can't hold that rage, maybe? 

CHRISTINE: Yeah, actually that's true. She doesn't hold the rage, she doesn't hold 
the rage. Yep, yep, yep. It's a giving up. I think it's also partly about her own, 
probably her own shame in a way. Her own – what she's not being in the 
relationship. Like I think it comes back to her shame about herself. I think it 
comes back to her. 

HELEN: So she goes back into what you were saying shame is: about self? 

CHRISTINE: Yeah, I actually think it does. I think they're both then in shame. 

HELEN: You've said there's a wall, but she's not standing there behind the wall. 
She's actually kind of disappeared. 

CHRISTINE: She does disappear, she does disappear, I think.  

HELEN: Sort of “closed in”? 
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CHRISTINE: Yeah. She – yeah, ‘closed in’ fits, I think.  

The interview dialogue does not focus on the pornography, but on the shame and how 

the couple avoid it: a repeated, central pattern in the relationship that Christine has 

noticed. The metaphor of a wall built around themselves becomes a descriptive thread 

for their long-term behaviour. It is an embodied image in which the couple position 

themselves yet again in this new disclosure of a long-term problem. In Christine’s telling 

of this couple’s story, individual, chronic shame is present for both partners but is 

unable to be spoken: (as Jan says to Christine) “I can’t talk about that”. In this case, the 

activity of shame is deeply rooted in the relationship and the layers involved will make 

relationship work complex and sensitive. While neither is prepared to address the 

avoidance, they remain stuck and paralysed. Shame is active in the avoidance. If the 

relationship counsellor identifies and work with its divisive power, would this be a 

powerful, positive intervention for that couple?  

Abuse and violence 

Shame is inherent in the experience of adults who were sexually abused as children. 

This subject was mentioned by Anne, Christine and Dianne, and shame in adult 

relational violence was noted by Bob and Dianne. Despite a lack of direct client material 

cited for this, which made their accounts somewhat objective and analytical, there are 

clues to the impact this work has on the participants and their clients that validate its 

vitality as an important context for shame. Unlike the shame of affairs and pornography, 

where people become ashamed because of their own behaviour, the shame of sexual 

abuse, neglect and family violence is imposed upon the recipients of this activity by 

another person’s abuse of power. Dianne gave the clearest account of this.  

 … shame can come up certainly for men and women, to do with previous um, 
trauma, um, whether it be you know, CSA (child sexual assault), or whether it’s 
just trauma. And the particular trauma is mostly family-related, neglect and 
abuse. That comes up with men, that comes up with women, that comes up in 
same-sex relationships. So the shame is associated more with that, you know, it’s 
a kind of that empty self. It’s a kind of an identity, a stigmatised identity thing. 
And you know, somebody has shamed them. Somebody has given them shame, 
and made them responsible for shame, when the perpetrator of the abuse isn’t 
taking any responsibility. Doesn’t feel any shame at all. 
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Abuse and violence may have been experienced individually, but those experiences, it 

seems, are not quarantined when individuals move into relationships. While incidences 

of acute reactive shame are commonplace in the normal life of couples and are always 

difficult, a partner who has a history of shaming is likely to have their chronic shame 

activated and the rupture that occurs will be more complex and more difficult to repair.  

In Dianne’s practice, sexual abuse brings the most common presentation of shame 

among her female clients. Brimming with indignation, she lays out the patterned 

response of the shamed woman and the total lack of shame for the perpetrator. A 

woman who has experienced this kind of abuse: 

feels great shame, with a constellation of other things that go with that, you 
know, very eroded self-worth, self-disgust, um, ‘how could anybody care for me, 
love me?’ … there’s lots of sexual problems that these women can experience, 
and sometimes the men who don’t know about the abuse, or minimise it, are too 
demanding. 

In this subject, metaphor was employed as a means of understanding the shame. Anne 

helps the client to recognise that their shame is not theirs: it has been “imposed” on 

them by the perpetrator. Anne works with the client to disown it, actively ”push the 

shame out” and send it away. Christine spoke of shame being taken from somewhere 

and brought somewhere else. Dianne sees shame as “given’” to someone who neither 

wants nor deserves it, yet unwillingly accepts it. Shame, in these accounts of shaming, 

has an active presence that must be identified and redirected where it belongs. 

Participants were all careful to speak of the care that must be taken to avoid exposing 

this kind of shame in couple work, until it is “safe” to do so. “Safety” is addressed later in 

the chapter, but here participants’ comments indicate that this kind of shame is unlikely 

to be left behind when an individual enters a relationship, and is likely to have an 

impact on how that individual functions relationally. In each case, the participants 

resonated with the pain of these experiences, and with sadness as well as indignation 

that these women endured such suffering while the perpetrators appear to feel none of 

it.  
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(b) Some contexts impact specifically on the experience and expression of 
shame 

The participants identified contextual factors that influence an individual’s experience 

of shame, as well as if it can be acknowledged and how it may be expressed. Two 

participants addressed the first of these: gender. 

Gender 

Dianne and Bob spoke of responses to shame being consistent with gender stereotypes. 

Some of the language used by participants, italicised below, is indicative of shame that 

actively disturbs people, but is expressed in different, gendered forms. Bob admits that 

he tries to find a way to get rid of it, and, reminiscent of Dianne’s earlier report of men, 

he admits that as a “typical male, there's a part of me that wants to rationalise it and 

argue it away, and justify what I've done”. Bob comments on client responses: 

Females get really distressed and upset, just all of a sudden. It’s like it’s set 
something off”. Conversely, males get “really angry, incongruently out of the 
circumstance. Like you would think, well why is this person angry? And it 
doesn't really make sense. But I think I've inadvertently hit something. 

He expands his observation, using the word ‘vulnerability’ instead of ‘shame’: 

By and large, I've found that males struggle more in being vulnerable than 
females in couple therapy. And by and large, the male once – if they are exposed 
or if, say, the vulnerability is exposed by me as a male therapist, there's this – 
almost an invitation to the fight, which I've got to manage very well. And on 
occasions, it's then the struggle for them to stay in therapy, because they feel 
exposed and they feel seen, and they don’t want to be seen so they avoid. You 
know? More so than females, generally speaking. 

Bob highlights men’s tendency to fight back: a physical or verbal expression of pushing 

away the feeling that is so uncomfortable for them. Women, in his observation, feel the 

shame and become distressed and upset. I found myself wondering at his use of the 

word “vulnerability”. As he said earlier, Bob did not always recognise shame. Has he 

used this word to describe shame, without being aware that he was doing so? Is this 

what Anne does in her use of the same word? 
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Dianne’s years in therapeutic practice have mirrored her experiences in the community 

at-large, and in the church, where she notices that the stereotyped models of 

masculinity men learned as boys are deeply ingrained and are lived out in adulthood: 

“You know, the whole kind of question of shame equals weakness, equals not being a 

proper man”. She suggests this gendered conception of weakness makes men reluctant 

to own their shame or to apologise. Their behaviour, which is often aggressive and loud, 

becomes quiet and reticent – a marked contrast. 

Well if they are actually to say “I’m very sorry I did that”, or “I’m actually 
ashamed of myself” - which is a word you don’t hear very often – I hear it very 
rarely. If I actually hear…I mean the more muted variety might be; “Yes, okay”, 
or…  “Fair point”, or, you know, “I understand that, you know, that might have 
been a problem”. You know, that very kind of muted… 

HELEN: Almost – ‘grudging’ might be too strong, but almost a grudging 
admission there’s an issue – no, reluctant! Reluctant is the word. 

DIANNE: It’s very, very reluctant. 

Dianne observes that women, too, have been subject to gender training in a 

corresponding female stereotype. Women, as nurturers and home makers, have been 

inclined to “give themselves up” in service of men, and to see themselves as responsible 

for men’s behaviour. Even within repeated experience of verbal and other abuse and 

active shaming they are vulnerable to collapse into a familiar pattern of appeasing 

behaviour when they are asked, as they often are – even by professionals – what can 

you do to stop that happening?” This displacement of proper ownership of 

responsibility keeps them on the receiving end of abuse. 

Both participants allude to the gendered contrast in embodiment of shame and its 

expression. Both see that risk is attached to challenging men in couple counselling. 

Later, the real concern about activating violence is discussed under the issue of safety. 

But here, Dianne expresses her concern that men will withdraw because they are so 

reluctant to participate in something that exposes their vulnerability. 

If I go in too hard with men, I’m letting the women down too, because the men 
then won’t come back to couple therapy, and she’s relying on me to try and hold 
him, while challenging him. And so, ethically, I find it very difficult, and I don’t 
have a total answer for it. 
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Dianne and Bob indicate that this difficulty with challenges to men’s vulnerability and 

entitlement is unwelcome, regardless of the counsellor’s gender. The generalisation is 

drawn that men respond to vulnerability with aggression or, sometimes, a reluctant 

admission; women are more likely to give up their position. As we shall see, though, 

gender, is not alone in posing difficulties with ‘owning’ shame. 

Generation 

A different pair of participants, Anne and Bob, assert that the generation in which 

people are born has bearing on people’s response to shame. Anne believes that the 

“older generation” has an attitude to emotion, in general, that does not speak readily 

about feelings or personal shame. They are more likely to “contain” or disguise shame 

than to “own” it as their experience. Anne posits reasons for this among the older 

generation: “But – but they're frightened, yeah. And – they associate some sort of 

judgment with it, perhaps.”  She discerns that her younger couple clients are more open 

to looking at themselves and are curious about how to develop their relationships in a 

conscious way: 

I find with young couples, that often they have a greater faith in counselling 
and they're less fearful of it … And generally speaking, I think they come with 
a level of awareness, where I'd be more likely to identify shame. So that 
would be a safe environment where I'd be confident they would respect the 
use of that word. 

Anne comments on the way social media has not only enabled shaming and bullying of 

the young, but has, conversely, contributed positively to awareness of shame among 

these younger generations, “whereas the older generation probably didn't talk about it 

much”. 

Having identified herself as belonging to that generation in which shame was not 

spoken of, I wonder privately if this might explain the absence of shame discourse about 

relationship counselling among professional peers of a similar age. 

It is a very sensitive area, I think, because it has such a deep impact on 
people. For 30 years as a couple therapist, I've never used the label in couple 
work. If it was an easy label to use, I'm sure it would've come up, so I may 
work with it, but it's not out there. In our generation it's not on the table … 
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not for couples, I don’t think. Well that's my experience. Certainly hasn't 
been in my vocabulary. 

Bob agrees that shame is not easy to approach with older clients, particularly the older, 

characteristically more “stoic” men. The generation to which men belong seems, in 

Bob’s mind, to influence their ability to engage in self-examination and to face shame 

about what they have done. 

I actually think the younger guys I work with, so the demographic of say 18, 
20, up to about 30, 35, that age bracket, they seem more able, generally 
speaking, to engage in process. But see my bracket – probably the older 
guys – you know, that kind of older, slightly older bracket tend to be a bit 
more stoic and lost in their – in their ways, and they don’t like it. Yeah. It's 
about being exposed and not wanting to be exposed. 

Generational change has seen challenges to gendered expressions of roles in society and 

the family which have wrought significant change in the society at large. The Christian 

church has been slow to integrate these into its expression of faith. All participants had 

something to say about shame and ‘the Church’ in the next constituent theme, although 

each addressed a different issue. 

Christian beliefs 

I asked all participants some form of the question “What do you think a Christian 

framework contributes to a client’s experience of shame?” The belief system a couple 

may hold was recognised by all to be significant in relation to shame, although their 

answers were diverse. Some responses referred to a ‘felt’ conflict between people’s 

desire to live according to the Biblical teachings of the faith and the realities of actual 

human experience. Other comments related to the disjuncture between traditional 

Christian belief and practice and contemporary societal values. The high place given to 

guilt by some Christians is also recognised.  

Anne finds that Christian people place themselves under high expectations and become 

ashamed of their apparent failure to meet them. She gave forgiveness as an example, 

saying that couples “feel that they have to forgive, even though they're not ready … So 

I'll gently try to open that up a bit for them so that they can see why it is hard”.  
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Christine said that “shame from church is present in different ways in individuals and 

couples”, agreeing with Anne that “there's clients who stay together because of the 

shame of separating”. Clearly, there was a lot on her mind as she tried to address my 

question: 

And, oh wow, it's a big question. The inability for women to have a voice in their 
relationships, I think is perpetuated by the church. Obviously in domestic violence, 
I think the church has a big part in keeping couples in DV [Domestic Violence], and 
I think shame is evident in that, sort of in what they're not allowed to do, what 
they're not allowed to say. 

HELEN: Not allowed, because? 

CHRISTINE: Because they've got to be the ‘good wife’ for their husband or the 
‘good husband’ for their wife. 

Dianne decried “this appalling use of Scripture to justify completely unacceptable 

behaviour”, thereby maintaining the patriarchal culture that constrains the contribution 

of women in the church and supports “male-gendered entitlement”. 

We’ve talked about the political as well as a spiritual discourse around men and 
women, and headship, and a specifically rigid view of that. You know, the whole 
‘equal but different’ movement … which is rather mischievously called 
‘complementarian’, not ‘egalitarian’.15 

Particularly offensive to Dianne is the inability within the church to have open 

conversations about sex and sexuality. “There is no template for sexual expression 

beyond heterosexual marriage. There is none. So it’s celibate for gay, it’s celibate for 

single, and that’s it”. Contemporary social views around this subject are found in 

Christian women’s changing attitudes to their participation in sexual activity outside of 

the expected ‘norm’ for women, who say: “I just refuse to accept that anymore. I can’t 

accept that. It’s just wrong for me”. Men are not held to the same norm, nor are they 

subjected to the shaming women receive when they step outside of those norms.  

Christians’ views about guilt, according to Bob, often come with a confused 

understanding of God. He notices a strong “guilt base” among his Christian friends, and 

 
15  Dianne’s reference to “equal but different”, and “complementarian” movement is terminology for the 
male headship-female submission model for marriage, based on a particular interpretation of Ephesians 
5. The model is also called “:equal but different”.  
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among students from other cultures. He interprets this as “a construction of God that is 

guilt-based … I actually think they construct God that way because it – it's what they 

need. They want him to be the parental figure that keeps them on the straight and 

narrow.” 

I was somewhat surprised that participants seemed to find it difficult to give a succinct 

answer to this question about faith and belief. All expressed concern about how couples’ 

belief systems impact on their experience of shame in connection with church and faith, 

but were, for the most part, not emotionally expressive about its impact on themselves. 

It was apparent that Dianne has been personally repelled by the behaviour she 

describes: her tone, words and demeanour portrayed her deeply embodied rejection of 

this context because of the way it shames and excludes all of those people who do not 

agree with its teachings. Consistent with her broader views about how political power 

operates in society at large, she sees that same power in the Church’s ability to shame 

those who depart from its normative expectations for Christian living. What Dianne 

describes is that not only are people rejecting these norms, they are also rejecting the 

shaming that comes with defying them. What surprised me more was that, for the most 

part, there did not appear to have been much thought given by participants to this issue 

through an integrative approach. I found myself wanting to press for more, and to 

comment more, but resisted this and put it away for later reflection. This will be 

discussed in the next chapter. 

Complaints about conflict in ordinary, everyday things is grist for the mill in 

relationship counselling. Repeated criticism is a corrosive force in relationships, but 

couples do not always realise that shame is one factor that makes it difficult to challenge 

the criticiser in effective ways. Counsellors, it seems, do not always see it either.  

Anne said Greg “was a person was not terribly self-aware or reflective, and so found it 

difficult to name his own vulnerability”. He saw Harriet’s attempts to talk to him as 

criticism and became angry in response. Until discussing this case in our interview, 

Anne had not viewed his responses as shame, but she conceded that it could be, because 

of his family background that had been deeply shaming. 
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Bob was aware that Fran felt inadequate in her marriage, and he noticed that she would 

not ask her husband for anything.  He tried to address this with her.  

BOB: What I wanted was for her to actually take some ownership of asking for 
what she needed from her husband, which she won't do. She refuses to ask for 
anything, and she expects him to know and gets angry with him when he doesn't.  

Like Greg, Fran is unable to explain how she feels, but reacts angrily. When she 

withdraws from contact, she becomes ‘unavailable’. This is what happened in the 

session that broke down. Fran’s pattern of behaviour had become clear to him 

previously, but he was unaware of the significance of shame that constrained her from 

‘being herself’ in the relationship. She appears to be caught up in an internalised ‘grid’ 

through which clients view the world and that is easily activated in the present, a model 

that was mentioned by both Christine and Dianne. Criticism is a trigger for internalised 

experiences of past shaming that have impacted on their ‘sense of self’. Defensive 

reactions are habitual as a way to avoid feeling, or revealing, shame when it is 

reactivated in the present. Examples from Fran and from Iain and Jan bore testimony to 

this. 

Dianne cites examples of couples who, when criticised, insist on being right, even in 

small things. In so doing, defensiveness accelerates and arguments are perpetuated. 

“For some couples, [there is] this extraordinary sense of: “I’m right. I didn’t cook the 

toast for too long”, or “I didn’t buy the wrong milk”, or “I did open the garage door”. 

These apparently little things and the arguments that ensue suggest there is something 

else beneath them. 

Somewhat like generalised anxiety, shame has become generalised, in a degree of 

chronic shame, which is set off by small, apparently ‘petty’ things. Most often, this 

activity of shame – its function and meaning – is hidden from the relationship and even 

from the individuals themselves. The description of Fran’s angry reactions in Bob’s 

account suggests this kind of shame. While it remains hidden it is unlikely that anything 

can change. A counsellor’s task, it would seem, is to help the individual partner become 

aware of its activity and to work with the couple to understand its function in their 

conflict. Such ‘intentional’ work with shame is the subject of the next two master 

themes. 
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(iv) Working with shame: the therapeutic relationship 

   (a) Being client-centred  

Being client-centred is the first constituent theme that demonstrates working with 

shame. This approach, a person-centred stance that prioritises the therapeutic 

relationship, is taken by all participants, irrespective of their preferred practice 

modality. Two ideas were expressed as central to this way of being. “Meeting them 

where they are at” was expressed by each participant who stated it was important to 

use the clients’ own words: an expression of respect for the clients’ capacity to 

participate actively in the process of counselling. Meeting them was evident in 

participants’ commitment to establishing safety, being trustworthy, and practising 

ethically. A second idea is that counsellors pay close attention to the intentional or 

inadvertent “cues” clients provide about themselves, their conceptual frameworks and 

experiences, and how these are expressed.  

Both Anne and Christine contend that trust and safety are imperative for a couple if they 

are to reveal themselves in counselling. Unravelling those layers of ‘shame about shame’ 

must be done at the clients’ pace: 

CHRISTINE: I think that we're seeing the [protective] behaviours all the time, 
and I guess we don’t want to take away those behaviours until it's safe … How 
much understanding, how much trust - it is trust, isn't it? And how much safety is 
needed for the shameful part to be seen [so that] you don’t need to keep 
protecting that part of you, that part of you can be seen. 

Christine’s words allude to the counsellor’s role in pacing the work carefully, and 

“holding the space”, as Anne said, until partners’ need for self-protection is reduced.  

Presenting an alternative view, Dianne noted that it will never be “safe” for some 

shameful behaviours to be revealed, and to wait until it is will mean that people remain 

stuck. “You can’t put it on your partner to make it OK for you”, she says, and she asks 

people to take responsibility for their own behaviour, even when it is costly. 

 ... if I say to my partner: “I have a serious gambling problem that I’ve never told you 
about, and we’re $20,000 in debt.” You can never wait until it’s safe enough to do that 
because some things will never be said because they are unacceptable … Or people feel 
like they might be unacceptable. 
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Dianne teased out the idea that couples need to have an independent identity, with each 

partner taking responsibility for their part in a problem: the offending partner to own 

and repair his or her behaviour; the offended partner to take responsibility for their 

own response; and both contributing constructively to their own part in repair. The 

responsibility-taking is likely to build more trust than the avoidances that couples 

perpetuate because they are afraid of the consequences of owning up to shameful 

behaviour.   

Safety and trust, on this account, are placed in the commitment to the relationship. 

Commitment, though, is dependent on both partners doing the hard work of taking 

responsibility for self and one’s role in the relationship. Relationship counsellors 

challenge an offending partner to take responsibility for their shame as well as what 

they have done, and enable the offended partner to take responsibility only for what is 

theirs. Not one of these participant relationship counsellors is idealistic or naïve about 

how difficult it is to achieve trust, or about how easily trust can be damaged or broken, 

even when ethical practice is their standard. 

(b)  Ethical practice 

Participants expressed their commitment to ethical practice in a number of ways 

throughout the interviews. In the section on gender, a brief extract described the ethical 

issues that arise for the Dianne when a couple are working with change after years of 

the male partner’s abuse. She argues that a complex, delicate balance needs to be held 

by the couple and by the counsellor when the process of change begins to move men 

from a position of entitlement and self-justification to an unfamiliar state of 

vulnerability when they make contact with their shame. Her response to my question 

about this was consistent with her view that becoming ashamed can lead to ethical 

conversations that motivate change for both partners. 

HELEN: When men start to get in touch with what they believe … with being 
ashamed of themselves…if they own up to that, what is the impact of that on 
their partners? For her, and then between them? 

DIANNE: Well, look – I sometimes have to prepare the female partner for that 
emerging possibility. Because…if men are to show what might be … ‘weakness’ 
or vulnerability, they have a huge fear often, of women then – 
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HELEN: Pouncing on them. 

DIANNE: Absolutely. And getting the upper hand on them, and um, you know, in 
some way shaming them. So, sometimes, I’ll have to prepare men [for that 
possibility] … And, I have to talk to the wife about “Should he say to you ‘look … I 
really regret that?’” I might not use the word ‘shame’, but it’s implied, rather than 
explicit. Um, you know: “What would be the response that you think might lead 
to you being kind of close?” So, sometimes you have to prepare them because 
sometimes women might say; “Oh! About bloody time!” You know? “I’ve been 
waiting three years for this!”  

This indication of the passion contained in a couple’s process makes visceral Dianne’s 

position of ‘holding’ the balance as she challenges both partners in this fragile process of 

change. In the face of the male partner’s ethical decisions, that the woman also takes 

responsibility for her own ethical stance, rejecting an inclination to return to him the 

abuse and shame she has endured over years. 

DIANNE: So, [a woman] might be able to go, you know; “I appreciate you saying 
that” … She does not give up herself, but the right to rub it in, so to speak. 

Bob’s ethical stance was explored throughout his interview with me. Having 

unintentionally brought about a rupture in his therapeutic relationship with Fran, he 

was keen to consider carefully what had happened and the part he had played in it as 

part of his commitment to try to repair the damaged relationship. This is pertinent to 

trust in therapeutic work, because it will demonstrate his respect for the client’s 

personhood, acknowledging her pain and the truth of her experience and taking 

responsibility for activating it. Significantly, it creates the opportunity to bring the role 

of shame into the light. 

As Bob reveals here, the contravention of a person’s ethics, even inadvertently, can 

sometimes be revealed to that person in their response of shame, and may, as in this 

case, open the door to a conversation that is critical to change.  

(c)  Use of the word ‘shame’ 

Safety, trust and ethical practice are manifest in participants’ decision-making in terms 

of how they speak about shame with their clients. Consistent with their client-centred 

stance, participants were all reluctant to use the word 'shame' with their clients unless 
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it is part of those clients’ own vocabulary. All the participants' statements highlight the 

negative associations with the word itself. Anne sees it as “a big, harsh label”, and for 

Bob, it seems more powerful than other emotions such as fear, hurt and anger. Dianne 

believes the word has connotations of vulnerability, a meaning to which Anne alludes 

when she says that shame is “associate[d] with some sort of judgment, perhaps”. Bob 

says “a lot of people are even surprised that they do feel ashamed. The shame is not 

something they're looking for”. Christine has different words for this idea: “oh, they 

know shame, but they don’t know what they know”. 

It is not surprising, then, that participants would not normally make ‘shame’ explicit in 

their language, unless the client does so. Then, and only then, they may use ‘shame’ 

themselves. In this scenario, for Bob, there is curiosity about the source of this word in 

the client’s vocabulary, and he is prompted to want to find out the meaning they make 

of it: 

HELEN: I’m a bit curious, now. If they use the word themselves, like, "I think I'm 
suffering from shame", would that give you – ‘permission’? 

BOB: It would certainly give me permission to work and I would instantly be 
thinking – not necessarily saying, but I would start wondering – what's happened 
to them? … I would already be assuming something's happened. 

HELEN: And what would you do then? 

BOB: I'd probably say, "Tell me the story. Where has this come from? What's – 
what's caused this to occur?" It would be something like that, you know. I 
certainly wouldn't have a debate with them about what – about how they use the 
word. I'd be interested to know how they construct the word. 

The participants agreed they would approach it tentatively, thereby giving the client the 

freedom to take up the word, or not.  

ANNE: I think in terms of using the word, that would depend on the clients and 
their relationship, looking at it from that client-centred focus … I might say to 
them, "I've just got this ‘way out’ feeling. I just want to put something out there. 
It's a bit of a risk, but are you prepared to give it a go?" So I might lay a foundation 
before I use the word. That sort of thing. So I give them lots of room to move. Yeah, 
which is building on what's happened before. And I'm owning it. 

I note Anne’s careful qualification that she ‘owns’ the hunch. Consistent with her value 
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of respect and the importance of client-led process, she does not ‘impose’ the idea on 

them, but she gives them ‘room’ to come closer to the idea, or to reject it.  

Christine, similarly, would usually follow the client’s use of the term. However:  

I must say there have been times where I've used the word shame and a client 
has said, "You know, that was so helpful that you used that word, because that 
fitted so well" … I guess it's that experience of being understood – feeling 
understood at a deep level brings closeness. 

Christine both normalises the use of the word and also ‘checks in’ with the couple to see 

how they feel when it is used. Knowing shame experience enables her to recognise it; 

she makes a tentative approach to naming it: 

I think I would probably say – I might say, "I think from what you've experienced, 
I'm just wondering whether the word shame fits” … just putting it out there very 
tentatively. I might do it in a normalising sort of way. "You know, sometimes 
people can feel this in this situation. I'm just wondering what you're sitting with". 

Dianne posited that people find it easier to use the word ‘guilt’ than shame. 

DIANNE: Maybe people are better at saying, maybe this is to do with the 
connotations of the word, the vulnerability associated with the word, like: “I feel 
a bit guilty about that”. I’d be much more likely to hear that. 

HELEN: I think people are confused about what’s guilt and what’s shame, so they 
get conflated. 

DIANNE: They could easily conflate them. But I think that probably it is easier for 
people to say: “Oh, I feel a bit guilty about that, I shouldn’t have done that”, as 
opposed to: “I feel a bit ashamed about that”. Because shame, that word, has got a 
sense of something much deeper, much more sordid, much more tawdry, much 
more gross. 

Participants refer to the ‘strange but familiar’ signpost to shame: clients ‘know’ shame 

in themselves although they may not have a name for it or appreciate its significance. 

They have seen the value to the client when finding that name not only gives expression 

to what they feel but gives them relief from a disturbance that they have not been able 

to resolve within themselves. Knowing shame in a way that can be articulated is, thus, 

an important insight for relationship counselling – for counsellors and clients alike. 
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(v) Working with shame: the therapeutic process  

This theme details some of the moment-by-moment steps involved in the therapeutic 

process as described by participants. Attending and responding to emotional processes 

and working carefully with change all involve keen attunement to what is happening in 

those moments. As participants have said, a couple’s reactive processes are long-

practiced, self-protective measures of which they may not be fully aware. The 

counsellor’s attention to those overt behaviours is the first step to making them aware 

of the pain that has been so carefully avoided or concealed. 

For the counsellor to be acutely aware of this pain while not knowing its content is to be 

alert to an embodied awareness to the smallest indicator of emotional content, 

including signs of shame, asking themselves “I felt that – what was it that happened in 

that moment?” Christine illustrates this and what follows as she invites the couple to 

examine one of their interactions in order that she, and they, can “see” what happens for 

each person and then between them – an intervention she identifies in Emotionally 

Focused Therapy (EFT). 

CHRISTINE: If that [reactivity] happens in a session, I would then try and unpack 
what's happening between the couple. So slowing down, [asking them] “what 
just happened then”? I guess often I would be working in an EFT sort of way, so I 
might slow that down, I might put that in the sequence, behaviour, feeling, 
thoughts, for each person. And so we can actually see what's happened there … 

HELEN: Okay. Then if shame is that core thing that [you've spoken] about, and 
what you might notice first is the reactions, that suggests they can have reactions 
but they can't have the shame … Is that what we're talking about here? That the 
shame might be hidden away. 

CHRISTINE: Yes, definitely. I think shame is hidden away. And I guess in the 
process of therapy, you would want to get from the point of reactions to where 
they can understand themselves and each other in that reaction, and begin to be 
empathic to each other in that reaction … 

HELEN: Can you say how that works? That this actually begins to shift 
something: what words would you use? 

CHRISTINE: Yeah. I guess being able to actually hear each other and be there for 
each other, and be ‘in it’. Well, how do I see it? If we can show empathy, then the 
partner can see, ‘oh, oh okay. {She laughs}. That's how you're empathic’ 
(Christine’s emphasis).  
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Christine’s slowed-down process makes available the poignant, emotional details that 

are instrumental in driving couple distress. Only then do these become available for 

attention, so that a partner might then be able to say: "Oh, you know, I had no idea that's 

what was going on for you in that moment". Whether she makes shame explicit or not, 

she sees the possibility that it may be present in those moments, but the one that is 

often missed or misunderstood because of the way it hides behind well-rehearsed 

reactivity. 

Generally, Dianne does not use the word “shame”, but she works with it consciously. 

Several comments were made throughout the interview about her challenge to partners 

about their shaming behaviour, and the vulnerability that emerges when people begin 

to change. Being overt about shame can increase that vulnerability and she puts in place 

measures that may help to mediate it.  

To summarise, Christine helps the couple to feel what is happening experientially when 

they take the time to slow down and notice it. Bob has become more aware of the need 

to make hidden emotional processes overt, but the care that needs to be taken when 

doing so. Dianne notes the risk that shaming behaviour can re-emerge in the 

transitional stage where substantial change is taking place for both partners. These 

participants’ stories of client work highlight some of the complexities that may be 

drawn out into the open when an intentional approach to shame is taken by the couple 

counsellor. Among other features of these cases, the active role played by shame is more 

likely to be revealed, and the constructive value of working with it more explicitly, even 

if unnamed, is illustrated. This theme draws out the work of the therapeutic 

relationship as it assists the client to come to know their own shame and how it impacts 

on them and their relationship. 

(vi) Working with shame: the impact on the counsellor and the 
therapeutic relationship 

Bob was the only participant who spoke directly about being impacted by shame in his 

counselling work. This was referred to in the previous section and is included in Bob’s 

case study at the end of this analysis. I asked all participants about this but the women’s 

answers were less direct and non-specific. Anne acknowledged that working with 
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shame is ‘heavy’ but once it has been worked through, she is energised and can leave 

the work behind. Christine stated that “we” have all experienced shame in childhood 

and also in our adult relationships, and finds working with it “a bit heavy, in a way”. 

Commenting on our discussion of shame in the interview, she concluded “it’s not a thing 

where I’m going to jump in and talk about shame with everyone … But, I think it might 

sharpen something. That’s the word. Sharpen something”. 

Dianne said she is relieved, in a sense, when shame arises because being able to 

acknowledge shameful behaviour is so critical for change. Further, she sees it as a 

privilege. 

It is a crucial thing, and it’s a privilege because people are at a moment of great 
vulnerability, and there may be tears and emotion, so I feel the kind of the 
privilege of being there at that time with people as they come to terms with what 
they may have done by omission or commission, you know, and that I’m actively 
involved in not shaming further, so I’m in that kind of ethical commitment. That 
kind of idea that something good might come from this, I – I hold onto that. 

Dianne’s consciousness of the workings of shame in couple relationships makes her 

alert and ready to respond to it as it arises. Here, the rewards of doing that well are 

expressed. As will be seen more fully, Bob’s reflection illustrates that a counsellor can 

be caught unaware by the shame reactions of a client, and by what transpires between 

that counsellor and their clients. While Bob’s story is personal, it demonstrates that 

‘knowing’ shame is imperative for relationship counsellors. Only from a place of 

knowing can they help clients to know it in ways that they can access, learn to accept, 

and make use of shame in their relational life.  

(vii) The risks and benefits of working with shame 

The care and tentativeness with which these counsellors use the word or the concept 

‘shame’ reflects that there are risks to the work of relationship counselling, but it can 

bring benefits as well. 

The risks 

Participants were concerned that being explicit about shame in relationship counselling 

work with both partners present may cause some form of harm. Risk was conceived as 
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the potential, at worst, for gender-based violence, or at the least by the possibility that 

one partner’s shame will be met with responses that are uncaring and disengaged. 

Dianne tries to re-balance the gender equation in relation to shame and risk. Although 

she spoke extensively of men’s entitlement and abuses of their power, women do not 

escape her scrutiny. She readily acknowledges their capacity for shaming behaviour and 

its contribution to their relationships. Anne thinks of shame as “such a debilitating 

thing” and is therefore very cautious about it. When she worked with Greg and Harriett, 

she had found out from Greg, indirectly, that ‘shaming’ was part of his childhood 

experience. She said: 

If I come back to this couple, even if I had them today, my concern would be, if I 
used the word ‘shame’ with Greg, that outside the session that would be turned 
around somehow onto Harriett. And I'd be worried about that … when the male 
is not strong enough, it can become dangerous”. 

Bob has a similar concern, speaking of the risk in a gendered way, and making explicit 

the risk of abuse to which Anne had referred. 

I think it could be risky with a male, particularly a male who utilises some sort of 
power and control, as a defence against shame, which I think is really possible. 
Evoking a more angry response, a more defended sort of angry response. [That’s] 
if you ask me in the context of a couple: it might be slightly different if it's 
individual.  

HELEN: In a couple what would be the problem with that reaction? 

BOB: Well if I was to then set the female up to be empathically responsive to the 
shame, there's a part of me that's worried that I'm setting her up to be in the 
firing line of more anger. I'd want to be really convinced that the fellow himself is 
not going to react by anger, which sets her up to be abused.  

Overall, the risks of working with shame may be mediated by insight, wisdom, and 

caution. 

The benefits 

The participants noted that there are benefits in working with shame.  
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CHRISTINE: To experience it and understand it and feel understood, I think is, I 
was going to say, freeing. Shifting. So there is a sense there where it's helpful. So 
if they touch a shameful part and feel understood, then yes. I think it is… 

When I invited Bob to reflect on the potential impact of introducing the word ‘shame’ in 

the work with Ed and Fran, he said: 

I think it could've been very helpful. And I think if I'd have demonstrated - if he 
was watching me work with her that way, I would be demonstrating what was - 
what is possible for him. He could learn to actually change the way he responds 
to her, which I think would help her a lot in terms of how she - she responds 
back. 

HELEN: So what you're suggesting here is a statement in favour of trying to be a 
little bit more deliberate about working with shame, once you're aware it's 
there? But with care. 

BOB: Yeah, yeah. 

Dianne sees the value of making shame overt, because of the conversation it initiates, 

and the progress to which it contributes in the counselling. 

… being able to have conversations with people that bring shame, which is felt 
internally, into the open so that they can be more intentional about looking at 
their behaviour. About shame or shameful behaviour – enabling that 
conversation about what may not be congruent, or it may not reflect their ethical 
intention: what might be their own preferred purposes for their life; what of 
their commitments; what really matters to them. Or even…What message are 
you trying to send your partner? If you were to be more anchored in your own 
ethical intent. You know? What would it look like? 

Ultimately, Dianne’s conclusion about this highlights the paradox that comes when 

working with shame: “I would welcome expressions of shame in therapy because I see – 

look, this might sound obvious – but I see that we’re getting somewhere. We are actually 

leading to change, so I feel relief”.  

Working with shame is fraught with complexities, as has been illustrated throughout 

this analysis, and yet it has the capacity to trigger significant change. Shame, on account 

of this data, can be usefully understood as a paradox. 
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(viii) The paradox of shame 

The idea that shame is a paradox leads the title for this thesis. While not articulated as 

such, the theme of paradox was introduced early in this chapter of analysis. In the 

master theme, ‘Signposts to Shame’, the paradox was substantiated as the ways in which 

shame is unseen, yet is known deep within our experience. This is the first dimension of 

the paradox of shame to be articulated by participants. A second dimension is that 

shame has an antithetical impact on people. On the one hand, it is an experience so 

painful that people will go to great lengths to avoid feeling or revealing it. On the other, 

it can bring opportunities for change, for growth, and for a new relationship with 

oneself and with others. What has emerged in this analysis of the data provided by the 

research interviews is a multi-layered understanding of the paradox of shame. Bob’s 

learning about the paradox is found in the case study to follow.  

3.  A case study: anguish in disguise  

Despite Bob’s extensive experience in individual and relationship counselling, shame 

has not been on his ‘conscious radar’. During our interview his general observations 

about shame soon gave way to a reflective process on one of his couple cases that came 

to mind as he described the visual and behavioural markers that he associated with 

shame responses. In the dialogue that ensued, he reflected on his recent session with 

this couple, Ed and Fran. Bob’s notions of shame took a clearer shape as he gradually 

found himself immersed, experientially, in that session. The analysis reflects Bob’s first-

order account of shame as it arose in the therapeutic engagement. Our collaborative, co-

researcher relationship led to a critical reflection on the nature of shame as Bob had 

experienced it through the shame response of his client, and through his own.  

Early in our interview Bob’s uncertainty about the nature of shame was detailed, and he 

offered some ideas that had only become clearer after his recent session with Ed and 

Fran. He now interprets such strong, defensive emotional responses to mean he has 

inadvertently “hit” shame. These general ideas were particularised as the details of his 

session with Ed and Fran emerged. 

BOB: It's almost like it's set something off. Do you know? And again, well I use 
the word incongruent, meaning it's not consistent or – 
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HELEN: It's like, how come that's so big? 

BOB: All of a sudden there's this huge reaction, but the reaction is not consistent 
with what we're talking about, and you know, when someone gets really 
distressed and upset, they start to lose objectivity. 

In the session with Ed and Fran, he explained that he had challenged Fran about her 

unwillingness to tell Ed what she wanted, to express her needs.  

She thought I was attacking her, which I wasn’t. Although, I wasn’t aware that I 
was, but I suspect… 

HELEN: But it feels like to her, somehow? 

BOB: Yeah, yeah. And you've got to hear that. So, on reflection I probably did tag 
something without realising it … And I think I hit something very deep in her, 
which I think would be some type of shame. When I went in and started working 
with that, out comes this whole, "I'm never any good, no one's ever going to love 
me", that sort of stuff. And when I held that and reframed it, probably thinking I 
was going for something more along the lines of sadness or helplessness, I got 
this super angry reaction instead, this really defensive bang: "What do you want 
from me?" 

When Bob recounted Fran’s particularly angry outburst, he began to consider the part 

he played in activating it. As I listened, I became alert to an unfolding story that might 

become sensitive for Bob. If so, there would be a delicate balance to be held between my 

interest in the story and my empathy for him as my research participant. Bob appeared, 

though, to be willing to explore uncomfortable and somewhat unfamiliar territory.  I 

proceeded, keeping this concern in mind. 

HELEN: And I've picked up a couple of words that you've used: that sort of 
reactivity and the angry defensiveness. 

BOB: Yeah. 

HELEN: Like – “I'm going to push you right away”. Maybe because – and this is 
the other word you used, it “exposed” or uncovered something. 

BOB: Yeah. I know that the therapeutic process does that, and I know that we're 
all trained to be supposedly in control of the process, not content, not the person.  
But even trying to be in control of the process sometimes, the process gets 
control of us, I think. Or – it goes in a surprising way that I wasn't predicting. 
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Bob was blindsided by the sudden, intense anger that flared in response to the 

intervention he had made: he “hit” shame and “bang…the anger had exploded”. Bob 

“felt” the shock of the Fran’s words and the visceral, embodied reaction that 

accompanied them. Subsequently, the fire subsided: “the demeanour and face changed: 

the lights went off. I’ve got to say it like that. I knew I had been shut down and shut out”. 

His imagery captures the nature of shame: it takes us over, burns us up and then closes 

us down. 

Bob’s initial description was about the client’s reactions, and I found myself taken aback 

by the power of his evocative imagery and language. At the same time, I was drawn to 

what was happening for Bob as he recalled this moment. As I witnessed this, his earlier 

words came back to me: Bob now knew that he had misunderstood what had happened 

to his client. I wondered what he would say about what happened to him as the 

counsellor in that moment. I approached it gently, tentatively: 

HELEN: I’m getting that sense of how difficult it is, and want to ask you, if you 
can, to talk to me about, why was it so hard? Like you say, ‘I can work around 
fear’ … what was it that knocked you over in that moment?” 

He gave two answers. The first was rational, analytical and detached: 

So I think there is a part of me, and call it ‘critical parent’ if you like or critical 
counsellor/parent, that has an expectation of what I'm supposed to be able to do 
and how quickly I'm supposed to be able to respond. And I think that part of me 
was saying, “you've missed this completely”, and was cranky with myself. 

Bob’s second answer was more connected to himself; his language reflecting his 

increasingly embodied awareness: 

 …and I think I was trying to manage me, while I was trying to manage that at the 
same time. And I think towards the end of the session, I was in damage control 
and I knew I'd lost that client and I knew there was nothing I could do to get 
them back in that moment. And whatever I tried, I was, it was only going to make 
it worse…I just, everything in me watched them just shut down and move away. 
Once the anger had exploded, took off, that was it. I’d lost the moment. 

Bob was deeply impacted by this incident, and not only by its unexpected eruption: he 

became keenly aware of his own reactions as he talked: the subject of his reflections had 

now turned to himself. In the session he had known, at some deeper level, that he was 
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failing. Now he knows that he actually saw the shame in visible, identifiable signs. I am 

reminded of the fear he had mentioned earlier. 

If I think about the face, I think about the eyes, if I think about how all that kind 
of stuff, the demeanour, or affect in the room…I think I recognised [it] and didn't; 
I saw it and didn't work with it properly… No. 

And then, he saw the crux of the problem: 

But when I'm reflecting on it, replaying it in my mind, I'm going, yep it was all 
there and I just, and it was fast and bang. And I think once the shame took me out 
of it, I'd lost so… And once that thing organised me, I'd lost my objectivity to 
work with the client as well. 

HELEN: Well it sounds to me like, once you got in contact with that in yourself, 
that's a big thing to be managing when you're also managing what's happening 
with the client. And I know that's our job, but we can only do what we can do… it 
does sound like, at the time, it almost knocked you over. And you're trying to 
work this out as you speak, and so as you reflect on it you're going ‘oh, this is 
what happened’. 

I joined with Bob in a shared understanding of the personal demands of relationship 

counselling and the disappointment that comes when we fail to meet our own 

expectations as counselling professionals. I was keenly aware of the intersubjective 

space into which I stepped in that moment. As I stepped back again, his awareness 

continued to be unwrapped.  

Bob “replayed” the scene several times. Different details were caught, new insights 

came forward. Frame by frame, backwards and forwards, he observed the client’s 

‘shame’ reaction, his part in triggering that shame, and his own shame response that 

limited his capacity to recover himself and the session. A series of cascading insights 

tumbled out.  

As I've slowed myself down, I actually think there was a part of me knew that I 
was trying too hard.  So I think the signs were there and I ignored them.  And I'm 
annoyed with myself that I ignored them, and that was because I was reacting…I 
think I got a bit anxious, and so I wanted to repair that quickly. But I think, I 
knew there was something there and I saw it, and I ignored it. And I kept going 
and I pushed too hard.  And I know that because when the client challenged me 
about what I was doing, when I heard that challenge, I knew – it was almost like 
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what I actually heard was, "[Bob], you've failed". I've missed it, I've – now that 
was never said, but in my mind I interpreted it as if it had been said.  

HELEN: It's like, you know, in your way of trying to get [her behaviour] out a bit 
clearer, and encourage her to look at [it] a bit more deeply, you can sort of hear 
you've pushed too hard and she's no longer hearing what you're trying to 
achieve. She's just – she's hearing the pushing … And so those words – "Bob, 
you've failed" – 

BOB: Yeah. Yep. And I knew in my head – I knew that was right, and in that 
moment I - whether that's the therapeutic part of me or the critical part of me, 
that was the counselling part of us that operates. The part that observes the 
therapy was going, you're going too far, you've – you've missed it. 

HELEN: And it sounds to me like the processing you've done around that, and I 
know you're doing a bit of it now too, but the processing you did around it was 
something around, “that’s actually something I need to pay attention to”.  

Bob’s willingness to look back into the session allowed him to replay key moments and 

capture the parallel process that was unfolding. As he triggered shame for Fran, he was 

caught by his own shame reaction and the way it shut down his capacity to respond to 

her distress as was needed. His assessment of this process had begun after the session 

and continued as he replayed it now. I asked Bob how he knew his client’s response to 

him was related to shame, and he admitted that at the time he didn't. It was only later, 

as he rehearsed the session in his mind, that he began to put together a set of 

information that led him to this assessment.  

Among those insights came this one: “Something about [what happened] triggered 

something in me”. Familiar with the concept of parallel process between client and 

counsellor, Bob became alerted to the work of shame in his client and in himself. He had 

been “trying to manage” not only the situation, but himself within it. This layer of 

meaning surfaced as he reviewed the unfolding drama, seeing moment by moment the 

protests that he ignored. He felt himself pushing, ignoring, and pushing again. In his 

own anxiety he ignored the signs, missing the deepening anguish they represented. As 

he talked with me, he discerned the meaning in his anxiety as it heightened with Fran’s 

accelerating anger. 

In my own development and growth, there is the trauma-ed little boy in me that 
wants to get things right because that's where it's safest … So I know that’s there, 
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and I know I'm always, yeah, I'm very aware of it, but I don't know if we ever 
completely recover [from that early learning] …  I think I might have defaulted 
there in a moment. And I couldn't recognise it in the moment. I recognise it now. 

HELEN: And if it's shame happening there, and the client has triggered off shame 
in you, then this is what is going on for us.   

BOB: Yes, yes, yes. Yes, and I think if I take that even one step further, how do I 
be able to recognise that I had triggered that shame, and for me being objective? 
Staying adult – 

HELEN: Well [kind of] feeling able to come back out again and use it. 

BOB: Yeah, come back out and work with it. I think I would've got a different 
outcome. 

In these moments I was only too aware of the privilege of this transparent self-

examination and chose to step, again, into the conversational space. I didn’t avoid, here 

or at any other time, the disclosure of his feelings of shame as I gently reflected them 

back to him. I did, though, avoid any sense of judgement by joining with him in the idea 

that we as counsellors can easily become involved in a parallel process with our clients’ 

experience. My reflections to Bob generated more observations for him, and took him 

further: he asked himself "how can I manage myself so I remain active, caring and 

involved?” In his reflexive stance, he moved to consider the impact of these insights on 

his work.  

By this time, Bob had become self-critical but not self-negating. He could now see what 

was required of him in the session and the reasons he had failed to respond to it. The 

examination of this acute episode might have left him defensive and unwilling to take 

responsibility – common avoidances of shame. Instead, the personal shame of which he 

became aware served his commitment to ongoing refinement of ethical practice. In this 

interview environment, my sensitive witness to his experience supported and 

encouraged this process. He readily responded to my invitation to explore what might 

have happened if he had indeed been able to “come back out and work with it”. If he had 

recovered himself enough in the session, he said he would have named what had 

happened in a transparent, respectful and tentative way. 

HELEN: What would that have looked like? 
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BOB: I would've recognised it, I would've acknowledged it. 

HELEN: What would you have said? 

BOB: I think I would've said something like, "It feels like I've triggered something 
here that's very difficult for you to feel". And, and I may have actually, I may have 
used the word, "So it's almost like you're telling me you feel ashamed about how 
you feel about yourself.  Have I got that right? Am I hearing you right?"… On 
reflection, I think if I'd have gone that way, I think I would've got a different 
response. That would be my guess. 

Bob turned to the idea of taking responsibility for the therapeutic relationship, clearly a 

foundational ethic for Bob. He asserted the importance of repairing the damage he 

believed he did. 

Look, I think – I think a really healthy therapist reasonably understands the 
process, and when they make mistakes, they actually want to do some kind of 
repair for the therapeutic value and also the personal value of what's invested 
here. 

I sought to know more about his desire to “repair” in my mind there was something 

particular to shame that made this important, but did Bob? This was clearly a new idea 

to him and it surprised him, but he took it on board. 

HELEN: Now you used some words that seem really important to me, which are 
words around ‘repairing the relationship’. Now that would be a common 
therapeutic term that we would use, but I think you're actually talking about it in 
terms of shame. And I wonder - 

BOB: Yes, yes I am. 

HELEN: – whether there is – 

BOB: That's funny, yes I am. Yep, I am.   

HELEN: You are. Well that's what I hear. 

BOB: Yep, yep. That's right. 

HELEN: So it seems to me that you maybe are doing something here that is quite 
crucial because it's shame, not just because it's the therapeutic relationship that 
we should fix, is that – does that sound right? 
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BOB: Yep, yep. I think what I'm trying to work out is, there is a sense of which, 
okay, as a long-term therapist, [I] have felt ashamed for what I think was a 
process that I ought to have been better equipped for and better responsive to. 
And I'm intuitively and emotionally and relationally savvy enough to know that I 
didn't, and that's what's nagging at me. So the shame that sits with me about that 
is going to drive me to address something … In other words, I'm not above that 
which my clients experience and funnily enough, I've experienced a sense of 
shame at how I've missed something in that process. 

Bob came to “know” all of this through reflective practice, allowing himself to reflect in 

depth not only after the event, but by the immediate, dynamic contact with the case that 

he entered in this interview. His previously limited understanding of shame became 

known in his subjective experience. He recognised the destructive ways in which shame 

had functioned relationally between him and his client, and he saw the value of facing it. 

I wondered: “will knowing shame in these ways make Bob more intentional in his 

awareness of shame as a potential, active presence in his couple relationship work?” I 

posed the question to him, and he gave an immediate, thoughtful answer: 

If I was working with [shame] more overtly, I think I'd automatically be telling 
myself, slow down the diagnostic part – the intervention part – of me, and 
increase the empathy part, to actually understand what the feeling is … Because I 
tend to be quick and I would want to help. I'd be telling myself, keep putting the 
brakes on myself to “go slower” … I don't think I was ever trained to realise how 
delicate it actually is … How deep and how permeable: it actually goes through a 
person's psyche. 

Bob’s well-intentioned intervention had triggered Fran’s earlier wounds. Her angry 

reactions when those feelings were triggered in her current relationship with Ed had 

wrought his criticism, and, as Bob had now seen, “I joined it”. The angry words may 

have been better understood as a cry of deeply-felt anguish: “Can’t you see what this is 

doing to me?” Would such a reframe help the counsellor to respond differently, 

authentically, in that moment? Bob indicates that it would. And would that have helped 

Ed, Fran’s partner, to find similar care and empathy? I asked Bob about this, and he said 

he thought it would. The relational rupture that occurred between Bob and Fran, that 

had been witnessed by Ed, bore similarities to the couple’s relational process. A focus 

on Ed’s response to the rupture and Bob’s efforts to repair it could only, at best, be 

speculative in this interview, but Bob was unequivocal that taking this up in a future 

session could only be helpful to Fran and Ed and to the relationship counselling work. 
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Bob asserted that addressing shame had the potential to be emotionally corrective, and 

consequently, to contribute to some kind of relational healing. 

This interview engages with an actual experience of shaming and being ashamed which 

operates at multiple levels in a counselling session and a subsequent reflective process. 

It is poignant in the immediacy of Bob’s honest, deep and transparent self-reflection in 

the context of the intersubjective space. Bob demonstrates that a relationship 

counsellor’s awareness of shame does not make him or her a ‘shame therapist’, but a 

couple counsellor who is able and willing to encounter raw experience, particularly 

when it involves shame, and to engage transparently with a couple in that encounter. 

Bob’s reported experience illustrates both the nature and the functions of shame. 

4. Summary of the data analysis 

Anne approached the interview somewhat sceptical about the role of shame in her 

relationship counselling practice but was open to consider if, and where, shame was 

relevant in couple work. Bob, who seemed more aware of it, had nonetheless given it 

little thought in his couple work until recently, when he encountered it in dramatic 

form. Christine’s intuitive approach drew on her personal awareness of shame in life 

and relationship as these intersect with client experience of pain and hurt. Dianne took 

an ethical approach to shame through the wider contexts of power and gender 

dynamics. Bob’s interview was singular in the immediate, rawness of shame that leaves 

neither client nor counsellor untouched. His reflection on his work with one couple 

weaves a experiential thread that is unique among participants’ accounts. The key 

finding from the data analysis is also a paradox. While pastoral relationship counsellors 

acknowledge the feared nature of shame, they also recognise that while it remains 

hidden it exercises an active and destructive power that becomes creative when shame 

is made visible. When this hidden power is brought into the light, it can be recast as a 

signal to be understood and interpreted and then owned if it belongs to the ashamed 

person, or disowned if it does not. Shame hidden within a relationship has the capacity 

to destroy it; shame made visible and received with compassion is able to achieve the 

opposite: a form of vulnerability that deepens trust, safety and intimacy. 
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None of this is achieved without yet another paradox that is enacted in relationship 

counselling and therapy, and that is held within the counsellors themselves who must 

work openly with the shame of others while they struggle to manage their own personal 

shame. They need to maintain strength and compassion in the face of extreme couple 

distress, yet open to their own embodied vulnerability for the information it offers. As 

those who are also impacted by shame, they must resist the inclination to turn away, to 

avoid the shame as it unfolds in front of them, and even within themselves. They must 

make it visible if the couple is to know its creative, if painful, power for growth. 

In summary, the work of pastoral relationship counselling is to make visible what has 

been invisible; to hear what has been silent; to make known what was unknown in form 

and power. The chapter to follow will tease out the themes of this study in conversation 

with the literature to see where the two bodies of material converge and diverge. The 

outcome of this discussion will make explicit the application of this human research 

study for pastoral relationship counselling.  
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A conversation between the human research study and the literature 

Much of my participants’ work with shame was presented intuitively, sometimes 

informed by a more general understanding of the elements of therapeutic practice that 

they had learned to apply to shame. The “conversation” in this chapter draws upon  

participant  insights for working with shame in relationship counselling as they relate to 

the literature. The chapter concludes with discussion of the limitations of the study and 

the reflections of the researcher on the role of reflexivity. The disadvantages of the lack 

of first-hand accounts will be discussed in a section about the various limitations of the 

study at the end of this chapter.  

1. Phenomenological insights: how do I know shame?  

Shame as “embodied, situated and perspectival experience” (Smith et al., 2009, p. 29) is 

presented in the first two master themes of the analysis. In the first, participants spoke 

about their lack of formal training in shame, but all claimed they had learned about it 

informally through life and clinical experience. Lyon’s claim that shame comes from 

having been shamed (2017, p. 3) is supported by Christine, who said she knows shame 

because of her own experiences of shame in childhood. When working with a couple 

where shame is present she feels it in herself, she recognises that feeling, and sees it 

confirmed in their reactions. Her embodied response in the therapeutic relationship 

informs her understanding of what is happening with her couple, an intersubjective 

process that she is able to employ. Bob, also, stated that “something has to have 

occurred for a person to have experienced shame”. This was Bob’s objective, pre-

reflective belief that was to come alive in the session with Ed and Fran. After the event, 

in his reflective experience he “knew” it was shame that flared in him when Fran 

erupted in anger. Experientially, he understood shame from the inside. 

In the second master theme, participants identified the signposts that make visible the 

implicit signs of shame: reactions to shame make it explicit. While couple reactivity is 

commonly seen in the counselling room, they saw that reactions to shame have some 

distinctive qualities. These might be summed up in the word “incongruence”, where the 

response does not equate to the context: heightened anger or hurt, a face tinged with 

fear, projecting blame onto others, disempowerment, loss of voice and the feeling of 
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“stuckness” were the subject of comment and interpretation. Participants 

communicated both directly and indirectly that they classify these reactions as shame 

intuitively and through their own embodied responses. Christine made this particular to 

herself: “It’s what I’ve felt, yeah, it’s active — and what they’ve brought from their 

childhood that’s now triggered in their relationship”. Bob, as discussed in the case 

study, felt confirmed in his identification of Fran’s shame when he began to feel and to 

name his own (Lee, 1994, p. 265). 

2. The prevalence of shame 

The third master theme contained several constituent themes which, when taken 

together, support the regular references in the literature that shame is “ubiquitous”  

(Lancer, 2015, p. 30; Owens, 2006, p. 1168; Scheff, 2011, p. 33). Fowler states “Now that 

I have eyes to see it, I see it everywhere” (1996, p. 91). The literature contains 

numerous references to concepts such as the “looking glass self” (Cooley, 1922, p. 184) 

and the “eye of the Other, the community” (Heller, 2003, p. 1019). These are efforts to 

capture the idea that we are always alert to the possibility that someone is looking at us, 

and that we may be found wanting. Our inherent relationality, verified by 

neuroscientific research, makes shame a “fundamental” human experience “because it 

makes the relation with others, or rather, the capacity for it (relationality), constitutive 

of the self that can feel shame” (Sanchez, 2015, p. 180). Shame comes about because we 

are social creatures. 

Although some participants had not given much intentional thought to shame in couple 

relationships, they were able to recognise its presence in several contexts. Shame 

appears to be inherent in some of these by the nature of that context, such as affairs 

which are a common presentation in couple counselling.  The expectations of partners 

in a committed relationship are shattered by an affair because those expectations have 

been betrayed. Addictions, abuse and violence are other situations also conceived as 

betrayals of trust, and in which shame is viewed by participants as inherent.  

The prevalence of shame was illustrated by several other contexts that may either 

contribute to shame, exacerbate it, or set it off. Participants were aware that gendered 

experiences and expressions of shame needed to be met with singular care. Lee 
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comments that shame and gender are bound up together in our culture, so that “almost 

any gender-dystonic feeling or behaviour is likely to be seen or experienced as 

shameful” (Lee, 1994, p. 266). Brown notes that while men and women are equally 

affected by shame, “the messages and expectations that fuel shame are most definitely 

organised by gender” (2012a, p. 85). Generational factors, similarly, were claimed to 

hinder the expression of shame, and perhaps even to bolster its denial. Conflict, so often 

the source of couple difficulties, is often an outworking of the shame that is a “secret 

companion” of one or both partners, and unless it is identified and responded to, anger 

and contempt, or conversely withdrawal and silence – both defences – make conflict 

“the secret language of shame” (Lee, 2008, p. 6). 

Despite the prevalence of client shame, the literature indicates that shame has been, and 

continues to be, difficult for practitioners to acknowledge and be seen as imperative for 

therapeutic response (Lee, 2008, p. xiii; A. P. Morrison, 1989, p. 2). The lack of attention 

to shame in couple counselling and therapy training and practice literature is indicative 

of the same issue. The literature applicable to shame in couple relationships provides 

evidence of its importance as well as considerable information about how to work 

effectively with it. 

3.  Working with shame 

The first constituent theme in this group highlighted the importance of the therapeutic 

relationship, the value of trust, and the imperative of ethical behaviour. Christine 

commented that one dimension [is] “to have done your own work and have your own 

understanding of what that feels like” (Christine). The literature agrees, and highlights 

the risks that therapists’ own shame triggers, of which they may be unaware, can have a 

significant impact on how therapy proceeds and on its outcome (Ladany et al., 2011, p. 

307). “Thus it is crucial for therapists to learn about and address their own shame, and 

to know the subtleties of how their own personal therapeutic style may shame clients” 

(Lee, 1994, p. 276, italics original). H.B. Lewis (1971, pp. 15–16) observed that shame 

was “contagious” when she noted that she avoided her patients’ shame. This is a 

common response: we are inclined to turn away from it because of the discomfort we 

feel.  Morrison comments on the likelihood of painful counter-transference feelings 

because the psychoanalyst will not have done their personal work on shame (2008, pp. 
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68–71). The metaphor of shame’s “contagion” illuminates the parallel process that can 

occur in the therapeutic environment. Bob’s case study illustrates how he was caught 

unaware, and how, as he reflected on his own therapeutic style and other factors, he 

could see his contribution to Fran’s outburst and removal of trust. As Bob has 

commented, he is now more aware of the delicacy of shame through reviewing his own 

experience. 

Participants were concerned with the importance of building trust, and spoke of the 

ways they sought to achieve this. Anne noted that shame would only be revealed by a 

client when a client’s trust in the counsellor was sufficiently secure for them to feel safe. 

Only within such a context is it possible to discern and respond to shame in a way that 

does not generate additional shame in people who are already experiencing it (Jenkins, 

2009, p. 20). Trust is developed throughout the counselling work, but needs to be 

maintained as well as further grown by the counsellor’s consistent attentiveness to the 

risk that they might activate shame inadvertently. Clearly, approaching shame is 

sensitive. Participants described working indirectly with shame rather than directly. 

This included “naming shame” only if the client used the word themselves, although 

there was some indication that naming it directly was helpful in some circumstances. 

Some literature is adamant that shame should be named, arguing that the silence and 

invisibility of shame holds power that is reduced when shame is named and brought 

into the open (Albers, 2000, p. 61). One of the hallmarks of Brene Brown’s work is that 

shame, which flourishes in secret, is depowered when it is exposed ; that is shared with 

a trusted hearer, and met with empathy (2012a, pp. 74–75). 

Some writers point out that feeling and facing shame is an essential pathway to change. 

Jenkins states that a man cannot “embark on a restorative journey without facing 

shame”, but to do so he must be provided with “safe passage”: a caring and supportive 

environment that does not shame him in return (Jenkins, 2009, p. 20). A person on the 

receiving end of another’s abuse also needs a safe environment to speak of their 

experience, an environment in which their shame will be received and accepted rather 

than exacerbated. Owens’ concept of “conversational space for shame” is applicable to 

those who have suffered from violence or abuse or, in fact, any shameful experience that 

is difficult to speak of. When chronic shame (shaming) has been someone’s experience, 
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they are unlikely to be able to lead into its story or to sustain it. To speak of something 

shameful is a risky venture and is only possible when the listener, by their receptivity, 

“ameliorates the shame itself” (Owens, 2006, p. 1169). 

4. The role of Christian beliefs in shame experience 

This topic was categorised as a constituent theme under “Living with shame”, the third 

master theme. For pastoral counselling research this was an important question. Each 

participant was asked to consider the contribution of Christian beliefs to shame in 

couple relationships. I approached the topic with an open question, and as I reflected on 

the participants answers I wondered why it had seemed difficult for them to pin down 

their thoughts. As I read over the transcripts and reflected on participant responses, I 

noticed that all participants saw it as a big topic with several key issues, summarised 

into three categories: the conflict between Christian teaching and actual lived 

experience; a perceived disconnect between the teaching and practice of faith 

communities and the values and behaviour of contemporary society; and the high place 

given to guilt in Christian belief and practice. A significant range of literature reflects 

these categories as relevant to shame experience (Capps, 1993, p. 35; Jamieson, 2016; 

Stockitt, 2012, pp. 43–44). These references became specific when they were 

particularised by each participant. For Christine it was the lack of voice for women, 

while for Bob it was “guilt-informed” faith. Dianne made several complaints about the 

church, which can be summarised in her view that the Bible is used to justify belief, 

teaching and practice in a manner that has led many to reject it as a guide for their lives. 

Dianne’s remarks about this were consistent with other views she had expressed during 

the interview, albeit in non-faith contexts, and she developed those views in this 

discussion. Anne mentioned two things: the faith-based commitment to marriage that 

keeps people in it even when it is unsatisfying, and the pressure felt by couples that they 

must forgive.  

Dianne was the most articulate about these matters and has thought deeply about them 

over a long period of time. Other participants did not have such considered positions. 

However, Anne raised the problem of forgiveness. I was surprised that this topic had 

not been mentioned by any of the others, and it continued to exercise my mind with 

regard to shame. In following it up with further investigation of the literature, my 
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attention was drawn to the increasing amount of literature written about forgiveness in 

the therapeutic field over the past two decades or so. Forgiveness might be expected in 

pastoral counselling literature because of its Christian foundations, and indeed some 

Christian writers have written about it, some extensively,  for pastoral counselling and 

other pastoral contexts (Shults & Sandage, 2003; Worthington, Jr. et al., 2010). All the 

same, the possible connection between shame and forgiveness is not explored in the 

majority of this literature. Patton’s Is Human Forgiveness Possible? (2003)is one 

exception. 

Some preliminary investigations by some Emotionally Focused researchers into 

forgiveness found an unexpected link between shame and forgiveness. Papers by 

Makinen and Johnson (2006) and by Meneses and Greenberg (2011, 2014, 2019) 

present models for working with forgiveness in couple counselling, although Makinen 

and Johnson’s theoretical model makes no allowance for shame. Meneses and 

Greenberg, by comparison, found that feeling and expressing shame, when it is genuine 

remorse with awareness of and for the injured partner’s pain plays a crucial role in the 

process towards forgiveness. This is surely an area that demands further research in 

light of the ubiquity of shame experience indicated in this study and in the literature, 

and the prominent therapeutic view that overcoming shame is an important goal for 

wellbeing. The association of forgiveness in the Christian tradition has always been 

linked with guilt and is presented this way in much of the pastoral counselling 

literature, but evidently this needs to change. McMinn’s dismissive comments on shame 

(2007, pp. 46-47) mentioned in the literature review are challenged by the Meneses and 

Greenberg research, and by the work of the pastoral theologians to which I have also 

referred.  

5.  An understanding of shame in pastoral relationship counselling  

Pastoral counselling as it has been defined in this thesis is barely present in these 

accounts from the four research participants. Although the words “pastoral counselling 

enquiry” were included in the thesis title, the Participant Information Sheet presents 

the detail of the study in the following general way: “this research enquires about how 

relationship counsellors recognise, work with and understand shame as it is 

experienced by couples engaged in relationship counselling”. This wording was a 
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deliberate attempt to open the study to a wide range of counsellors, who may consider 

themselves as working pastorally in a broad sense, but not necessarily in a religious 

context. In retrospect, that attempt was unsuccessful and overly optimistic, given the 

very secular expression of much of the counselling profession in Australia. 

Ultimately, participants were relationship counsellors who were familiar with the term 

in a Christian context, although it became clear that few had developed a consistently 

integrative approach to their work. The discussion was a relatively superficial 

discussion of pastoral or theological understandings of the workings of shame. For the 

most part, any theological contribution highlighted negative impacts of the Christian 

church and its teachings rather than provide insights about possible meanings of shame 

in a theological framework. There was little integrative thought offered about the 

relationship between theology and psychology with regard to shame.  

I wondered why this may have been so. My initial answer was to note that the level of 

thought about shame in couple relationships among the participants was matched by a 

similar level of integrative thought, that was surprising to me in its lack of depth with 

regard to shame. Evidence of integrative practice was uneven, at best, and indicated a 

basic understanding rather than a well-developed and mature approach to working 

with shame. I came to the conclusion that, while the study has significant limitations, it 

reflects the state of shame understanding in the relationship  counselling field. It 

highlights the work that needs to be done to bring the role of shame in couple 

relationships to a more prominent place in training and professional development for 

relationship counsellors. In terms of pastoral counselling, the limitations in this area 

make clear that a similar recommendation can be made to those institution that train 

pastoral counsellors in a Christian faith context, for further development in the process 

of integration of theology and psychology with regard to shame and its prominence in 

human life and relationships. These are positive insights from the human research 

study. 
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6. Reflections on researcher reflexivity 

Owen’s article on “Conversational Space and Participant Shame in Interviewing” (2006) 

had prepared me somewhat for the complexity of interviewing. As I approached the 

interviews I was apprehensive. It had been difficult to design a study that would access 

the experience of shame directly, and I was uncertain if the approach to interview 

relationship counsellors rather than clients would yield enough relevant and usable 

data. I feared that the adaptation of the study to work with relationship counsellors 

could be only a preliminary step to potential later studies that might be done with 

couples and, if so, would it be useful? Additionally, I was aware that I may be perceived 

as an “expert” in a field that is little discussed and my participants may be sensitive 

about opening their work for scrutiny. The risk that they might feel judged or at risk of 

being shamed was never far from my mind. I was also aware of my own sensitivity to 

my own exposure as I stepped out with an unfamiliar topic that I deemed important 

with a group of seasoned colleagues in the field. It seemed to me that shame could be 

waiting at every corner.  

It was in awareness of the potential for shame that reflexivity was a key dimension of 

my work as researcher in each interview. Two moments are recounted here to illustrate 

the reflexive process. The first occurred when, almost at the beginning of the interview 

Anne said she had not considered shame as a relationship counsellor, and again later 

when she said “Well, I’ve worked for 30 years as a couple therapist, but I’ve never used 

the label in couple work. If it was an easy label to use, I’m sure it would’ve come up, so I 

may work with it, but it’s not out there. In our generation it’s not on the table”.  I felt 

deeply unsettled by this, thinking that, from the outset, I would need to find a way to 

salvage an interview that threatened to have nothing to offer. Many thoughts surged 

through my mind as I struggled to settle myself, to accept Anne’s words at face value 

and to find a way to proceed. I knew I would need to draw out, from Anne’s perspective, 

how she understood shame in her work and what she might bring to this conversation 

without projecting my own position.  

As it happened, Anne moved to describe a case in which a marriage broke down because 

the husband was always defensive against perceived, if not intended, criticism, and he 

was never able to be vulnerable with his wife. While Anne’s portrayal of this man bore 
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all the hallmarks of shame as I understood them, she used different language for her 

interpretation. I listened and reflected carefully to draw out Anne’s interpretation 

without giving mine, managing my own anxiety as she may also have been. Important 

learning occurred here for me. Shame presents in many guises, and can rarely be 

approached directly. Anne had taken a different route, but as she reflected on the case, 

she commented:  

that’s the sort of scenario where …  I’ve been thinking well, there must be shame 
in there. I’m yet to get really clear about where I would identify it, because I’ve 
really only started thinking about it in the last week or so…In couple work, I 
wouldn’t put it on the table unless I felt they were engaged together, because it 
could be another division.  

As she spoke, Anne verbalised a tentative, internal reflection about how she might, in 

fact, work with shame. The value of the question “when is it helpful to name shame – to 

identify it?” was put firmly on the agenda.  

Bob’s willingness to be transparent was a gift to me as a researcher, but it was not 

without moments where I could feel my own reactions to what he was unfolding 

threaten to derail me. I could feel the distress he relayed, and I needed to curb my 

instinct to soothe it - for him, yes, but I realised this was more for myself. As I contained 

my agitation I reflected what I understood him to say, using immediacy in moments 

where my insider knowledge of such situations could both empathise with and 

normalise his reactions. I affirmed his understanding where I could ascertain it, and I 

sought it where I didn’t. When he moved more deeply into the relationship rupture with 

Fran, I wanted to know what had happened to him. “And I’m getting that sense of how 

difficult it is, and I want to ask you, if you can, to talk to me about “why was it so hard. 

Like you said, I can work around fear … what was it that knocked you over in that 

moment?”  What followed was a dialogue where researcher and participant together 

teased out the story of what happened to Bob, enriching the story of his experience with 

the client that could only come with this kind of deep encounter. My own awareness of 

moments of relational rupture in my own therapeutic work enabled me to be tender, 

present and open to the unfolding story. Reflexivity was a key aspect of this interview.  
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I will never know if participants felt or experienced shame at any moment in these 

interviews. It did not reveal itself, although I was keenly aware of its potential for 

presence in the conversations. The limitations of the study, to be discussed below, were 

balanced by the generosity of my participants who engaged seriously with the questions 

I put in front of them, and who were willing to share their professional experiences with 

a researcher who would make use of their disclosures. This was a privilege to be valued 

and respected.  

7. Evaluation 

This study was conducted with a purposive sample of four participants who were 

recruited through my professional contacts of experienced relationship counsellors and 

whose work would grant access to the phenomenon of shame in couple relationships. 

The sample was homogeneous, being exclusively made up of white-identified persons of 

Anglo-Celtic origins. This meant that the cultural complexities that would have come 

with people from other ethnic origins were avoided; meanwhile, the personal 

backgrounds and experiences of the participants within a variety of practice contexts 

brought different perspectives. All had once been, or continue to be, people of Christian 

faith. Three women and one man represented the current gender balance within the 

counselling field. Three of the four participants were trained in the Emotionally Focused 

Model and the other had trained in a number of different modalities. Their experiences 

of working with shame differed substantially. This brought both commonality and 

diversity to the sample. All of these factors were consistent with the IPA guidelines on 

sampling.  

The study was limited in a number of respects. The first of these relates to a decision in 

the research design phase, where a pragmatic decision was made regarding the nature 

of the participants. The decision was to invite relationship counsellors rather than the 

clients of relationship counsellors to be participants. The reasons for this choice have 

been explained. The consequence of the choice was that the data collected was not a 

first-hand account from the clients themselves, but client experience as perceived 

through the eyes of their counsellors. This placed constraints on the type and depth of 

experience that was made available, and significantly constrained the 

phenomenological character of the study. Bob’s data was the exception, because he gave 
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a first hand account of a difficult session in which he became ashamed himself. A second 

limitation was that, in most cases, the participants had not been intentional in working 

with shame, and some had not given it much thought prior to the interview. Even with 

this constraint, however, the questions threw a fresh lens on their work and gave them 

an opportunity to think about the significance of shame as they spoke. Participants each 

conveyed the impression that they were viewing specific cases, “seeing” in their minds 

eye, and this brought some level of immediacy to their observations. I had the sense that 

there was more in that well of experience that was as yet unavailable that would further 

illuminate the paradox of shame that was revealed. The second set of interviews that 

was unable to be undertaken would doubtless have brought more of the participants 

counselling experience to light. This was another significant limitation of the study, 

since the data collected from one set of interviews is somewhat preliminary and would 

have benefitted from hearing more deeply from the participants. The study invites 

further investigation where the experience of clients is sought directly. 

A final comment on the limitations of the study relates to the pastoral counselling 

aspect of the thesis title, which indicates it is to be a “a pastoral counselling enquiry”. I 

have already commented on this aspect of the study so a brief remark is offered here. 

One strength of this thesis as a whole is the substantial theological reflection that has 

been recorded, with the result that there is theological substance given to shame and to 

pastoral relationship counselling with shame. The human research study itself, 

disappointingly, contributes little to this integrative approach to the subject. 

The small sample produced a set of master themes that I derived from the data offered 

by each participant and that I interpreted in the form that is presented. Within those 

master themes, what I have called “constituent themes” are sometimes based on data 

that was only offered by one or two participants. It can be argued, thus, that these are 

not actually “themes”. Be that as it may, the information provided by those participants 

illustrated and gave more substance to the master theme. Additionally, these more 

individual responses that I have placed within the constituent theme category 

demonstrate the range of possible issues where shame might be found, adding weight to 

the claim that shame is “ubiquitous”.  
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In assessing the quality of the research, I followed Yardley’s four principles (2000). I 

demonstrated sensitivity to context both in the collection of data, the analysis of that 

data and the writing up of the conversation between the human research study and the 

literature. I gave considerable thought to the commitment I made to the participants; 

was careful in how I conducted the interviews; I approached the handling of the 

information they gave me with respect; and I was rigorous in my interpretations of their 

data by constant reflection and re-reflection and the employment of reflexivity. I 

addressed the issue of transparency, seeking to present truthfully and accurately the 

sense of meaning I saw in the printed transcripts and my recollection of that embodied 

meaning as I reflected on those transcripts. The goal was a coherent analysis, which 

brings me to Yardley’s final principle: the impact and importance of the study. It is an 

interesting, challenging and original piece of research in an area that has been little 

examined. It achieves the goal with which I began, which was to investigate the role of 

shame in couple relationships so that I might be a more effective pastoral relationship 

counsellor. While the expressed limitations are real, the material gathered presents 

pastoral relationship counsellors with the evidence that shame plays a part in 

relationships that should be taken into account in their work.  

8. Future research contributions  

There are several ways in which this study could have been conducted differently. 

There are doubtless other qualitative methodologies that could be used, but for these 

comments I will limit my remarks to the use of IPA as in the study already undertaken. 

In the first instance, if the study recruited relationship counsellors as participants, it 

would be preferable if they had more extensive experience in working intentionally 

with shame. Ideally, they would have attained consent from their couple clients to speak 

more directly about the nature of their work in relationship counselling, while 

protecting the client couples’ anonymity. This requirement would have needed to be 

included in the researcher’s ethics application and be approved. Secondly, participants 

would be more intentionally integrative in their theoretical orientation to practice with 

regard to shame so that they could articulate their pastoral counselling work in these 

terms. A third difference would be to conduct a second interview to follow up the data 
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collected in the first and extend the conversation so that threads of particular value 

from the first could be pursued in depth.  

Any future study of shame in couple relationships would access actual couples of 

relationship counsellors to be participants. If this was able to satisfy the ethical 

requirements of beneficence and non-maleficence, the data collected would be drawn 

from first-hand experience and its immediacy would produce a richer, more informative 

study.  

The topic of study, here defined as a pastoral counselling enquiry, does not need to be 

contained within this field, as shame’s universality knows no such bounds. However, as 

has been discussed, it would be valuable if the participants were those who considered 

themselves as pastoral counsellors and could discuss their work in the integrative 

manner that was hoped for but not acquired in this study. Similarly, the participants 

would have thought deeply about shame in pastoral relationship counselling within its 

integrative dimensions. This would both enlarge and enrich the available literature on 

pastoral relationship counselling. I hope that other researchers will be encouraged to 

build on this initial study of the phenomenon of shame in couple relationships, which 

will in turn contribute to the development of relationship counsellors in the field who 

are well-equipped to deal with the complex paradox of shame.  
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Chapter 6 

The creation stories: Theological foundations for pastoral relationship 
counselling 

As a practitioner of pastoral relationship counselling, I have sought a theological 

foundation for my work that would be equally as strong and insightful as has the 

psychological foundation that has been developing since the time of Freud. While 

theology has made a contribution to the foundations of pastoral counselling, I have 

argued that the traditional theology discussed in this thesis is inadequate. As a 

foundation for pastoral work of any kind it is unstable at best. A singular understanding 

of human sin as guilt occludes the role of shame as a significant contributor to the 

concept of sin. Genesis 3 has been afforded a central place in traditional Western 

theology’s articulation of the human problem, but the typical presentation of the story 

elides the shame component, which, as the literature review has indicated, is critical to 

its accurate interpretation and application. The presentation of shame in Genesis 3 is 

both confronting and challenging in its resonance with normative human experience. 

Just as shame has not found its way into theology, it has also failed to find its footing in 

theology for pastoral counselling.  

This chapter addresses the context of pastoral counselling and the need for a broader 

understanding of the sin in Genesis 3 for individuals who have suffered as a 

consequence of its traditional interpretations. When the story is read in the full context 

of the creation narratives its relational implications are illuminated. Here I build on the 

work of the practical theologians whose work was reviewed in the literature to review 

to elicit foundations for the work of pastoral relationship counselling, to be further 

developed in chapter 7.  

6.1  The centrality of shame in the concept of sin 

When I began to see the activity of shame in my counselling work with couples and 

recognised its negative function, I searched the literature for guidance in understanding 

the phenomenon. I was particularly interested in what theology had to say about shame, 

but where I had expected to find it was, instead, an extensive doctrine of sin, derived 

from the commonly rehearsed interpretation of Genesis 3. The traditional theology that 

has been developed from this story, discussed in the literature review, raises some 
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difficulties for many pastoral counselling clients. For some, being categorised primarily 

and by nature as “sinners” for whom Jesus had to die activates their internal experience 

of badness, worthlessness and unacceptability. For those who have suffered from abuse 

it is inclined to confirm what they have been told and have come to believe about 

themselves. Clients who have lived in a state of chronic, dysfunctional shame can find it 

difficult to take in the words of John 3:16, which places Jesus’ death and resurrection 

firmly in the context of God’s great love for us: “For God so loved the world that he gave 

his only Son, so that everyone who believes in him may not perish but have eternal life”. 

My personal experience and that of clients who talk with me about this is that the 

concept of sin itself is not the problem. Rather, the difficulty comes in the way sin is 

usually described and discussed in the teaching of the church. The identity of humans as 

“loved” is very often omitted in the emphasis on their characterisation as “sinners” and 

in the traditional interpretations of Genesis 3. As this text has played such a pivotal role 

in the theology of sin, I have sought to discover other ways to understand and to 

express this aspect of human nature.  

In alternative interpretations of Genesis 3 that were brought to the literature review, 

the relational dimensions of the story are prioritised. Shame, the prominent emotion 

featured in Genesis 3, is seen as equally important, or perhaps even more important, in 

configuring human sin. Shame is often mistaken for guilt, but shame is not guilt. Shame 

is a more complex phenomenon with a different function. The practical theologians 

whose work was featured in the literature review argue that shame is the interpretive 

key through which the story of Genesis 3 should be viewed (Cozens & Ochs, 2019, p. 

192; Jamieson, 2016, p. 22). If shame is featured as the central emotion in the story, 

then relationship, “the heartbeat of the Bible” (Stockitt, 2012, p. 44), becomes a primary 

consideration in any discussion of human sin. The elements of a theology of shame that 

are proposed from the story are both faithful and liberating.  The narrative in Genesis 3 

is equally important when understood in its literary context as part of the Creation 

stories at the beginning of the Biblical story. The nature of life in God’s world, the 

characters and other features in the Creation stories that speak of this world, and how it 

is to function, all find their place in the events recounted in this chapter. The challenge 

to Adam and Eve in the form of a prohibited tree places the use of human freedom as 

central in those events. On the threshold of the new chapter, the declaration that there 
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is no shame between the couple (Gen 2:25) marks a thread of singular importance in 

the fabric of human experience. “For this reason” – that is, referring back to the pattern 

of relationships that God has laid out for them - the couple “were not ashamed”.  

At the beginning of Genesis 3, the serpent appears and draws them into a conversation 

that questions their view of reality in God’s world. As they turn their heads to listen to 

the serpent, the challenge represented by the tree is activated. Distorted perceptions of 

God and his word prevail, and the couple take the action that propels them into shame. 

Clearly, they are guilty, but their guilt is not the emotion  that advances the plot. Shame 

becomes the emotional driver of events that follow, and therefore the central point for 

theological interpretation which pivots on the response of the couple and the response 

of God to those events. Shame is a prominent thread that is woven into the story of sin. 

6.2  Genesis 3: A story of relationship 

Genesis 1 introduces the God, who “in the beginning … created the heavens and the 

earth” (Gen 1:1). This God is powerful, calling the world into form, prescribing its order 

and stating that it functions as intended – for “good”. Unlike the gods of the surrounding 

cultures of the ancient Near East, God is also active, personal, and relational. As the 

endpoint of the process of creation, God forms the humans as similarly relational 

beings, those with whom this same Creator God shares power. God gifts them with a 

vocation of participation in the ongoing creating and caretaking of the world (Anstey, 

2017, p. 60). To be in relationship is as intrinsic for God as it is for the humans. God 

promises faithfulness, and demands faithfulness in return: blessing and responsibility 

go together (Anstey, pp. 60, 63). 

With God established as the primary character in the Creation stories, the other 

characters take their places. Adam and Eve are introduced in Genesis 1:26-28 in 

relationship with God and in Genesis 2 with creation. Here we meet the tree of the 

knowledge of good and evil, which has an important symbolic function that defines the 

nature and boundaries of human freedom. God takes Adam to the garden where he is to 

take up his vocation (Gen 2:15) and where, additionally, the limits of his freedom are 

defined. “You are free to eat from any tree in the garden; but you must not eat from the 

fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, for when you eat of it you will surely 
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die” (Gen 2: 15-17). The forbidden tree is thus heralded as an important contributor to 

the story. Westermann describes the prohibition as a protection from harm:  

By giving the man the command, God expects something of him. If he trusts the 
one who gave the command, he will adhere to it; but he is also free to act in 
opposition to the command. Here the narrator is portraying the 
incomprehensibility of human existence — that humanity goes astray, that 
humanity sins. This must be said of the human beings created by God: that is the 
way God’s creatures are (1994, pp. 22–23). 

In Genesis 2:24-25 the human couple’s relationship is explained. “For this reason” they 

leave all other relationships to enter an exclusive one. They “cling” to each other and 

become "one flesh", a rich metaphor that contains sexual union, mutual purpose and 

commitment, and their biological origins (Goldingay, 2010, pp. 41–42). To be human is 

to be in relationship, enacted through the interplay of the human to “self”, to “other” and 

to “wholly Other”, namely God (Stockitt, 2012, pp. 16–17). The motif of “vulnerability” is 

inherent in nakedness, an expression of “the closest relationship between two beings: 

they are intertwined” LaCocque (2006, p. 138). As Bonhoeffer explains:  

When one accepts the other as a companion given to him by God, where he is 
content with understanding himself as beginning from and ending in the other 
and in belonging to him, man is not ashamed. In the unity of unbroken obedience 
man is naked in the presence of man, uncovered, revealing both body and soul, 
and yet is not ashamed (1959/1964, p. 63). 

The last character to enter the story is borrowed from mythology of other ancient Near 

East cultures. “The serpent” would have been understood by the story’s original 

Israelite audience as a “chaos creature” who “promotes disorder” (Walton, 2015, p. 

128). That audience would have also recognised the word play on ‘arum, the adjective 

applied to the serpent. It is rendered in the NRSV rendered as “crafty”, but the Hebrew 

‘arum and its derivatives mean “naked”, “vulnerable”, “helpless” and “cunning” (Gen 

3:1). Articulating this word play, LaCocque (2006, p. 134) points out that the couple, 

who are vulnerable, are especially exposed in the presence of the serpent “who is 

cunning (arum) and is able to take advantage of someone who is naked (arum)”. The 

text is loaded with meaning, as LaCocque goes on to reveal. Within the protection of 

their commitment and its exclusivity they are not exposed to shame. Into this private 

love intrudes a third party, the serpent. Doubt and mistrust are already stirred by the 
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serpent’s behaviour, and Adam and Eve are primed to doubt God and his word 

(LaCocque, p. 139). Their sin begins. In his imagining of this scene, interspersed with 

theological, psychological, biological and neurological insights, Thompson (2010, pp. 

220–227) recounts how the serpent seduces the couple to succumb to the challenge. 

Eve’s perceptions take on a new reality, and she is ready to act: “…she took of its fruit 

and ate; and she also gave some to her husband who was with her, and he ate”. The 

challenge to the couple’s perceptions of reality is achieved (Gen 3:6). Their sin is 

underway, but it is not yet complete. 

Two millennia of theological reflections on the story have concentrated on the guilt of 

Adam and Eve as they sin in this moment, and the consequences that are spelled out by 

God in Gen 3:14 as punishment for that sin. What has been overlooked in those 

reflections is the immediate consequence which draws our attention. The story does not 

take up their guilt, as it might have if they had hurried to mend or to disguise what they 

had done. The immediate, almost seamless response to their guilt is the sudden, 

unexpected cascade of shame.  

The signs of shame tumble out before our eyes: “feelings of nakedness and exposure 

(2:25; 3:7, 10, 11, 21), fear and the desire to hide (3:8, 10), self-reflexive awareness and 

self-perception (3:6, 7; cf. the “opening of the eyes” in 3:5, 7a), scapegoating behaviour 

(3:12, 13) and a sense of annihilation (2:17; 3:3; cf. 3:19)” (Cozens and Ochs, 2019, p. 

189).16  Shame and fear are directly linked to the guilt of eating from the tree, an act 

which would lead to death, but there is more to the story. Their shock, trepidation and 

shattered expectations are each seen and felt in their bodies as is typical in shame. The 

narrator of the story does not need to give words to these signs; he assumes his 

audience will understand, will know what is playing out in this dramatisation of the all-

too-familiar, dreaded encounter with shame. Even so, the description takes us beyond it, 

to its relational consequences. 

Cozens discerns two directions for relational shame in the narrative (2019, pp. 18-21). 

The first to be portrayed is “horizontal”: the shame that takes place in human 

relationships with each other (referred to by Westermann, 1994, p. 236). The couple’s 

 
16 Cozens refers to annihilation as a shame symptom (Seidler, 2000, p. 218). 
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nakedness, once poignant in the absence of shame, is now exposed and has become the 

subject of fear. The knowledge that they sought has brought an unexpected and 

unwanted awareness of being looked at. Eyes once open to goodness and order see the 

gaze of the other, not in wonder, but in disappointment. They are no longer one. “Shame 

only exists as a result of the knowledge of the division of man … the expression of the 

fact that we no longer accept the person as a gift from God” (Bonhoeffer, 1959/1964, p. 

63). The nakedness, once the source of shared delight, is now perceived with fear. Even 

before God appears on the scene, shame causes them to hide their bodies from each 

other, but the hiding does not end there.  

When God arrives, Adam turns on his wife, first blaming God for giving Eve to him, and 

then blaming Eve for giving him the fruit. Shock, withdrawal, hiding: the classic 

defences in the literature are enacted here. Once called out, the shame remains hidden 

in avoidance and in the blame that is shifted to others. Here is the last step in their sin. 

“Adam insists on portraying himself as a victim of choices made by others rather than as 

a guilty party who has made bad choices for himself as the result of his own free will” 

(Gellman, 1996, p. 34). Eve follows Adam’s lead, and blames the serpent. The horizontal 

wind of shame continues to blow, leaving a trail of wreckage in its path. 

The second direction of shame pointed out by Cozens is “vertical” (Gen 3: 8- 13). As they 

hear God approaching, “the man and his wide hid[e] themselves from the presence of 

the Lord God among the trees of the garden” (Gen 3:8). God is not fooled, calling to 

them: “Where are you?” (Gen 3:9). Neither accusation nor condemnation, the question is 

an invitation, an opportunity. Having withdrawn from God’s face, they are asked to 

come out and to face God, to give an account of their behaviour. Perception, once again, 

distorts their vision. “We hide from the God who approaches, not because of who he 

actually is, but because of who we fear him to be” (Jamieson, 2015, p. 36). 

Adam is the one who responds. He avoids admitting his guilt but betrays himself as he 

answers: “I heard the sound of you in the garden, and I was afraid, because I was naked; 

and I hid myself” (Gen 3: 10). God now goes to the heart of the matter, and requests a 

direct answer: “who told you … have you eaten of the tree?” Once again, Adam’s 

response is devoid of admission; by adding another layer of defence and denial for his 

action, he deflects responsibility. The patient, attentive God waits for his confession and 
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watches him move further and further away. The third layer of Adam’s avoidance is his 

unwillingness to recognise the warning beacon of his shame: 

Generally, the sin of Adam and Eve is regarded as confined to the eating of a 
forbidden fruit, but such a narrow view is a mistake. The sin continues and 
crystallises in Genesis 3:8-13 with the hiding from God and the ensuing dialogue 
in which each blames someone else for his or her fault. Thus, the primal couple’s 
lack of repentance compounds their sin … The inexorability of the event 
sequence that began in Genesis 3:1 is confirmed … by human persistence and 
obstinacy. Adam and Eve are without remorse, if not without shame. But their 
shame is self-centered; they are ashamed of their nakedness, not of having 
offended their Creator (LaCocque, 2006, p. 226 -227). 

The shame, in this context, follows an act that threatens the very relationship on which 

this couple depend. I refer to the insight of H.B.Lewis, that shame conveys a message 

about the state of the relationship that is to be heeded, or not. A choice lies before Adam 

and Eve. Shame brings a compelling urgency to which they are called to attend. It cries 

out: “tell God what you’ve done and seek his forgiveness. Return to him, and the 

relationship will be restored”. Their refusal to face shame and the guilt they are 

avoiding because of it leave them with the consequences of not doing. The broken 

relationships remain because they do not take up God’s invitation to repair them. 

Masaccio, in his fresco of Adam and Eve's expulsion from the garden, sums up what 

their relationship has lost. No longer enjoying the face of God, they cannot even look at 

each other’s faces. They are together, yet strangers. Turned inward, they are lost in their 

grief, shame and fear. They do not move towards each other for comfort or protection; 

they remain isolated from the warmth of love and care. Such is the function of 

unacknowledged, defended, and unhealed shame. 

6.3 Genesis 3 is about Israel, and about us 

In a departure from alternative views of the identity of the author and the intent of the 

story, LaCocque (2006, pp. 18-19) joins with other proponents of the view that this 

narrative was told by an Israelite theologian to an Israelite audience in the era of 

Israel’s exile. It is a story brought to the people at a time of “the gravest theological 

crisis” in their history. “Why did God become so angry with his people as to allow a 

foreign nation to deport them into an impure land and to destroy his own temple?” (p. 

19). In placing the events of Genesis 3 directly after Genesis 1 and 2, and in using the 
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particular word for shame that occurs almost exclusively in the prophetic warnings 

(Stiebert, 2002, p. 2; D. Y. Wu, 2016, p. 170), the three chapters together remind Israel 

of the nature of their God, of their election as God’s people. They state unequivocally 

that Israel was not “elected to privilege but to responsibility … for all mankind” (P. E. S. 

Thompson, 1971, pp. 207–208, cited in LaCocque, 2006, p. 19 ).  

LaCocque contends that Israel would have recognised themselves in this symbolic re-

telling of their relationship with God, and would have understood that the repeated 

warnings of the prophets about the dangerous state of their relationship with God had 

come to pass (p. 19). As contemporary hearers of this story, we recognise the human 

couple “as the prototypes of historical humanity. The choice made by Adam and Eve is 

an ongoing choice to go our own way, in a here and now struggle” (p. 19). The choice is 

not simply a choice to defy God and do what we want. The breaking of relationship with 

God is not simply about what we do, but is extended in our ongoing defiance and denial, 

our refusal to face up to what we have done and to enact the process of repair. “Genesis 

2 and 3 are an astoundingly profound reflection on being human and they are a 

strikingly relevant exposition of human nature” (2006, p. 11). 

This interpretation moves aside from the traditional emphasis from original sin that has 

been universally inherited. It places in front of us the dialectic of human life: who we are 

and the choice we face. It “portrays two possible modes of human being-in-the-world and 

the consequences of each” (Wismer, 1982, p. 261, emphasis original). The story indicates 

that shame is the sign that our choices may rupture our relationships. To regard or to 

disregard its message is yet another choice we make. Gellman, a contemporary Jewish 

rabbi for whose ancestors this text was written, is instructive on this point. He 

understands God’s question to Adam, “Where are you?” as one that is also asked of us. 

That question and the authentic answer it requires will interrupt our tendency to evade 

and to self-deceive, “to hide rather than answer, to flee rather than face, to evade rather 

than accept responsibility for what we have done and for what we have left undone” 

(Gellman, 1996, p. 34). The consequence of evasion and self-deception is to remain 

disoriented in all our relationships. McFadyen describes this disorientation in his own 

definition of sin: “sin is thus construed primarily in dynamic terms, as highly energized, 

comprehensive disorientation in, through and of all relationships” (2000, p. 246). This 
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description of sin identifies its cost: the loss of our relationships with God, with others 

and with ourselves, an echo of Bonhoeffer’s statement: “Man is ashamed because he has 

lost something which is essential to his original character, to himself as a whole … he is 

ashamed at the loss of his unity with God and with other men (1955, p. 147). 

The story of Genesis 3 points our eyes firmly towards the God who gave us everything 

and the consequences of failing to persevere with the responsibilities of relationship. 

This emphasis on our spiritual relationship with God is highly relevant to our human 

relationships and the commitments we make to each other. 

6.4  Genesis 3, sin, and how it manifests in us  

In the convenant terms of the Old Testament, the human partner’s responsibility for 

guilt is not a seen as a legal matter but a relational one, “expressed as a breach in the 

appropriate patterns of relationship established by the covenant”. Rejection of these 

terms is portrayed in the “theo-drama” of Genesis 1-3 (Brueggemann, 2005, p. 67). The 

Hebrew Bible's language for sin conveys this meaning as:  

the central flaw … at the core of the history of Israel … [whose] basic sin, its 
“rebellion”, does not consist in ethical transgressions or moral failings but in 
fundamental rejection of its exclusive covenant relationship with YHWH (Biddle, 
2005, p. 20). 

Biddle explains the nature of this relational sin as an attempt “to be more than human”; 

the “failure to embrace authentic freedom”; and “basic mistrust”. The first of these is 

that sin is our attempt to be something more than we are. Underlying that attempt is 

our failure to recognise that being human is a wondrous thing. We are easily seduced by 

the message of the serpent, or his contemporary equivalents, to devalue who and what 

we are, and to reach for something that we think we should be. We fail to understand 

that God has honoured us with a role to fulfil as his representative in creation, and in 

trying to escape it, we “pervert [our] relationship with the created order” (2005, p. 47). 

When we reach out for what is not ours to be or to have, we are bound for shame – the 

disappointment of unfulfilled expectations. In other words, all our relationships reflect 

the disorder that comes when we don’t take responsibility for our behaviour. 
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The second aspect of relational sin is conveyed by Biddle as our “failure to embrace 

authentic freedom” (p. 49). We fall short of what we might be, because we believe we 

are not enough. We accept behaviour of which we are unworthy when we do not aspire 

to give ourselves to the service to which we are called. To be in relationship with 

ourselves and others as we are called to be most fully human, is to hold the balance 

between “being-for-oneself and being-for-others-in-relation … proper being for others 

should not diminish the self, but enrich and enhance it” (p. 74). We fear vulnerability, 

which is the very nature of trust in relationship, and so we withhold ourselves from 

loving freely and generously. 

Lastly, Biddle draws together biblical wisdom and insights from psychology to suggest 

that human beings find it difficult to accept that God will be faithful and knows what is 

good for us. Adam and Eve failed to believe these things and to trust God when the 

serpent put an alternative perspective in their path. They were already God-like, but 

they saw, through the serpent’s distortion of the reality, that they could be more. Both 

testaments of the Bible state that the basis for relationship is trust in God: trust that God  

is good and that God’s ways are good. The most basic sin, Biddle assesses, is the failure 

to trust God and God’s order – a human characteristic portrayed throughout the 

Scriptures. The dual inauthentic manifestations of human behaviour that Biddle has 

highlighted are our inclination to overreach our humanity, or conversely our failure to 

reach towards it. The issue of trust is foundational to both of these errors (pp. 75-76). 

6.5  Genesis 3, human identity, and the choices we make 

Theological views of the human in relation to God after the events of Genesis 3 raise a 

fundamental issue for pastoral relationship counselling: the identity of the human. 

Theology contains disparate views about the image of God: whether the human couple 

lost the image following their sin and have never recovered it. Calvin, for example, 

asserted that “the heavenly image was obliterated in him” (1536/1960, p. 246). Barth 

disagreed: “it is not lost … Man is still the partner in covenant which God has made with 

him … the covenant of God with man is primary. The sin of man is secondary … Man is 

not merely sinful… Even as a sinner [he] does not cease to be the creature of God 

(1960/2004, p. 324). As a story in which shame is prominent, a link between identity 

and shame is implicit (Watson, 2006, p. 12). 
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Andersen (2010, p. 46) interprets Barth’s view of the human as “being-in-

contradiction”, a  conceptualisation similar to Wismer’s “two modes of being” and 

Biddle’s dual, “inauthentic” ways of being. Experiencing shame is one way we may 

recognise our inauthenticity, and is, yet again, a message we may heed or we may 

ignore. As an interpretation of human life, these views of the dual nature of humanity 

repudiate the idea that we have no choice about our sin, revealing that we choose the 

paths we take and that those choices have relational, although not irrevocable, 

consequences. God’s love for us is primary, steadfast and irrevocable, and sin does not 

change that. As Fretheim reminds us, the human’s divine purpose in the world is not 

diminished by the events of Genesis 3, but is part of an ongoing purpose and activity of 

God in all things (2015, pp. 25–39). To be made in the image of God is a healthy state of 

being, and it is a calling into which we may live. 

And what of shame in such a view? There is no part of the human that reveals shame 

more than the face (Darwin, 2016, pp. 202–203; Tomkins, in Sedgwick & Frank, 1995, 

pp. 134, 136–137). It would be a serious omission to fail to include in this discussion the 

behaviour of those who “deface” us with unwarranted criticism, abuse of various kinds, 

neglect of responsibility and any behaviours that demean and devalue our humanity. In 

the shame that is brought upon us, our faces are turned down, away, removed from 

contact with other human beings. As Pattison says, the loss of face, in whatever sense 

and for whatever reason, “may be to live an excluded, diminished existence”. In 

contrast, 

to be given face, to be enfaced, is to have a recognised, honoured and respected 
place in the community. The person who belongs and is wanted feels the faces of 
others shining upon them … To be possessed of face, literally and metaphorically, 
is to have the potential for a full rich personal and social life (2013, p. 3). 

Those who would shame us do not recognise their own humanity in our faces. It is 

salient to reflect on the ways that our own behaviour might fail in the same way. To be 

ashamed of shaming others is a proper response, and challenges us to see the humanity 

in another. God never loses sight of us. The story of Adam and Eve shows us that God’s 

face is always turned towards those God loves. To be created to reflect God’s image 

could be no greater affirmation of our worth.  
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The language studies of the Biblical scholars further enrich our understanding of the 

shame in Genesis 3. While some of the suggested meanings capture the devastation that 

comes with shame, they also recognise the adaptive purpose of shame. Seebass spells 

out the idea that trust placed in an untrustworthy source leads to failure and 

disappointment — shame. If Israel was the intended recipient of the message of Genesis 

3, this interpretation makes sense for them, and it makes sense for us. The distress of 

shame, when it is  heard to communicate that we are unworthy and unacceptable, is a 

distortion of the shame that is intended to draw us to repentance. The shame of Adam 

and Eve  can be understood to reveal “ you are out of relationship because of what you 

have done; hear this message to return to that relationship, and repair it. The story of 

human sin unfolds in its shame and guilt dimensions (Stockitt, 2012, p. 19), but we do 

not need to remain in them. The face of God is never turned from us. The Jewish scholar 

Rosenzwieg (1985, p. 176) notes what happens when we avoid facing God in dialogue, 

and what might happen if, instead, we open ourselves to that dialogue: 

To God’s ‘Where art Thou?’ the man had still kept silence as defiant and blocked 
Self. Now, called by his name, twice, in a supreme definiteness that could not be 
heard, now he answers, all unlocked, all spread apart, all ready, all soul: “Here I 
am” (1985, p. 174). 

6.6  Genesis 3 reveals the paradox of shame in the steps to forgiveness  

Genesis 3 is a story of options: to live under God’s loving gaze, or not; to return to the 

love of that gaze, or not. Shame, in this story, is the outcome of the human couple’s 

decisions to choose ‘not’. Their response to that shame is to follow its instinctive 

demands, which are to relieve themselves of its pain by denial (hiding and covering), 

and defiance (blaming others). To accede to these demands is to continue in shame's 

power. God’s invitation to come out and turn their faces towards God is an invitation to 

be released from shame that continues to this day and beyond. In the image of the face, 

Jamieson (2015, p. 111) finds a metaphor that enriches our understanding of shame and 

relationship. The downturned face, imagined so poignantly by Masaccio, is a strategy to 

escape from shame, “a refusal to encounter meaningfully the face of another”. In a 

supreme contrast, the face of Jesus never looks away from ours. “Jesus is the face that 

sees all and still loves all. Jesus’ face alone is the one that has power to forgive and to 

give to us the healing and power to accept such forgiveness” (p. 114). Traditionally, 
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theology has seen God’s invitation to Adam as a response of forgiveness for guilt, and so 

it is, but that is not enough for God. Facing our shame when we have acted in breach of 

our relationships is a necessary step towards forgiveness. Adam and Eve’s refusal to 

take that step is evident in the story, but this is not its end. God does not turn away from 

them, but clothes them so that they no longer need to be reminded of their nakedness. 

The act of clothing them is symbolic of God’s ongoing protection and care, because they 

continue to be the creatures God has made. They are no longer in the garden, but they 

are loved (Watson, 2005, p. 18). 

Practical theologians have said much about the absence of shame in traditional 

theology’s approach to forgiveness. Forgiveness has not been sufficiently examined for 

its application to shame, with the result that it may be offered inappropriately or 

prematurely (Jamieson, 2016; Nash, 2020, p. 135; Pattison, 2000a, p. 245; Patton, 2003, 

p. 13). Furthermore, pastoral experience has found that shame inhibits people’s ability 

to accept God’s forgiveness, whether they have acted in ways that have brought shame 

upon them or it has been imposed by circumstances or the actions of others (Cozens, 

2019, p. 10; Jamieson, 2016, p. 89; Patton, 2003, p. 39; Rhoads & Rhoads, 2011, p. 91). 

The relationship between shame and the thought and practice of the Church is 

ambivalent (Pattison, 2000, p. 229). It is capable of offering freedom from shame-filled 

lives, but the capacity of theology to shame people, or to exacerbate shame in those 

already ashamed, has been stated explicitly and illustrated in a multitude of ways (Nash, 

2020, p. 75; Pattison, 1998, p. 55, 2000a, p. 229 f; Starkey, 2009, pp. 98–112). 

The traditional models of atonement that have been developed to explain the death of 

Jesus are inadequate to address shame. When the atonement is explained as a legal 

intervention where Jesus took upon himself the punishment meant for us, it omits the 

way Jesus took on our shame. Jesus, the sinless one, bore the ultimate shame when he, 

the Son of God, underwent the worst of punishments that human beings inflict on 

others. As we read in Hebrews 12:2, Jesus bore the shame of nakedness and punishment 

from which he came to save us. Yet he stayed in relationship with God, who confirmed 

him as the Christ, in raising him from the dead. Shame was raised in Christ. We no 

longer need to fear it. To look on the face of Jesus is to encounter the face “that looks in 

love, and that refuses to turn away”. Shame must be brought into our understanding of 
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forgiveness so that this gift of God, brought about in Jesus, is accessible for the 

redefinition it brings to human identity (Jamieson, 2016, p. 112-113). 

A more rounded theology of shame is beyond the scope of this thesis and would include 

further examination of shame in the wider context of the Bible and a more detailed 

critique of the scholarship that has approached it. Theology’s contributions to our 

understanding of shame are brought together in the theological foundations for pastoral 

relationship counselling in the next chapter. I have chosen the depiction of shame in 

Genesis 3 because it is a key dimension of a story that establishes meaning for our 

identity as God’s loved creatures and instruction about how we are to live in God’s 

world. Understood in this way, shame is a meaningful emotion that alerts us to a threat 

to our relationships, a warning we may interpret and respond to. The paradox of shame 

includes the idea that shame feels bad, but that feeling itself does not determine that 

shame is inherently bad. Shame, like our other emotions, needs to be interpreted in its 

context. To accept our own shame, as God does, makes it possible for us to accept the 

shame of others, to receive that shame with compassion, and to be with them in the 

journey that we all travel to restoration and healing with God, with others and with 

ourselves. 
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Chapter 7 

Shame in pastoral relationship counselling practice 

In the previous chapters of this thesis, the notion that shame is a paradox has been 

explored. One dimension of that paradox is that while the need to hide our shame draws 

us apart, revealing our shame draws us together. The challenge for pastoral relationship 

counselling is that shame is painful and we are always inclined to avoid it; as a result it 

remains hidden and not available for attention. Nonetheless, it continues to exercise its 

power in the couple relationship. This power is seen in Masaccio’s painting where Adam 

and Eve cannot look at each other’s faces and continue to be estranged. The premise on 

which this chapter proceeds is that people are always anticipating or managing shame 

so that it influences the recognition and expression of other emotions such as anger, 

sadness and fear (Scheff, 2011, p. 33). Contained within this premise is that internalised 

shame experiences, regardless of their severity, accompany all individuals into their 

couple relationships (Epstein & Falconier, 2011, p. 167,169; Lee, 1994, p. 269). The 

chapter articulates the ways that pastoral relationship counselling can assist couples to 

recognise the presence of shame in their relationships and to harness its constructive 

possibilities. On so doing they may learn how to use it “generatively”, as a part of a 

“productive and relational process” (Probyn et al., 2018, p. 4). The model of pastoral 

relationship counselling discussed in this chapter draws on the theological and 

psychological foundations that have been detailed as the basis for undertaking the 

difficult task of accessing shame in couple relationships. 

The Genesis story was never intended to unravel the details involved in shame, but it 

provides an instructive role. As has been contended in this thesis, shame is part of the 

Christian conceptualisaton of sin, but has not had much discrete attention in the 

Christian tradition.  If the story is seen as a paradigmatic story about “us”, it reveals that 

shame will be present in the lives of human beings, and it will come between them. It 

also shows that if shame is not faced, the relationship will not be repaired. Much of the 

relationship counselling literature that has been cited supports this meaning. In 

addressing shame as a significant issue in relationships the literature details how we 

might understand the shame of individuals as it comes with each partner into the 

relationship, how that shame impacts the relationship, and how it becomes a co-creator 

of the shame that arises in any couple relationship. Whether partners carry acute, 
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reactive shame experiences or long-term chronic shaming, every person carries some 

internalised shame. The kind of shame and its degree of severity will have some 

influence on the activation of shame in a couple relationship. A pastoral relationship 

counsellor, therefore, needs to be alert to the presence of shame as part of their 

assessment process. 

7.1 Theological principles for assessment of shame  

The concept of covenant promise is the basis for the principles to be proposed in this 

section. Marriage is seen by some as a covenant modelled on God’s covenants (Foster, 

2014; Hugenberger, 1994; Toornstra, 2002; Witte & Nichols, 2005). A term that is 

central to the Old Testament, covenant defines the terms of relationship between God 

and human creatures that will bring blessing upon those creatures (Anstey, 2016, p. 

60). Covenant provides the process by which the relationship will be repaired 

(Brueggemann, 2009, p. 9). This definition renders “covenant marriage” as a derivative 

of God’s covenant with his people in which the gifts of fidelity, protection, and the repair 

of relational breakdown are contained. Christian texts and teaching on the nature of 

marriage view the relationship of Adam and Eve that is depicted in Genesis 2:24-25 as a 

model for the couple relationship (Balswick & Balswick, 2006, p. 38). Genesis 2:24-25 

defines this marriage covenant: “Therefore a man leaves his father and his mother and 

clings to his wife, and they become one flesh. And the man and his wife were both naked 

and were not ashamed”. While the idea of repair is not included in these verses, it is 

implicit in Genesis 3 when God invites the couple to come out from hiding and speak 

with him. It is thus included in my conceptualisation of marriage as a covenant and the 

theological principles that derive from it.  

The relationship, when conceptualised as a kind of covenant, becomes the relationship 

to which the couple commit and aspire. When partners fall from their covenantal 

commitments, they experience shame because they know they have behaved in ways 

that fall short of those commitments. They know this makes them less than they could 

be. Attending counselling may be shameful to them because they will be revealing this 

“fall” to another person. In assessing the couple in the early sessions, the counsellor 

who is mindful of the difficulties of shame and of the word itself may draw on the 

Hebrew meanings for shame that have been presented in this thesis. This would be in 
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the counsellor’s mind, looking for signs of “disappointment”, even “despair”, and the 

sources that have brought them about. These words may be used in the exploration of 

the relationship’s issues rather than the word “shame” as part of the “safe passage” that 

the counsellor seeks to create with the couple in the initial stages of the work. 

In my own pastoral relationship counselling practice I use the principles below, 

integrated with a range of methods of assessment as I discern the essence of the 

presenting issues that are brought to counselling. In the next paragraphs the principles 

are stated and below each are some of the questions that might be in my mind as I work 

with the couple. These and other questions are relevant to any approach to counselling, 

regardless of the counsellor’s and couple’s stance on faith commitments, although as in 

all methods should be adapted for the context of all partners in the counselling 

endeavour.  

Principle 1: The promises of the relationship  

Marriage is a “covenant” entered by the couple that defines the promises they make. 

The concept of covenant centres on fidelity as the means of relational protection and 

contains the commitment to repair the relationship when a rupture occurs. Just as 

shame is a common response to failures in commitment to biblical covenants, the 

counsellor assesses the couple’s conceptualisation of the marriage “covenant”, and for 

shame in their presentation of themselves and the issues they have brought. It is 

important that the counsellor seeks out the couple’s own way of conceiving these 

concepts, listening for and using their language and cultural conceptions of this concept.  

What were the couple’s expectations of this relationship when they chose to make a 

commitment to each other? What promises did they make? Have they failed these promises 

in some way and is there evidence that shame -disappointment - is part of their experience 

in failure? What does that disappointment consist of? 

Principle 2: The exclusive nature of the relationship  

The couple leave their existing, primary relationships to form a new, exclusive, primary 

relationship with each other. 
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Have they “left” other relationships enough to become one with each other? Do they see 

their relationship as exclusive and prioritised over other relationships? What relationship 

do they have with other relationships that matter to them? What agreements have they 

made about this and how do they work for each partner? Are there present or emerging 

difficulties because of them?  

Principle 3: The protective nature of the relationship 

The partners “cling” – “hold fast”17 - to each other. Their primary orientation is towards 

their marriage partner; their first loyalty and their primary responsibility is to look 

towards the other’s interests and well-being.  

Do they “hold fast” to each other? Do they prioritise and protect each other? If there is 

evidence that they don’t, how does the counsellor bring this into the conversation? Where 

is their attention directed? To what are they most faithful? Is it to their partner, or, is it 

directed to their job, their sport, another relationship (an undisclosed or disclosed affair), 

and addiction – sexual, alcohol or other drugs, gambling. Alternatively, are they close in 

unhealthy ways? Do they have other relationships and activities that offer balance and 

stimulation, while prioritising the wellbeing of the other? And where does shame fit in the 

matters that are problematic in the relationship? In what have they put their trust instead 

of their partner that has brought disappointment? 

Principle 4: The intimate nature of the relationship 

They become one flesh. This refers to sexual union and the intimacy it brings, but 

intimacy is a wider concept. It builds on principle 3, which focuses on emotional safety, 

comfort and security. Nakedness in a physical and emotional sense brings no shame, 

even with its vulnerability when the couple build and maintain mutuality and trust.  

What does intimacy mean to them and how do they assess it? Are they sexually interested 

in each other, content, satisfied, or are they having difficulties in this area? What does this 

mean to them?  More widely, Are they “one”? What is their couple “bond” like and how is 

that is expressed in a shared mind and purpose – how connected are they? What do they 

 
17 In Genesis 2:24, the word “clings” is in the New Revised Standard Version of the Bible used to translate 
the Hebrew text, and “hold fast” is used in the English Standard Version (ESV) of the Bible.  
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share? How do they relate together around things they may not share? How do they make 

decisions? How do they manage difference in a way that keeps their essential unity?  

Principle 5: The commitment to repair the relationship when things go wrong 

Inherent in the divine-human covenant is that human failure will occur and it will be 

repaired. The marriage covenant is intended to reflect this model. The marriage 

partners are human and ruptures will occur, but part of their covenant agreement 

includes the process of repair. Partners take responsibility for what they have done that 

brings shame – disappointment, hurt, distress, dishonour. They take steps to repair and 

to restore the broken relationship. Following that process is the giving and receiving of 

forgiveness.  

What is their priority in conflict? How do they manage it? What do they fight about and 

how do they fight? What processes do they have for repair when things go wrong between 

them? How do they see the role of conflict in their relationship?  

In the context of these principles which inspire hope and healing for troubled 

relationships, some crucial points of caution must be noted. It has been stated 

throughout this thesis that shame is a difficult emotion that most of us go to some 

lengths to avoid. The counsellor needs to discern if it is safe to approach shame in 

couple relationships and to proceed with care. Relationship counsellors familiar with 

the basic principles of establishing safety for couple work will adapt the principles 

above in accordance with their discernment of the couple’s capacity to take their own 

shame into account.  

For the pastoral counsellor, and for the couple who hold a strongly felt view of the 

permanency of marriage, the biblical view of the human person does not condone 

anything less than respect for personhood. The counsellor must be alert to the 

possibility of abuse and manage the counselling accordingly, even if it means 

suspending it. The teachings of the Christian faith can never be used to justify abuse in 

marriage. The guidelines to come provide some support for this work which is often 

complex and can be extremely challenging.  
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7.2 Approaching shame in pastoral relationship counselling 

The interdisciplinary nature of pastoral counselling integrates religious and secular 

approaches to its therapeutic practice. Pastoral relationship counselling is not 

constrained by any one theoretical approach, but draws from any of the theories for 

change that have been applied to couple relationships and the wisdom they bring. 

Successful relationship counselling is most likely to work from the counsellor’s 

preferred modality while utilising varying techniques and applications that have been 

collected over their years of practice.  

Pastoral relationship counsellors will usually have a preferred way of doing their 

assessments with couples. To date, relationship counselling literature has not typically 

included assessing for shame in its pages. The principles above that include assessment 

of shame should be integrated with the counsellor’s usual assessment process for 

discerning the couple’s concerns. This necessarily involves counsellor sensitivity to the 

context of those clients – their culture or other circumstances - and the nature of the 

problem they bring to counselling. At the same time, as a couple speaks about the 

problems they are experiencing, the counsellor is listening for what they say, what they 

infer, and what they communicate inadvertently through gesture, tone of voice, choice 

of words, body language and other indicators. Counsellors working from models that 

prioritise experience will be listening for how the partners express their emotions and 

describe their reactions, as individuals and in discussing the relationship. The 

counsellor will notice how each partner relates to themselves, and how each relates to 

the other and refers or defers to them.  

It is in these early indicators of the couple’s relationship with each other that a 

counsellor who is attuned to the possibility for shame will begin to see it may be arising 

in the session. As has been argued in this thesis, shame is present in all human 

relationships, operating as a constructive or destructive force. Even well-functioning 

couples have moments where shame is activated, even without awareness of it. 

Personal guilt may or may not be relevant. Quite frequently in pastoral relationship 

counselling, guilt and shame are both involved in the presenting issue or other issues 

that arise. In Christian terms, the reasons would often be considered as “sin”. It is 

extremely common that the couple is dealing with both emotions - affairs are one 
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example, as was highlighted in the human research study. They can be assisted to 

identify and address shame where it is involved and take responsibility for guilt when it 

is relevant. It is necessary for a couple to find ways to respond constructively to each 

other when these emotions are connected in the relationship, especially when they play 

out in entrenched patterns of reactive and damaging behaviour because shame prevents 

them owning up to their guilt.  

 

Whether or not shame is a substantial and perhaps systemic issue in the relationship, it 

is nonetheless troubling until the couple recognise it and can work towards changing its 

expression when it arises. Some couples can learn to recognise shame as an emotional 

signal they can use as a “generative” resource for their relationship. For others, where 

shame has been a pervasive influence in their troubles, the counsellor will be working 

with significant destructive processes for some time before this potential can be 

discovered. 

The theological principles that have been outlined point to the way relationships are to 

function if, in Christian terms, they are to find some fulfilment of their God-given 

vocation for relationship in all of its manifestations. While human relationships are 

unlikely to fully achieve this goal, pastoral relationship counsellors have the 

opportunity to support all couples as they strive for the best relationship they can grow. 

For the counsellor to be attentive to the possibility of shame in a couple’s relationship, 

they have more chance of achieving that goal. 

7.3 Relationship patterns that defend against shame 

The therapeutic literature states that shame develops in earlier relationship 

experiences, the severity of which are significant in the capacity of a couple to manage 

the problems that are created when shame is triggered. The acquisition of defences 

against feeling shame also occurs over time. Shame is rarely presented directly, but 

once those defences are understood by the counsellor as possible responses to shame, it 

can be recognised even within the initial assessment phase with a new couple. Sudden 

escalations of emotion, accusations, and blaming are prevalent expressions that are 

commonly employed to cover shame. The narratives from Genesis 3 and Emma in the 

early pages of the literature review are accurately portrayed examples of such 
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reactions. Shame can also be a factor behind the “disappearance” inwards when one 

partner withdraws, when another attempts to control through rigid rules, or when a 

partner becomes dominant or aggressive (Lee, 1994, p. 263). Accessing the patterns 

that have become part of the individual and couple experiences is a key dimension of 

relationship counselling. What has not been recognised widely is that shame can be a 

central driver in the conflict that is presented with the couple, and that unrecognised, 

untreated shame will maintain and exacerbate that conflict. Herein is the point of 

recognising the simplest expression of the paradox in shame: “private shame isolates, 

shared shame unites”(Ryan, 2017, p. 98) as a motivator for relationship counsellors to 

recognise and work with the shame that keeps partners apart.  

It is not within the scope of this thesis to provide a detailed approach to working with 

shame, but there are guidelines that underpin good practice in this area.  

7.4 Guidelines for good practice in working with shame 

Underlying any relationship counselling is the safety of the partners. While violence 

against intimate partners is sometimes a presenting issue, more often it is not 

presented. Relationship counsellors are mindful that the work we do with couples does 

not compromise the safety of either partner when they leave our sessions. Particular 

care must be taken to ensure that it is safe when inviting vulnerable aspects of 

individuals, especially shame, to be shared in the counselling room. This was 

highlighted in the human research study and can never be ignored. 

The ten guidelines below are for working with shame in couple relationships in ways 

that support good pastoral relationship counselling practice. Each guideline is followed 

by some commentary that is drawn from some of the literature and my experience in 

working with couples. Detailed exploration of these principles is found in the references 

listed, although this is not exhaustive. 

(i) Become equipped with knowledge of shame in its two “faces” in its forms as 
chronic, toxic and destructive, and as an adaptive, constructive emotion. 

Be aware of the ways in which shame is culturally and socially constructed and can be 

experienced in a variety of ways as a result of these influences (Sanderson, 2015, p. 22). 
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Learn about how individuals have accumulated banks of shame experiences that are 

connected with original events and are triggered in the present and set off attacks of 

shame – often without any awareness of what is stored in what may be unconscious 

memories (Lee, 1994, p. 259-260). 

Be alert for shame among the other emotions that will be present and assess if, when 

and how we will attend to it. 

(ii) Do our own therapeutic work on our shame experiences and how we deal 
with them, especially when under pressure. 

These are likely to have their origins in our attachment relationships as a child and also 

in adult life. The therapeutic literature highlights the importance of doing our own work 

since the therapeutic relationship is at the heart of the counselling work. This involves 

knowing our own attachment patterns (Wallin, 2010, p. 26), the subtleties of our 

therapeutic style (Lee, 1994, p. 276), our sense of worth and our needs for affirmation, 

success, and power (Sanderson, 2015, p. 223). If we do not know these things about 

ourselves and how to manage them, we are more likely to activate the inherent shame 

that comes in the door with our couple clients.  

(iii) Utilise the steps we have learned to establish a strong connection with our 
clients, and work to develop emotional safety in each session. 

Attunement and empathic responding are expected of any competent counsellor. Less 

obvious is the need to set and keep clear expectations and relevant boundaries in 

practical matters such as expectations for appointments, punctuality, session lengths 

and regularity, contact outside of appointments (Lee, 1994, p. 276). 

(iv) Value and affirm each partner in the relationship and the efforts they make to 
address their issues. 

Show that we see and appreciate what is good in their relationship by highlighting 

strengths, skills and so on. This demonstrates our care and attention in a deliberate 

attempt to create a corrective relationship that does not shame them as they have been 

shamed. (Lee, p. 279). 
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(v) Use the word “shame” judiciously. 

Help couples to identify their shame and how it presents actively or passively in their 

relationship. If the couple use the word, it gives us permission to use it too, although we 

monitor how it goes when we do. We may avoid the word and by listening to the 

couple’s language discover how they talk about shame in terms that they can tolerate 

such as feeling “bad”, “not good enough”, “worthless”. As referred to earlier, we can 

draw on the ancient meanings for the word such as disappointment to explore what is 

being expressed by the couple.  

We recognise that there is a paradox involved in the development of emotional safety 

when working with shame. The defences that couples present in sessions usually cover 

their yearning for emotional safety. However, they also need to face and reveal things 

that make them feel vulnerable and unsafe, and to find ways to let their partner know 

their needs for care for the other and from the other. This means that we need  to help 

them to face their shame at some level even in the early stages of their work with us 

(Lee, 1994, p. 277). Jenkins (2009, p. 20) describes this as providing “safe passage” so 

that clients can discover and face their shame. This applies whether or not we use the 

word itself. 

(vi) Support the couple in conversation with each other about difficult matters 
while being attentive to shame that may begin to emerge. 

We observe how they interact, reach towards or resist the other and we look out for 

indications of shame that may lie beneath these attempts to talk together. We notice and 

follow the (often subtle) signs of desire for contact with each other, which are 

indications that they want to be closer and to relate differently (Lee, 1994, p. 278). 

While we may be alert to shame, we need to attend to it with care so that it is not 

exacerbated in the session, or brings about reactive, destructive behaviours outside the 

session. 
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(vii) Observe the partners for their levels of shame and work with what they can 
tolerate in the counselling room. 

Discerning people who have “high-shame” or “low shame” is a key element of this. Their 

level of tolerance will match their level of shame, and partners may have different levels 

of shame. These present different challenges for the counsellor (Lee, p. 274).  

(viii) Be prepared for shame to be evoked in the counselling room, either by the 
counsellor, by one partner or by both, and attend to it directly.  

When one partner’s shame is evoked in the session by the other partner, we help the 

offending partner to recognise and acknowledge, rather than ignore or deny it. If care 

and empathy are expressed in response, and the offending partner is able to own their 

part in triggering the shame, a corrective experience begins to change the first partner’s 

shame reaction and the dynamics in the relationship. Our role may need to find the 

balance between active intervention, which may be necessary, and allowing the 

interaction to unfold so that one partner can respond with care and empathy 

(Greenberg & Goldman, 2008a, p. 323). If it is the counsellor who activates it in the 

session, we must address it non-defensively and honestly (Bob’s case study provides an 

illustration of this). 

(ix) Relationship counselling is rarely linear, and it may take many of these 
interactions to see change of a substantial nature in the way couples relate to 
each other.  

Lee notes that the couple may begin to respond more positively in the counselling room 

for some time before they can take those responses home with them. When couples 

learn about their own and their partner’s “shame scenes” they become able to interact 

with them in more constructive ways. As they are able to do so, their emotional safety is 

increased. As they advance, we help them to problem-solve with finely-tuned strategies 

that to respond to shame triggers and to contain them outside the sessions (1994, pp. 

279-280). 
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(x) Couple relationships themselves exhibit a paradox. Closeness and intimacy 

are derived from knowing and sharing the other’s world and experience, while at 

the same time we resist being vulnerable through fear of sharing our inner, self- 

world. One of the major resistances is shame. 

“Shame, if not dealt with, is very nearly an absolute block to intimacy…and that 

intimacy, when mutually achieved, is inherently deshaming” (Wheeler, 1994, p. 52) 

Greenberg and Goldman’s extensive chapter in shame in couple therapy outlines the 

paradox of shame in its both its adaptive and maladaptive functions (p. 318). They, too, 

connect this paradox with shame and its relationship to intimacy: 

To experience intimacy, partners must be able to approach each other and to be 
approached…. In that process, they open themselves to each other… When 
individuals are able to mutually unburden themselves of their shame and be 
vulnerable with each other, this shared experience can produce a tie that binds 
forever. However, when shame remains impermeable, unexpressed and 
unshared, then intimacy is prevented (p. 316). 

When a couple presents for counselling, some of the matters contained within these 

principles will be unfolded in the counselling room. Behind all of these matters is a 

story. The essence of marriage as described in Genesis 2 is the companionship, intimacy 

and shared vulnerability for which most couples yearn. The stories told to the 

relationship counsellor will show that these yearned-for qualities are missing, are being 

abused, were never there, or they were there once and now they are broken. Shame is 

likely to be an unseen but active presence that hinders the recovery of these vital 

qualities of relationship. To these yearnings, pastoral relationship counselling is 

addressed.  

7.5 Selected issues in pastoral relationship counselling practice 

(i) The paradox of human intimacy: To be naked and not ashamed (Gen 2:25). 

Genesis 2:25 brings together two states of being that seem an impossible paradox: how 

can the vulnerability of nakedness have no risk or fear? Genesis 3:7-8 conveys the 

opposite state: now, they are naked and deeply afraid. The author of this story writes in 

extremes as a way of making his point that there are two poles of the same reality 

(LaCocque, 2006, p. 12). Vulnerability in nakedness where there is mutuality and trust 
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brings no shame; when trust is broken, the vulnerability of nakedness brings shame and 

fear. Here, then is the paradox. Honest vulnerability is hard and we do not want to take 

the risk of being hurt. On the other hand, being vulnerable with a “trusted other” is the 

key to healing shame and the aloneness that comes with it (C. Thompson, 2015, p. 104). 

In the story, God was that trusted other, but they rejected the offered invitation to 

repair what they had done. The point of the Genesis story is that the shame is a signal 

that we do well to heed. Awareness and expression of shame, not its denial, is a key 

lesson for us. Shame tells us to stop and reflect, face up to what we see, and move 

towards repair. Yes, it is hard. Shame asks us to reach out towards the other, not to hide 

away. In relationship counselling, the counsellor becomes that trusted other who hears 

and responds to shame until the partners can learn to become this for each other. 

(ii) Infidelity 

The Genesis story has its origins in the God whose fidelity is enduring, and in the God 

who is impacted by our infidelity (Brueggemann, 2009, p. xvi). Infidelity is a broad term, 

and there are many ways in which the people of God demonstrate their unfaithfulness 

to God. In this story, we are introduced to the idea of infidelity when the serpent enters 

the scene. At one level, unfaithfulness begins at this point, when the couple turn their 

heads to look at this creature, and to listen to him.  

At the human level, the potential for infidelity begins when the serpent engages Eve in 

conversation, and she does not turn to her partner, Adam, for support in the 

conversation, to query its direction, or to seek another point of view. LaCocque (2006, 

p. 136-138) and Thompson 2010 (pp. 227) “unpack” the steps along this path to the sin 

that is so familiar to us when that act of infidelity begins. This is not sexual infidelity per 

se, but it is a betrayal of the relationship the couple have with God, and it does bring a 

hint of sexual innuendo with the word play on the serpent who is “‘arum”. The 

conversation leads to the betrayal of each other, and the consequences, chief of which is 

shame, tumble out one after the other. The couple did not protect their relationship 

from the intrusion of one who sought to divide them. There are lessons in this story for 

pastoral relationship counselling. Those embarking on relationships and those involved 

in them over time can be supported by the counsellor to anticipate and to recognise 

threats to their relationship and to respond to them in constructive and proactive ways.   
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(iii) Horizontal shame 

Adam and Eve’s shame occurs initially at the horizontal level, that is, between the 

couple. The nakedness that was once a source of delight is now the cause of fear, and the 

relationship that was a haven of trust, is now a source of threat. They do everything 

they can to hide from it, and to hide from each other. When they hear God approaching 

the shame becomes vertical, and they hide from God as well. What they model in their 

evasion, denial, and defiance, is the same pattern that plays out, normatively, in the 

relationship between partners in a couple relationship. Avoidance of each other, 

evasion in the form of partial truths, denial of responsibility and blaming of each other 

or other chosen objects of blame are all familiar responses to shame. As relationship 

counsellors, we are used to dealing with defensive behaviours. Our task is to assist our 

couples to recognise those behaviours for what they are: avoidances that cover their 

guilt and shame. They have developed as protections, and once served a positive 

purpose. Now they are instrumental in keeping partners from being close as these 

emotions are avoided and replaced by actions that wound and divide.  

(iv) Forgiveness  

Theological commentary on Genesis 3 has traditionally focused on the vertical 

relationship between God and the humans and not on the vertical shame that occurs for 

Adam and Eve. At the horizontal level, Adam and Eve are equally complicit in the story 

where they fall into shame, albeit in different ways. The text leaves us with an image of 

two people who are turned inward and neither will not look at the face of the other. 

Their betrayal sees them suffer the consequences. What would it take to repair? Both 

partners in the couple need to be involved in the resolution of shame in a relationship 

that has been wounded by betrayal. For an injuring partner to face his or her shame, the 

the wounded partner has to play their own role. The wounded partner must be able to 

express their pain and anger, and the injurer needs to respond with genuine, non-

defensive admission of wrong. The genuine expression of wrong and the partner’s 

acceptance of that expression, as Meneses and Greenberg found in their research (2011, 

2014), is a vital step towards the healing of the relationship. Admission of shame and its 

reception and acceptance may be a winding path towards forgiveness, but a path that 

must be followed if healing in the relationship is to occur. Human forgiveness is likely to 
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be a work-in-progress, practiced regularly in the life of a couple. To support the couple 

in learning this is the privileged work of pastoral relationship counselling. Also 

privileged is the work involved for us when relationships cannot achieve this, and when 

some relationships come to end as a result.  

Christian people are taught that we must forgive as the Bible tells us. For the counsellor 

to help couples to forgive is a proper, worthy goal, while the pathway towards that goal 

is not always straightforward. The steps towards forgiving are difficult to take, 

especially when they may involve facing and understanding shame (Patton, 2003, p. 39). 

Our work as pastoral relationship counsellors is to help the couple do the hard work 

that makes forgiveness possible and for the couple to find the way forward together. 

Couples do not always achieve this, however. Even when forgiveness occurs, 

reconciliation may not, and sometimes it should not. Unlike God’s forgiveness, in which 

God can put aside human sin, take it away and choose not to remember it (Bash, 2015, 

p. 66), human-human forgiveness has its limits in the context of human sin. Bash 

reminds us that human forgiveness, “at the most … only undoes the relational violation 

that wrongdoing causes and not the wrong itself, even if that wrong is forgiven” (p. 70). 

He cautions against “claiming too much from interpersonal forgiveness”. Past wrongs 

may make it unwise and even unsafe for relationships to be resumed. Pastoral 

counsellors hold the ideal of restoration in couple relationships and may work towards 

this goal, while being mindful that there are some relationships that have come to an 

end even before the couple presents for counselling. We hold this tension in our work, 

managing the grief that comes when forgiveness is either not possible to achieve, or 

when it is achieved but recovery of the relationship is not. This may be the ultimate 

paradox found in pastoral relationship counselling. It is one that pastoral counsellors 

must recognise and respond to accordingly. 

7.6 Summary: The paradox of shame 

Shame as it is presented in the story of Adam and Eve, is a deeply distressing, painful 

emotion. As a paradigmatic story it must have a purpose. Israel, for whom the story may 

have been written, would have understood exactly what was being conveyed. Shame 

feels bad because it alerts us to the problem that will cause rupture in our relationships. 

The paradox of human beings lies in our dual nature. We can choose what is good and 
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orderly in God’s terms, to live in God’s world and before God’s face, and to receive God’s 

enduring blessing; we can also choose to do the opposite. Shame is the outcome when 

we choose to live outside of relationship: that is, relationship that is committed to 

companionship, trustworthiness, shared vulnerability, and common purpose. Human 

relationships can never achieve this entirely, and we are impacted by our inability to 

keep our promises of fidelity to our relationships. But this is not the end of the story, if 

we are able to recognise and use the message of shame — a message ignored by Adam 

and Eve. Shame always feels bad, and we always want to relieve it. It is not relieved by 

hiding or blaming, but by facing it. Pastoral relationship counselling may offer the safe 

passage that makes it possible to do so. 
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Chapter 8   

Conclusion 

As I come to the end of this thesis I find myself looking back to the early stages of this 

long, ultimately rewarding project. At its inception I had no idea of the complexity of the 

task I was undertaking: the obstacles I would encounter, the moments of satisfaction 

punctuated with times of despair, and the flashes of insight that would pull my thoughts 

together and propel me forward.  

When people have asked me where my interest in shame began, I have often said that it 

was in 2007 when I encountered shame in my work with a couple who I had been 

seeing for relationship counselling. It is only recently that I have realised my interest 

was sparked even earlier, when, browsing the shelves of Blackwell’s bookshop in 

Oxford in 2004, I came across a book that was to become my constant reference point 

through this process of study: Stephen Pattison’s Shame: Theory, Therapy, Theology 

(2000). At the time, I had been working as a counsellor for about five years, and I found 

the book intense, fascinating and, confronting, but I was not yet ready for it. It was not 

until I was blindsided by the eruption of shame in a session with that couple I had 

already seen for some time that this book took its place in my clinical thinking as no 

other individual book had occupied before, or has occupied since. Shame found its way 

into my relationship counselling practice. 

It was only in becoming a counsellor that I began to turn my mind towards a more 

critical, evaluative approach to my own Christian faith, to the theology with which I was 

familiar and in which I had been formed, and to the practices of the church. I was 

involved in the Church’s response to child sexual abuse and was confronted by its 

failures at the same time as I was seeing clients who had suffered at its hands. To that 

point, I had understood shame as experienced to a significant degree by human beings 

who had endured so much, but I had not yet understood the ubiquity of shame, or its 

insidious capacity to eat away at the hearts of so many individuals for so long. Theology, 

I could see, had played its part in the systemic shaming that had taken its toll on so 

many. Shame had found its way into my theological thinking.  

I wrote in chapter 1 about the couple whose explosion into shame changed the way I 

thought about relationship counselling. I had seen them for almost a year before this 

session took place. We had formed a strong therapeutic connection, we had done a lot of 
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productive work together, and they were doing well. I had used all the usual, text-book 

interventions for their conflict, and these had helped them in substantial ways, but the 

shame was something I had never seen, nor been prepared for. Addressing their shame 

and helping them to know how to manage it when it was triggered supported a new 

phase of growth in their relationship. Their case kindled my passion to understand and 

to work with shame. I had learned that it must be made visible if its destructive power is 

to be reduced, and its potential for growth can be accessed. Like Fowler (1996, p. 91) 

once I had the eyes for it, I could see it, and it was everywhere. There were gaps in my 

learning that I needed to fill. The first step towards that goal resulted in a major paper 

for my Master of Ministry degree in 2008. And as other steps were taken, to understand 

this phenomenon, a Doctor of Ministry found its way into my life. 

The first part of my investigation took me to the counselling textbooks, and as an 

emotionally-focused trained therapist I began with that body of literature. Even within 

that therapeutic framework, attention to shame and how to work with it was limited. As 

I have demonstrated in in my literature review, to some extent that has changed: 

written work on shame is found scattered through the various therapeutic modalities. 

Most of the literature that includes shame in this thesis has been published since I wrote 

the M Min paper. 

The other strand of learning I pursued was theology. My couple’s internalised personal 

shame and its active presence in their relationship stimulated my search. I began in 

what seemed an obvious place: the story of Adam and Eve, which portrays a human 

couple in their encounter with shame. What I met was a hole where shame should have 

been. I found myself reading Augustine, Irenaeus, Calvin, Luther and over time 

Bonhoeffer, Barth, Von Rad, Westermann, Brueggemann, Fretheim, Biddle, Walton, 

Provan, LaCocque, N.T. Wright, Carson, House, and many others in my attempt to 

understand, but there was little to find on shame. I discovered some in Old Testament 

studies, limited theological and pastoral works, and finally, the recent practical 

theologians: Goodliff, Stockitt, Jamieson, and Cozens. 

In 2011 I went to a church-based conference, “The Shame Factor”, in Nebraska where 

some of the best “shame” minds were gathered, including Stephen Pattison and Thomas 

Scheff. I met other passionate writers and was introduced to new bodies of work. I 

found new relevance in work I had found difficult to read earlier, such as Helen Block 
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Lewis’s 1971 publication that I have mentioned several times in this thesis. Scheff and 

his wife, Suzanne Retzinger who is a couple therapist, had enjoyed a close personal 

friendship with Lewis. I was encouraged, following a conversation with Scheff, to find 

my way back to her book and work through its psychoanalytic language to glean the 

valuable learnings it offered. My work is the richer for her insights. As a lecturer in 

pastoral counselling, all of these influences have been part of the integrative process 

that underpins my teaching as well as my clinical work.  

In the first paragraph of this conclusion I spoke of the obstacles I have encountered. The 

first of these was the Western Christian theological tradition and its understanding of 

human sin. It took me a long time to wade through its guilt-focused sin theology to come 

to an understanding that it was not “wrong” so much as inadequate. I have had to learn 

to be discerning and fair in my criticism. Early drafts of my literature reflect my struggle 

with aspects of a theology that were shaming. I know now that those pieces of writing 

were an important and necessary contribution to where I am today. I am able to be 

more constructive in my understanding and explanation of what is difficult for me, and I 

know what I need to nurture and sustain my maturing intelligence and faith. 

The second major obstacle I encountered in writing the thesis was one that I did not 

anticipate. There may be nothing like a writing a thesis to expose a pre-existing sense of 

inadequacy. In my progress through the years of this project I have learned much about 

my own shame and the key point, how to hear what it has to teach me. There has, 

therefore, been a significant autoethnographic contribution to my pursuit of a more 

positive recognition of shame. The paradox is, that without that contribution, I may not 

have been able to complete this thesis. 

I conceived the thesis as a practical theological project, adapting the pastoral cycle I 

found in various practical theology texts to arrive at a three-part structure. Part I is the 

experience of shame, its relevance in pastoral counselling, and its exploration through a 

vast amount of interdisciplinary literature. Part II is the human research study in which 

I used the framework of Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis to construct and 

conduct a study with practising relationship counsellors and their experience of shame 

in their work with couples. I sought to learn what I could from other practitioners in the 

field in order to have a wider perspective in my own local context of what counsellors 

were doing with regard to shame and to discover what is needed to give shame a higher 
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profile in the training and equipping of pastoral relationship counsellors. Part III is the 

application part of the practical theological process. To this end the findings of the 

human research study have led me to a theological examination of the Adam and Eve 

story and corresponding reflections on it from a pastoral counselling perspective. These 

reflections have been used to discern theological foundations for pastoral counselling. 

These have grounded my clinical practice and provided fresh insights for assessment 

and interventions in relationship counselling. My practice, as a result, is more 

intentional in its pastoral and its integrative approach. It is my expectation that some 

insights of this work on shame will be found relevant in the wider contexts of the family, 

the church, the community and the workplace.  

I have now come to the end of synthesising all the material and writing up the learning 

that has come from it. I have persevered to reach the goal towards which my energies 

have been directed for several years. What I have learned would fill the pages of several 

theses. There have been other achievements in the process of constructing this 

document that are of equal value. I have learned more about my own experience of 

shame and how to read it more constructively. In another kind of exposure, I have had 

the privilege of reading literature with which I would never had come in contact 

without this project. Some of the minds behind that literature will accompany me 

through the years ahead like old friends. Much learning, and a greater appreciation of 

my worth as a human being have come through my increasing but incomplete 

understanding of the paradox of shame. That these will be an ongoing part of my 

emotional, spiritual and relational well-being is an unexpected and deeply appreciated 

reward for this study for a Doctor of Ministry degree.  
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1. Participant Information Sheet: pp. 175-178 
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2. Why have I been invited to participate in this study?

The researcher is seeking experienced relationship counsellors for this study. Your name has been 

selected from the websites of PACFA, CAPA, AARC, APC, and CCAA. 'Experienced' for this purpose is 

defined as a counsellor who has received specialised training in relationship counselling and therapy, and 

who has at least 2 years experience of working with couples for at least 5 sessions. 

3. What does this study involve?

You will be asked to take part in two semi-structured interviews of up to 90 minutes, guided by open 

questions. The interviews will be conducted by the researcher. They will be arranged at a mutually 

convenient time and be held approximately 6 weeks apart. It is proposed that the interviews take place at 

the researcher's office at Strathfield. Each interview will be audio-recorded, transcribed and re-identified 

to protect the participant's identity and the privacy of the data that is being collected. 

In the first interview, you will be invited to describe your work with couple clients: how you recognize and 

respond to shame in the work. You will receive the transcript of the first interview prior to the subsequent 

one. In the second interview, you will be invited to reflect on the first interview, and to reflect on the way 

you understand the impact of shame on relationships. You will also be asked to comment on the 

outcomes, as you see them, for couples as they have worked with shame in counselling. 

Following reading this information, you are asked to contact the researcher to advise of your continued 

interest. She will then arrange an informal telephone interview with you to discuss your interest and to 

clarify availability for the time frame and location. The interview offers an opportunity for mutual 

discernment about participation in the research. 

4. Are there risks and benefits to me in taking part in this study?

This study enquires into shame in couple relationships through the experiences and reflections of the 

relationship counsellor, and requires the counsellor to describe their work with shame rather than any 

shame of their own. In this sense there is little risk to you as the counsellor. However, it can be 

uncomfortable for anyone to look on to someone else's shame and it is possible that you, also, may find it 

uncomfortable. It is also possible that clients' shame will find resonance in experiences of your own and 

you may find this uncomfortable. 

The benefit of participating in the study is that you are likely to develop a more nuanced understanding of 

shame, initially through your reflections on your work and subsequently through reflecting on the results 

of the research that has been conducted with you and other participants. It is hoped that such an 

understanding will contribute to your own professional practice in positive ways. 

5. How is this study being paid for?

Any costs for this study will be met by the researcher and no other funding body. 

6. Will taking part in this study (or travelling to) cost me anything, and will I be paid?

There will be no reimbursements for any costs incurred in traveling to the research venue, and 

nopayments offered for participation in the research. 

www.csu.edu.au 
CRICOS Provider Numbers for Charles Sturt University are 00005F (NSW), 01947G (VIC) and 02960B (ACD, ABN: 83 878 708 551 



7. What if I don't want to take part in this study?

Participation in this research is entirely your choice. Only those people who give their informed consent
will be included in the project. Whether or not you decide to participate is your decision and will not

disadvantage you. If you do decide to participate, you may withdraw from the project at any time without
giving a reason and have the option of withdrawing any data which identifies you.

8. What if I participate and want to withdraw later?

In this project where the data is re-identifiable, participants who withdraw have the option of withdrawing 
their data. 

9. How will my confidentiality be protected?

Any information collected by the researcher which might identify you will be stored securely and only 
accessed by the researcher. The data in hard copy form will be kept in a locked filing cabinet in the 
researcher's home office. Electronically stored data will be password protected. No-one will have access to 
the data with the exception of the researcher's supervisors. It will be retained for a period of 5 years, 
protected as above, in the researcher's home office, after which it will be destroyed. 

Data will be kept in re-identified form, in which all names will be coded with new names. Once the 
research is complete and written up for the researcher's thesis, all data will have these re-identifiers 
removed. It will then be stored in non-identifiable form. 

There are limits on assurances of confidentiality as law may subpoena research data/records. 
Confidentiality will be kept as it is consistent with law. 

10. What will happen to the information that I give you?

The taped interviews will be transcribed and copies of the transcriptions will be mailed to you. Any 

information that you do not want to be included in the analysis will be removed and a revised copy sent to 
you. 

Once the data has been analysed you will be sent a summary report of the findings from the research. 
It will be reported in my thesis that will be submitted for my Doctor of Ministry degree. It is also likely to 
be used in academic journals, and in conference papers. No identifying information will be used. No 
identifying details for any individual participants will be used in any reports arising from the project. 

11. What should I do if I want to discuss this study further before I decide?

If you would like further information please contact either the researcher or her principal supervisor using 
the detail? provided below. 

Helen Blake, researcher: hblake@csu.edu.au or 0418 467196. 

Dr Heather Thomson, principal supervisor: hthomson@csu.edu.au 

www.csu.edu.au 
CRICOS Provider Numbers for Charles Sturt University are 00005F (NSW), 01947G (VIC) and 02960B (ACT). ABN: 83 878 708 551 



12. 'Who should I contact if I have concerns about the conduct of this study?'

Charles Sturt University's Human Research Ethics Committee (for low risk projects has approved this 

project. If you have any complaints or reservations about the ethical conduct of this project, you may 

contact the Committee through the Executive Officer: 

The Executive Officer 

Human Research Ethics Committee 

Tel: (02) 6338 4628 

Email: ethics@csu.edu.au 

Any issues you raise will be treated in confidence and investigated fully and you will be informed of the 

outcome. 

Thank you for considering this invitation. This information sheet is for you to keep. 

www.csu.edu.au 
CRICOS Provider Numbers tor Charles Sturt University are 00005F (NSW), 01947G (VIC) and 02960B (AC1). ABN: 83 878 708 551 
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